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SMALL PERSON, HUGE DREAMS
Gabriela Regalado Works to Pursue her Dreams After Graduation

Above: Gabriela Regalado posed In front of the MSNBC stage during the final presidential debate at Lynn University. Regalado al
interviewed Governor Rick Scott at the debate, amongst other politicians and journalists. Staff Photos/L Villegas.

By LISEITE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer

Born and raised in a small
town named Copan Thomas
located in Honduras, Gabriela Regalado, senior, has big
dreams that she wants to accomplish.
Regalado has always been
the student who loves being involved on campus. She was a
resident assistant for two years
and is now a community advi-

sor. But these jobs require having strong leadership and time
management skills, something
Regalado has never hesitated
in demonstrating.
Regalado is also involved in
iPulse, an anchor for Beyond
the Brief, was President of
Campus Crusade for Christ and
was part of National Broadcasting Society. All these clubs
have helped her build an outstanding resume. She has also
been able to interview several

prominent people, such as Del
Potro, Andy Roddick and Governor Rick Scott.
Along with keeping up with
her extracurricular activities,
Regalado has always maintained excellent grades. For
that reason, she has been chosen to be part of the Honors
Society and has participated in
different conferences in Boston.
When she is back home in
Honduras, Regalado does not

take time off, but instead she
puts her major to use. Radio,
television and internet media
with a minor in advertising
has helped her be able to advance her family's business
with advertising strategies.
Although she is close to
graduating, Regaldo is not going to give up at this point. She
is staying at Lynn for an extra
year to get her master's in media studies and practices. She
(Continued on page 2)
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hopes one day this will help
her reach her life time dream
of working for the communication department for World Vision doing documentaries.
"I think sometimes we live
a very conformable life with
a lot of blessing and I think
we take them for granted,"
said Regalado. "We should
share these blessing with the
people around us and acknowledge that there is a lot of need
around the world."
Even with her dream job in
mind, Regalado demonstrates
what a loving, caring and humble person she truly is. She appreciates and makes the best of
everything.
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Regalado has always shared a passion for filming with many of her peers at Lynn. Staff Photo/L. Villegas.
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By SARAH FRANK
Staff Writer

Joseph's Market is passionate about great Italian food and
ingredients. The market began
in 2005 by Brooklyn native, Joseph Acierno. He decided that
he wanted to bring his passion
and the classic Italian market to
South Florida.
The market is well known
for their prepared foods. Customers have the option of
seafood, hot foods, including
pastas, and meats, pizza, subs
and a bakery. Joseph's also has
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fresh baked bread and wine options from all over the world.
All of the chefs at Joseph's
are trained for Italian cooking
and have a lot of past experience in the kitchen. For customer convenience, Joseph's
also has a team to prepare
catered foods for customer
events, meetings and parties.
"As soon as you go into the
store, you literally feel like you
are in a classic Italian market,"
said Abby Obrian, a regular at
Joseph's. "It is beautifully decorated, filled with fresh food
and tons of free
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Joseph's Market can also be
found in Palm Beach Gardens
and Wellington. The prices at
the market are very reasonable in relation to the portion
size that customers are given.
If customers are on the go and
want a quick bite to eat, there
is a refrigerated wall with
fruits, vegetables, dips, fresh
squeezed juices and crackers.
"My favorite thing to get
at Joseph's Market is the big
meatball sub," said Obrian.
"The meatballs aren't just sitting around in a hot bowl waitto be served.
actually
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make them and cook them right
in front of you to put straight in
the freshly made roll."
Customers have the option
to become a preferred customer. Joseph's appreciates the
business that their customers
give them so they give back by
giving daily deals. They email
weekly specials, send event notifications and give out special
promotions.
For an authentic Italian experience go enjoy the food at
Joseph's Market. For more information, visit josephsclassicmarket.com .
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Joseph's Mar1<et has a variety of produce and Italian bakery items for customers to enjoy in an authentic Italian setting. Staff Photos/S. Frank.
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SINK OR SWIM FOR FLORIDIANS
Strange Sinkhole Accounts Occur Around the State of Florida
By DELANEY BREY
Assistant Editor
The Wicker and Bush family
woke up to the screams of Jeffrey Bush as he was swallowed
by a 20-foot-deep hole under
his bedroom Hoor recently.
As soon as officers arrived
on the scene the sinkhole was
nothing short of shocking. No
one had been shot, stabbed or
even beaten. The criminal that
had made Jeffrey scream was
an uncommon natural disaster.
"I couldn't get him out,"
said Jeremy Bush, brother of
Jeffery.
Jeremy was lucky to have
escaped himself, as County
Deputy Douglas Duvall was
reported to have saved Jeremy
from the sinking house.
A sinkhole is caused when
water moves through underground caverns and erodes the
ground until it collapses. Sinkholes are common in Florida
but do not usually cause death.
"Florida sits on a system of
caverns filled with water," said
Ron Rogers, county fire chief.
The trick to keeping sinkholes a secret is due to that fact
that with simple house inspections sinkholes can be avoided
and repaired.
About four days after the
original sinkhole under the
Bush's family house, another
sinkhole appeared just miles
away.
Fortunately, no one was injured as the sinkhole opened
between two houses rather than
underneath one. It was smaller
at 5-feet-deep as opposed to the
now 60-foot-deep hole at the
Bush location.
With the two incidences

happening so close in time and
location the media started trying to "dig up" answers. They
soon discovered that just five
months before the sinkhole
took Jeffery's life, the property
had been approved safe and received sinkhole insurance by
State Farm Insurance inspectors.
"They
said
everything
looked good," said Buddy
Wicker, 75 and owner of the
house.
In reality, the task of hiring
an inspector is easy, the harder

part is believing whether or not
they did a good job. Though
this could have been a freak
coincidence it is still highly unlikely that the hole could have
popped up in the five-month
layover.
For those concerned about
these occurrences, it is important to remember the importance of having foundations
checked out. The money spent
to have it professionally done
could be the difference between sinking or swimming in
Florida.

Above: Family and mends surrounded Bush after the sinkhole inddent that nearly killed him; these types of
natural disasters are extremely CX)Illmon in the state and particularily in western-central Aorida. Stod< Photo.
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VAMPIRE FACIAL ON REALITY TV
Kim Kardashian's Latest Beauty Attempt Sparks Cosmetic Trend
By AMANDA BROWER
Staff Writer
Recently,
32-year-old,
Kim Kardashian publicized
a cringe-inducing "vampire
facial" she had on her reality
show.
"I was squinning in my seat
just watching it," said Nicole
Sherman, sophomore.
The procedure involves
drawing two tablespoons of
blood from the arm and then
reinserting the blood though
tiny needles all over the
face to rebuild collagen and
smooth skin. Many people
fail to see how this works and

question its success and risk
factors.
"Kim Kardashian has really run out of surgical procedures," said Danielle Kassof,
junior. "This vampire facial is
all a publicity act."
These facials should only
be done under medical attention. If, however, it were to be
done at an ordinary spa, the
risk for infection is very high.
The Vampire Facelift can even
cost up to $1,800.
The public will not see these
kinds of procedures going on
in their small towns. It is more
of a New York City and Los
Angeles trend. Often, the case
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with trendy treatments is that
they are not fuiJy embraced by
the medical establishment.
As for whether it actually
works or not depends on the
person. It could last forever or
for just a couple days.
"I don't think the facial is
that out of the ordinary," said
Amanda Drapkin, junior. "Especially for someone of her
stature, I would even consider getting it myself in the
future."
Whether injecting these
factors directly to facial areas
will repair or reverse the aging process remains speculative at best.
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Above: Surgeries such as this
type are on the rise. Stod< Photo.
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PROS WORKING HARD AT LYNN
Professional Football Player Alfred Morris Visits Lynn University

Alfred Morris with Stephen Goldsmith out on field training and Alfred Morris with David Gans in the Gym. Photos: S. Goldsmith/ D. Gans

By KEVIN SKAGGS
Copy Editor
Lynn may not have a division I or II football team or for
that matter a football team at all,
but the campus and its facilities
are attracting some professional
names.
Earlier this month, FAU graduate, professional football player
and running back for the Washington Redskins, Alfred Morris,
visited Lynn to use the gym and
the facilities that the campus has

to offer.
Morris was also at Lynn to
visit World Class Speed. World
Class Speed is a speed camp that
uses Lynn's soccer field and gym.
The speed camp is helping athletes reach their potential before
draft day.
"World Class Speed is a world
renown training camp," said Stephen Goldsmith, sophomore.
"The purpose of the camp is for
college players to come and train
for the combine and for professionals to get better and faster."

The college players are hoping
that World Class Speed training
camp will make them faster and
stronger, in hopes to be drafted.
Last year, Morris took part in
World Class Speed and was drafted by the Washington Redskins.
Morris was the starting running
back and a big contributor to their
playoff run.
While on his visit to Lynn, a
few students recognized Morris.
Morris was nice enough to take a
break from his work out and took
a few photos with fans.

"Being from Maryland, DC

area, I am a huge Redskins fan,"
said David Gans,junior. "It was a
shock to me seeing him working
out at Lynn's gym next to me. "
During his rookie year, Morris broke the Redskins all time
single season rushing record. He
was also added to the roster of the
All-Pro second team.
Morris as well as the individuals training with the World Class
Speed will continue their hard
work at the university until the
2013 draft begins.
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TULLY BERTORELLI'S CAREER ACT
Lynn Drama Major Graduate Still Continuing Theater in Chicago
By KATIE WELCH
Staff Writer

Lynn alumni of 2011 , Tully
Bertorelli, graduated with a
degree in drama and is currently trying to get his name
out there in the city of Chicago.
Bertorelli was part of the
rugby club in his freshmen
year as well as a part of the
drama club and GSA.
"To be honest with you
it's the teachers Lynn has to
offer," said Bertorelli. "History of Theater with Harry
Murphy was one of my favorite classes. The professors at
Lynn University want to teach
you and get to know you."
Currently Bertorelli is
in Chicago and is currently
working at the Metro/Smartbar in security. Bertorelli is
still continuing his acting in
theater.
"When I graduated college
I was in a modem adaptation
of Jane Austin's Emma called
Emma Unmatched at the Gorilla Tango Theater as Mr.
Woodhouse," said Bertorelli.
"After that I was Joan in Joan
the Witch. Then I got casted
in an indie thriller film called
Chicago Rot. Just recently I
as a c.op from the

future in a sketch improv
show at Studio B and was interviewed for a Comedy Central show that's airing in July
of this year."
Bertorelli's future is a very
bright one. As someone who
is working in the real world,
Bertorelli shares some advice
for students back at Lynn.
"Learn everything and
network. Networking is key
in today 's world," said Bertorelli. "Learn new things,
like directing, filming , editing, drawing, etc. Take an improv class. If you're moving
to the big three (Chicago, LA,
New York) to pursue a career
in acting, I recommend Chicago, not only because it's my
hometown, but it's a wonderful place to start. There's tons
of opportunity. And lastly do
what you love and fish, you
never know what you might
catch."
Bertorelli is a fine example
of how the university strives
for excellence in all majors
and career choices. It is the
experience and people you
meet that really makes this
university special.
"You're not just a number
when you're at Lynn," Bertorelli said, no acting skills

Above: Tully Bertorelli having fun while working at multiple locations and events in his successful hometown Chicago. Stock Photos.
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WATER BOTTLE GETS INNOVATIVE
The New and Enviromentally Friendly way to Drink on the Go
By JENNIFER MURRAY
Staff Writer
The average water bottle has
been transformed from the inside
out, making traveling with one's
favorite drink hot or cold easier
than ever.
Today, more than ever, people are always on the go which
means that having things fast and
easy is in high demand. That is
exactly what the S 'well bottle
pojects.
Redesigned to be a sleek fashion forward model, the S'well
bottle comes in many different
colors, as well as being ergonomically designed to fit on ones
hand perfectly, as well as any cup
holder.
"I would definitely buy one,"
said Tanner Berman, sophomore.
''1bey seem really convenient
and I like all the colors."
S'well also aims to help the
environment by reducing the use

of plastic water bottles. For every
bottle purchased, a portion goes
to the WaterAid fund which is
an organization that aims to provide sustainable, safe water to the
world's poorest communities.
The bottle itself has a high performance rating. It features insulation which eliminates condensation outside the bottle, as well
as Therma S'well Technology
which keeps beverages at their
desired temperature longer.
"I like to drink tea and it's hard
to find a container to keep my tea
warm all day so this perfect,"
said Berman.
It is an idea that was a stepping
stone in preserving a beverage
and turned into an alternate way
to help those who do not have a
basic necessity to life.
For more information, one can
visit www.swellbottle.com. Orders can be placed on the company's personal website, or on
Amazon.com.
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Above: The S'well water bottle line explains how the technology works as well as the product in multiple stylish colors. Stock Photos.
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A #HAPPYBIRTHDAY FOR TWITTER
Twitter Celebrates it's Seventh Birthday and 200 Million Users
By MEAGAN RICE
Graphic Design
Recently, Twitter ce:Jobrdted its
seventh year as a popular social
media website.
It is amazing how fast time
has flown. Twitter currently has
an estimated 20Q million active
users and that number rises every day. It all started when Jack
Dorsey, founder o' Twitter, sent
out the world's first tweet which
read "just setting up my twttr"
from his account @Jack.
Social media sitd such as
Facebook, Instagram and Tumblr
have oveu;ome the na1i.oa becoming the number one source of
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communication amongst users.
"I just made a new Twitter account about two weeks ago," said
Jada Ecto , freshman. "I already
have 481 tweets but my old one
had over 20,000."
According to the Washington
P(}.o;;t, users are sending out over
400 Glillion tweets per day.
"Twitter has become a true
global town square - a public
place to hear the latest news, exchange ideas and connect with
people all in real time;' said
Karen Wickre, Twitter's editorial
director.
"I use it to basically stay on top
of things," said Ector. ''Also to
put my thoughts out there. Some-
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times I just go on t~ because I
know I'm going to gel a laugh."
"I made my Twitter in 20 11,"
said Marly Deurchman, •shman. "I tweet a few times a week
but then it would be weeks that I
doo 't loolf. altt."
Some people lika urchman
may not be as addict to Twitter as
book, but it is still of
great popularity t · y.
"tter ·
growing rapidly an4 is OW
cally held at the same standards
as Facebook which is why many
1\ave an account with both.
Twitter is used for both information purposes and entertain- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
ment and that is what makes it so Above: Jack Dorsey, web developgreat.
er of the site Twitter. stock Photo.
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THETA PHI ALPHA ON THE RISE
Say Hello to Lynn's Newest Sorority on Campus: Theta Phi Alplul

Above: Around the Lynn campus, Theta Phi Alpha can be seen participating in a host of different activities from a Halloween bake
sale, to the golf cart decorating contest during Founder's Day and even a walk for different charity events in the Boca area. LU Photos.

By TANNER BERMAN
Staff Writer

Theta Phi Alpha is the newest sorority here at Lynn and
they sure have been making
waves through out the community and the university.
The sorority has already
compiled · an impressive enlisting of 27 active members who
have been very involved on
campus. The sorority has participated in a charity walk for
the Arthritis Association, were

a part of the Lynn Founder's
Day parade and sold bake
goods during the Halloween
bake sale. In addition, members
have already held three events
of their own here on campus,
that have been relatively successful.
"As of right now, things are
looking really good for us,"
said Carty Meyerowitz, sophomore and president of Theta
Phi Alpha. "We're planning
on participating in the Safe

Spring Break Carnival making
'mock tails' with Sigma Sigma
Sigma, being apart of Lynn's
first Greek Week and doing a
Krispy Creme Fundraiser."
Other than being very active
within the Lynn community, the
ladies of Theta Phi Alpha know
how to get down to business.
They conduct their meetings in
a prompt and orderly fashion
according to Meyerowitz.
"Our business meetings are
organized. We use an agenda

that has several topics about
what is going with the Colony
and how progress on events
are doing," said Meyerowitz.
"Sister 's opinions are always
valued and everyone does get a
chance to speak if they have input on the discussion at hand."
The sorority must run smooth
business meetings to ensure the
stability of the group, while
also making sure each sister
has their voice heard. While
(Continued on page 2)
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this may be difficult, Meyerowitz made it clear that it is definitely worth it. Now that Theta
Phi Alpha has solidified itself
as a part of the Lynn community, the ladies are hoping to
soon solidify themselves in the
Theta Phi Alpha national community.
"Our future goals are to be
installed and become a chapter by the end of the semester,"
said Meyerowitz.
Although the group has not
yet officially been installed into
the order of the Theta Phi Alpha, they have certainly made
an impact on campus.
If one is considering joining,
start attending Theta Phi Alpha's recruitment events.

Above: Theta Phi Alpha's mascot, a penguin, wears their letters to show support for the sorority. LU Photos.

[ U'S POT LIGm STUDENT PROFIL
shley Nazzario Refkcts on her Time at Ly_nn in Light ofGraduating This y;
By AMANDA SPENCER
Staff Writer

Ashley Nazario, senior will be
graduating in May with a Bachelor of Science in psychology and
minoring in criminal justice. Nazario has been very involved with
campus life during her time at
Lynn and has high hopes of owning a private practice one day.
"College, for me, was never
about finding my style or where
I belong," said Nazario. "But after four years I can say I've been
there and done that, thanks to
Lynn."
Nazario was born and raised in
Shirley, Long Island. She began
taking graduate classes at Lynn
this semester, while finishing her
undergraduate. Nazario will be
starting the 60 credit, two year
clinical psychology masters program.
"I am really looking forward to
it," said Nazario.
During Nazario's time here she

has been involved in the law and
justice club, is now a second year
member of Psy Chi and is also
apart of Lynn's Leading Ladies
which integrates high school and
college girls for success, school
and future development.
"People say friends are the basis of college," said Nazario. "But
becoming involved on campus
and delving into my academics
whole heartedly have shown me
opportunities; all I have to do is
take them."
Nazario brought in the 20122013 school year by joining the
cross country team.
"Being part of the cross country team has been one of the best
experiences I have had at Lynn,"
said Nazario.
She ran the Disney 5k and
competed in Lynn's first conference.
Whilst being involved on campus and busy with school work,
Nazario has managed to balance
jobs throughout her time here as

well. Nazario is currently working in the fitness center but has
worked as a counseling consultant in Boca and has volunteered
at Boynton Beach police department, gaining as much experience in all fields as she can.
Nazario has plans to work with
people suffering from drug and
alcohol addiction, after graduation.

"I want to work in drug and
alcohol counseling clinics until
my accreditation to have a private
practice," said Nazario. "I plan
to stay in Florida and establish a
base in South Florida."
Nazario has enjoyed her time
at Lynn and plans to continue her
success and will continue to live
her life based off of her favorite
quote, "worlc hard, play hard."

Above: Nazario enjoying what South Florida has to offer. Staff Photo.
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LET THE ALCOHOL GAMES BEGIN
·Lynn Recognizes Alcohol Awareness Month With Series ofEducational Games
By VICTORIA DE LA CRUZ errors made during spring break
Staff Writer
April is National Alcohol
Awareness Month and each year
Lynn makes sure to inform its
students about it.
Alcohol Awareness Month
was founded by the NCADD in
1987 and has a sole purpose to
increase public awareness and
understanding about the dangers
of alcohol. Lynn has always
been a strong advocate of alcohol awareness activities which
usually takes place before spring
break, reminding students to
take care of themselves during
this time.
This year a "Safe Spring
Break" fair was held a week before spring break which served
as a perfect introduction for
Alcohol Awareness Month.
Through dynamic activities,
students were shown common

if under the influence of alcohol.
"It was a fun activity and it
all felt like fun and games but in
reality it was very educational,"
said Stephanie Essenfeld, senior.
The university's goal was to
educate hundreds of students
on the dangers of drinking and
ignoring the law by reinforcing
positive responsible attitudes toward drinking.
"College is the time where
the most responsibility needs to
be created," said Mariana Castro,junior.
Like many other colleges
across the country, Lynn kicks
off the National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week every
year, which is an annual program that started a couple of
decades ago to promote anti-alcohol activities. In recent years,
the university has taken steps to
curb drinking on campus and

persuade students to refrain
from drinking altogether.
A volunteer-operated shuttle
service is in place to transport
students within 10 miles of the
university. Students can call this

shuttle after at night which will
assure them a safe ride home.
"I use this shuttle all the time
because I am afraid to get in the
car with drunk people," said Essenfeld.

Above: A Lynn Alcohol Awareness Event. Staff Photo/ V. De La Cruz.

SPORTS, LOVE AND INTERNSHIPS
Lynn Athletic Department Offers Various Student Internship Opportunities
By JOEY ARGENZIANO

~

Staff Writer
This week, students are working with advisors to set up fall
classes and many professors are
offering internship classes that
will help students.
One of the best places for internships on campus is Lynn's
athletics department; many students claim it to be one of the
greatest experiences in their entire lifetime. The athletics department has a fun environment and
will allow students to learn a lot
of skills to help both in life and in
a future career.
Two areas where students can
sign up are the sports information and sports marketing depart-

Students do not even have
to be a sports fan to join Lynn's
team, but tbey do aeed to be
hard-working. There are three
ways to get; involved.
First, various internships are
available. Lyruf University has
always encourag~ students to
participate in an internship to gain
experience. In fac~ some students
have to take an internship class to
graduate. Not all of these internships offer pay. but the experience and skilis interns learn stick
with them for life.
If students are looking fur a
paid job,' work-study oppo.rtunf
ties are a great qxdon. As long as
students qualify f'or a work-study

position, the job can be very rewarding. To find out if this is an
option, students can meet with
Lynn's student administrative
services.
Volunteeri~ ls also a great
way to get involved. Whether
by volunteering or ~plying for
an internship, companies love
to see that potential ~mployees
have worl<:ed for l.;ynn. There are
an abundance of connections at
Lyntt to have as references for the
future . Some students have even
been hired full time at Lynn.
These kind of jobs require
great teammwork abilities. There
are many Jl'!ponsibilities in the
department. It is a 'ority of the
department to utilize students

strengths and help with any weaknesses. Some of the duties when
working for the sports information department include website,
game program design, video producing and editing, photography,
in-game social media, scoreboard
operations, statistics, writing
game recaps and press releases.
Even though this seems like
a lot of work, it is a very laid
back and relaxed environment.
If students are interested to work
in sports information, they can
contact Chad Beattie at cbeattie@lynn.edu. Or if interested in
marketing, contact Alex Perez at
aperez@lynn.edu. There is also a
Facebook page and a twitter accowlt at @LUKnights.
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ISRAEL H ON ORS THE PRESIDENT
President Obama Travels to Israel to Address Reachin National Com romise
~

WILLIAM RAFFERTY

Steff Writer

"e-

President Barack Obama
livered an invigorating sp€ech
about hope and the po~ i i i '
oflsraeli 's achieving peace with
Palestinians. The motivating
message of his speech was to
ignite the idea of desiring peace
in the Middle East, as well as
to urge all Israeli's to gain more
perspective of the situation
imagining the world through
the eyes of a Palestinian.
Obama was trying to Jtot
only reach out on America's
half, but he Was als<J trying to
xtend an olive brancll to both

1

MEET~

iPULSE
STAFF

Israel and Palestine so that tb y
'Ill!)' furt!ler understand how 1ncr~ pOJd~ it is for both
l'llftions ft> (jjssotve their conflict

and turm by Joo~ ll'nVard
a much ~ter futuro for all.
"Whi» President Ohama's
remarl!tt on the threat of Syrian chemical weapons and intabi.lit were valid, and while
reaffirmation of the relatioll5hip
between Israel and the United
St , was noble, the ab · m:c
of a in le r er nee to Hama1-.
and the teJTorism coming out
of the Palc:stinian people was
noticea
d sappointin
saiC Phil Alliso
misguid
senior. "fr ObatDii trul:l' want&

Editor·in·Chief
Aura Cruz

both sides tn come to the -table
and honestly hammer ml and
-.greement that is fair to both
ll8tlons., he must 1lrst be llonest with himself and the world
about the threat that Hamas-which · recognized by the US.
as a terrorist organization poses
to Israel l.nd tht! 0\'erit!f ~ ability of the region."
P sident Obama told the
li people , "You are not
alone," in both English and Heb w. for which he received a
nding ovation.
"Those who adhere to the
ology of rejecting Israel's
ght to exist might as well rect the Earth beneath them and
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Preslden• Obama.
Despite the rigid ta~lt of II] ·
ing tQ ~tnli~hten the Israeij peat
pie, President Obama'!l fpeecll
was more than well received,
O.bama briefly spoke to Israel's
enemies. urging them to chaPge
their methods and eloquefct to
refieJ:t a moder•~ettliey-.
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Students Share Tributes
About Women wlw Vocalize the Power of Being Bold
By LISETTE VILLEGAS in support of women
doing gusty and couStaff Writer
rageous acts and even
For the first time at shared their opinion on
Lynn, the Women's how every man should
Center, partnered with perceive women.
The leader behind
the Office of Multicultural Affairs and the "That Takes Ovaries"
Health Center, hosted was Zoe Smaeth, who
"That Takes Ovaries," is a strong women's
which consisted of empowerment leader.
dramatic readings and Smaeth has more than
an open mike session 20 years of experito encourage women ence of working with
to be proud of being schools, organizations
and individuals. She
strong women.
In honor of women's also leads "That Takes
history month, Lynn Ovaries" workshops in
celebrated by sharing Asia for women and
real-life stories from girls who have been
women and girls who sex trafficked.
Katia Zelaya, Lizzy
have done gutsy, outrageous and courageous Raffa, Lori Reynolds
and Maria Isabel Zethings in their life.
Along with women laya participated in
sharing their true tales reading the dramatic
of their estrogen-power readings.
"I loved being a part
deeds, guys were able
to brag about the wom- of 'That Takes Ovaen in their lives. The ries'. It was a great
male population came
(Continued on page 2)
Students that participated in the event. LU Photos.
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experience to honor women
through reading their bold
and gutsy acts on stage," said
Lizzy Raffa, junior. "I had a
ton of fun working with the
other ladies and I hope we
have the chance to do this
again."
To end these amazing dramatic readings, an open mike
session took place. The session took place in order to
encourage members of the
audience to share about a time
when they were gutsy, bold or
courageous.
"I was happy to work with
this unique set of women,"
stated Lori Reynolds, sophomore. "It was a great experience and I hope to do it
again."

Apri14, 2013- iPulse - Page 3

lfHE NEWEST ACCESSARY IS HERE
New Technological Advances in Motion Sensory Hits the Market
By KENYA BARRETT
Staff Writer

In mid-2012, Thalmic
Labs released their new gesture control device called the
MYO to the public on their
website.
Thalmic Labs, which was
originally founded in Ontario, in early 2012, came up
with a mind-blowing invention that has so far received
several positive reviews . The
MYO, is a gesture control
device that functions using
4.0 Bluetooth Low Energy,
Lithium Batteries and an
ARM Processor. The device
is a one-size fits all armband,
that the user can control just
by simply moving their arm,
hands or fingers .
This invention detects gestures by motion sensing and
muscle activity. The sensors
are so precise, that it can detect the slightest movement
of someone's fingertips. Ultimately it eliminates the need
for a camera sensor device
such as the Xbox Kinect or
even the Nintendo Wii.
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"It amazes me everyday
what people can come up
with," said Kevin Campbell ,
sophomore. "This one has to
be the coolest thing I have
seen in a while."
The MYO can be used for
just about anything . Users can
control videos, presentations
for work, music, surfing the
internet and even playing video games. As long as the device that the MYO is trying to
connect to has Bluetooth connection, the MYO can control
it. It is also compatible with
any Windows , Mac or Android software, and is slowly
expanding its capability.
"Everyone is going to want
one of these," said Erik Costa,
sophomore . "I definitely do."
Developers have been
working very hard to enhance
all of the MYO features.
Eventually the MYO will be
able to control everything and
will eliminate the need for
remote controls or anything
similar. It is revolutionizing
the way people interact with
common household and electronic items.
"Very cool and impressive," said Steve Wozinak,
co-founder of Apple Computers. "I hope this finds its way
into our future soon."
Thalmic Labs has begun
shipping units everywhere for
just a fair price of $150. Customers interested in it only
have to pay a $10 shipping
and handling fee to receive
their product.
"That is relatively cheap
for something like that ," said
Maddy Ashby, sophomore .
"I'm glad that the developers
actually made it affordable
for people."

Above: The MYO armband has recently hit stores. Stock Photos.
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THE NEW FASHION IN WATCHES
Trendy and Waterproof Watches for the Every day Student Life
By JENNIFER MURRAY
Staff Writer
Being on time for class or getting there at all is always a concern for students.
Staying on top of the time and
on top of fashion is easy with
RUBR watches. While many
may prefer a heavy watch, one
that has more of a big and bulky
flare, the RUBR watch has those
same qualities, minus the weight
and lack of color.
"If I was to pick out a color I
would definitely pick pink," said
Deborah Nabosse, senior. "I like I
can make it bright pink."
Rather than aiming for a gold,

rose gold, platinum, or chocolate colored watch, RUBR is designed in almost any unoriginal
color imaginable.
A rare quality is to find a
watch that has a characteristic to
its owner. Many women fell in
love with the over sized watch
style, therefore, RUBR designed
unisex watches to fit the needs of
both male and female customers.
Many students in Aorida either find time to spend at the
pool, or at the beach, making the
waterproof attribute critical to the
design of the watch.
"Sometimes when I'm at the
beach I don't want to take my
phone out," said Nabosse. "So

being able to wear a watch and go
swimming would be cool."
In an unusual beginning,
RUBR watches were inspired
when a kleptomaniac seagull
stole creator, Beth Smolen's,
watch right off her beach towel.
Upon looking for a new
watch, Smolen saw the gap between oversized, rubber watches,
and prices. The concept behind
RUBR was to eliminate the
weight of an oversized watch
while stil1 keeping them fashionable and affordable.
'There are a lot of watches that
are big but are a lot of money and
these are perfect," Nabosse said.
If one may be having a hard
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Team Claims
First Conference
School's Historu
By MORGAN
GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer
Women 's basketball
team exceeded the expectations set at the
beginning of the season and were able to
have their best regular
season record, and also
earn their first ever
Sunshine State Conference title.
The team capped off
the regular season with
an 18-9 record and an
11-5 record against
teams in the sse.
Their dominant performance has improved
from last year as the
team learned and grew
together.
"Last year we were
very, very young," said
Tylar Tracy, sophomore. "I don't think we
really understood how
it felt for (our} season
to come to an end un-

.
zn

til it li'appened, and this
year we did not want
our season to end."
Tracy and her teammates took this mantra
and ran with it. They
were determined to
play their best. Even
though
they
have
struggled in the past,
this year the team had
a secret weapon: their
strong set of seniors.
"The seniors have
bui1t this program,
and the rest of us are
just following in their
footsteps ," said Tylar.
"Our seniors this year
are leaders on and off
the court, so I believe
they have showed all
of us how important
decisions off the court
reflect how you play on
the court."
Seniors Kira Harvey,
Amanda Schultz, Tashina Bailey and Karolina
(Continued on page 2)

Left: The women's basketball team. LU Photos.
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(Continued from page 1)
Bauza, have matured as leaders and stepped up their game
to set an example for the rest
of the team. They assist Niki
Washington, head coach, by
being role models to the other
players and also host perspective recruits to promote the
program.

"Our senior leadership in
Amanda Schultz, Tashina
Bailey, Karolina Bauza and
Kira Harvey have done their
best to ensure that the locker
room is functioning without
too much drama," said Washington.
Harvey has left an even
greater legacy at Lynn. Recently, Harvey earned from
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Daktronics and Women's
Basketball Coaches Associate All-American recognition .
The SCC also recognized Harvey and Washington for their
amazing season; Harvey won
defensive player and player of
the year wbile Washington received coach of the year.
Women's basketball played
their first NCAA tournament

game in four years and did
not receive the outcome that
they were hoping for. The
Fighting Knights fell in a
heartbreaking loss to sse rival Rollins College 45-44 in
a buzzer beater. Players and
coaches are looking forward
to next year and continuing
to be a legitimist threat in the

sse.
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PASSION PIT SPEAKS TO iPULSE
iPulse had an Exclusive Interview With the Passion Pit Members
By AURA CRUZ
Editor- in- Olief
Lyon packed its agenda with
events the entire weekend to
celebrate its 50"' anniversary,
including a performance that
rocked the house with Passion
Pit.
"I had never seen anyone live
before Passion Pit and I think it
couldn't have been a better first
experience," said Ali Guerra,
junior. "It was stimulating and
thrilling and I snuck into the
VIP area so I could be closer to
them."
The Jodie band originated in
Cambridge Mass., in 2007 and
consists of five taJented musicians, Michael Angelakos, Ian
Hultquist, Jeff Apruzzese, Nate
Donmoyer and Xander Singh,
who were all looking forward
to escape the cold weather and
perform in the sunshine state.
"We are all very excited to
play in the warm weather," said
Hultquist. Florida indeed welcomed the band with the beautiful weather they wished for.
The night's set list mainly
showcased songs from their
new album Gossamer, an effort that took about a year and
a half. "All of the songs are
kind off Michael telling stories

about what he'd gone through
to get to making the album,"
said Hultquist. "It took him
about a year and a half to finally finish Gossamer .. .it felt like
each month had stories leading
to that in a way."
Gossamer is filled with upbeat songs like "Carried Away"
and "I'll Be Alright" that had
the crowd dancing all night.
"The ending was the best be-

cause they pretended that the
show was over, turned off the
lights and walked off sta~,"
said Guerra. "Then three seconds later they started playing
my favorite number 'Little Secrets."'
Having only released two albums, these talented musicians
rapidly gained popularity. Their
music has drawn a large international audience as well. The

band if headed to the southern
hemisphere next, where they
will perform in venttes all over
South America.
"We are going all over the
place Sao Pablo, Buenos Aires,
Santiago," said Hultquist.
"I thought Passion pit was
awesoqte; they're amazing
Jive," said Jessica Beugen,
freshman. "Lynf! .Dtade a great
choice with Passion .Pit."

Above: Passion Pit's performance in the Kieth C. and Elaine Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center. LU Photos.
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Weekly Review
EVOLVING LU KNIGHT'S FITNESS
Studen ts Visit Evolution Fitness Gym for the Best Workout
By CARLEE PIZZOLATO
Staff Writer
Recently, Lynn students got
their muscles pumping. Evolution Fitness opened a new
location in West Boca this
past Jan.
The gym offers classes for
all ages, athletic levels and at
all different times throughout
the day. Students hosted a
workout event for the gym to
bring awareness to their location .
Head Trainer, Wade Waddick, along with assistant
trainers , taught a full body
90-minute
workout
for
whomever attended the workout event. The exercises were
mostly different circuits such
as abs, weights and sprints .
A handful of Lynn students
were present at the 90-minute
workout and really enjoyed
it. Mike Weiss, senior, got a
lot out of the entire workout.
"I loved the fast tempo," said
Weiss.
Throughout the workout the trainers were making sure that everything was
done quickly and sufficiently.
Rachel Lallas, junior, loved
when they had to go through
all the different circuits.
"I could tell it was making
me stronger as well as giving
me a cardio workout," stated
Lallas.
Studdents went through the
workout circuits with the help
of their own personal trainers
for the class.
"I thought the trainers were
enthusiastic and knowledgeable," said Weiss.
The trainers were around

at every circuit and area of
weights helping people with
their form and seeing what
weight was suitable for them.
"I enjoyed conversing with
them and learning how to improve my strength," said Lal-

las.
With the gym having a new
location, in east Boca, they
are always looking for new
members or even people to
try out the classes. With the
number of people who attend-

ed the event plenty of them
were leaving with business
cards and other information
including Weiss and Lallas.
"I would most definitely
workout there on my own,"
said Lallas.

Above: The party pla nning group with Head Trainer Wade Waddick. Staff Photo. C/ Pizzolato.
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VAMPIRES MAKE BLOODY RETURN
The Bewitching Story Between a Witch and Infamous Vampire
..

By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer

,•
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Diana Bishop is not like the
other professors at Yale University. Besides her unruly
hair, obsession with working
out and her unheard of tenure, Bishop is a witch. The
Bishop line - which is traceable as far back as the Salem
witch trials -is one of the
most famous and renowned
in the witch world. As Bishop
recognizes her family's historic and important past, she
refuses to utilize her magic
and associate herself with
other witches and wizards.
While Bishop is working
on a keynote speech for a
conference she unknowingly
calls upon a mysterious manuscript that has confused the
supernatural species, witches, daemons and vampires ,
for centuries. The only way
to discover the content of the
manuscript is for Bishop to
fulfill the destiny and be the
witch her family knew she
could be, but will she want
to?
"A Discovery of Witches"
by Deborah Harkness is not
"Twilight ," Yes, there are

vampires and other supernatural creatures however the
similarities stop there. Harkness distances herself quickly
from the new supernatural
craze immediately and demonstrates how she is a step
above the rest.
Most of the books of this
genre I have read in the past
have been watered down with
simple diction and little to no
figurative language. "A Discovery of Witches'' is truly a
well-written book. Furthermore, Harkness fully explains
every detail of Bishop's magic and the other supernatural
creature's abilities, whereas
most authors do not.
Vampire and witch novels
are a guilty pleasure of mine.
I love seeing authors put their
own spin on the traditional
vampire and witch stories.
Harkness has done a great job
infusing her own spin to make
the vampires and witches in
the novel unique. The author
was able to infuse her award
winning wine blog into the
text by having vampires be
excellent wine connoisseurs.
I really enjoyed reading
"A Discovery of Witches"
and I could barely put the
book down. Even though
there were many characters
in the novel, Harkness does
a great job showcasing quirks
in individual characters so
the reader differentiates between them.
The plot did not feel too
drawn out, which can often happen in books that are
more than 500 pages, and
moved at a good pace. I am

definitely looking forward to
reading the other books in the
All Souls Trilogy.
Recently, Warner Brothers Pictures has purchased
the rights to convert all of
the books in the trilogy into
movies and they are working
to create a script.

Above: Deborah Harkness.

Above: Deborah Harkness novel of vampires and witches. Stock Photo.
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STAY FIT WITH SUNSET STRETCH
Students can get in Shape for no Cost With Campus Recreation Classes
By KEVIN SKAGGS

Copy Editor
Lynn offers free student-Jed
fitness classes to get everyone
into shape for the spring and
summer season .
From yoga and stretching to
Zumba, campus recreation has
a class for any and all students
to enjoy. Some classes Campus Recreation offers, include
water aerobics , Lynn 90X and
even self-defense classes.
One of the newest classes to
the fitness center schedule that
many students enjoy going to
is Sunset Stretch Jed by Katherine Joyce , sophomore .

"Sunset Stretch is a stretching class that incorporates
a light workout into it." said
Joyce. "I grew up as a dancer, always stretching before
my recitals and routines. I
wanted to bring my knowledge of stretching to Lynn and
teach kids the proper way to
stretch."
Sunset Stretch is a mix of
stretching your core muscles
and a cardio workout, that
is sure to get anyone's heart
racing . Joyce guarantees flexibility improvement after only
two weeks of attending her
cJasses.

All of the Fitness Center
classes are held on campus
and all are free to students .
as well as lead by students . A
good amount of the classes are
either held in the dance studio,
located on the second floor of
Lynn Resident hall or on the
fitness center patio. Classes
run about an hour long for a
perfect workout.
Students are encouraged
to bring friends with them to
make the workout more enjoyable.
"Why pay a ridiculous
amount for the P90X workout
routine or a personally train-

ers when you can do Lynn
90X for free or take any of the

fitness center classes for free,"
said Joyce.

Above: Katherine Joyce preparing herself for Sunset Stretch.
Staff Photo/ K. Skaggs.

SIMPLETIPSTHATLEADTOSUCCESS
Ways in Which Students can Achieve and Maintain Good Grades
By MEAGAN RICE

Graphic Design
Obtaining good grades
requires effort and does
not come easy to many, but
achieving this is not too difficult for anyone who is willing to try.
The main thing is to stay
organized . Keep an organizer
and separate all of one's classes out and what you need to
do in each of them . This will
help one remember what you
need to do in a timely fashion .
Finding a quiet place to
study will bring great improvement. The library does
not always cut it for everyone, so going somewhere like
an empty classroom or a quiet
cafe can be helpful. Everyone
is different and has their preferences .

"My favorite place to study
is in the library on the second
floor by the window," said
Cydney Schmidt, freshman.
"It's silent and I have a nice
view to look at but it's not
distracting at all."
Anyone can sit in a classroom and stay awake , but
taking notes and being attentive is everything. Even if the
subject seems unimportant ,
taking notes will help remember everything that went on
and one will have something
to reference when going over
the material to study for a test.
"1 learned that writing
things down really helps,"
said Yaritza Luciano, freshman. "A lot of people don't
realize that and it seems silly
to write down some things,
but sometimes that's what
makes it stick, for me any-

way."
Taking notes with colored or even scented ink is
not only meant to be pretty
and fun, but also gives aid
to one's memory. It is known
to help one remember what
one's studying.
Keeping track of grades,
good or bad, helps to shoot
for higher ones and keep on
working toward what one
wants. Each student on campus is assigned a username
and password for Blackboard.
It is there for a reason so everyone should take advantage
of this option.
The most important thing
is to ask for help, as having
things explained as often directly helps .
"I used to be afraid to ask
questions ," said Luciano.
"Because everyone stares at

you, but when the teacher actually gives you eye contact
and explains it in terms that
you can understand , that can
change everything."
The thing one never wants
to do is settle for less. Your
grades depend on you and
working hard will surely pay
off. Stepping up and taking
the proper measures for success is the

library. Staff Phcto/ M. Goldstein.
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A ..oundBoca
THE EVERGLADES ADVENTURE
The Details On Holiday Park, Made Famous By Animal Planet
By JENNIFER MURRAY
Staff Writer
Many people venture to
South Florida and make it a
point to visit the infamous
Everglades.
While many of the airboat
tours are substantial, Holiday Park is the most popular
of all. The park was made
famous by Animal Planet. It
was introduced to the nation,
along with the "Gator Boys"
who would stop at nothing to
make alligator's good entertainment.
As one of the most humane
everglade parks, Holiday
Park aims to rescue alligators
that have left their natural
habitats. The park has turned
itself into a nature reserve due
to location and the animals
that have chosen to inhabit it.
With wild peacocks crossing
the two lane road, eJiotic birds
only known to the secluded
river and of course, wild alligators can be spotted coming
close to the docks.
"It's really cool," said
Kelsey Cesar, senior. "I watch
the show so of course I think
it's a little cooler than some
but it was definitely worth the
money."
The alligator reserve was
put together by out of pocket
money by the men who currently run the park. The airboat ride is a must, as the tour
guides make sure those on
board get the opportunity to
see gorgeous wildlife while
ellperiencing a thrilling airboat drive .

Apart from the airboat tour
through the Everglades, one
can see a member from the
show "Gator Boys" wrestle
an alligator. For those who
fear alligators, this park almost makes one want to have
this reptile as a pet.
"You see all these stories
about people being attacked,

but they're actually really
lazy animals," said Cesar.
While that is no excuse to
put your hand in an alligators
mouth, those who own the
park make sure that volunteers are well trained before
being put into the cage with a
wild alligator.
Holiday Park runs purely on

donation. They define themselves as a nature reserve to
rescue alligators and to control the alligator population
throughout the Everglades. If
interested in visiting Holiday
Park for a full day of unusual
fun, check out their website at
www .evergladesholiday park.
com.
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Weekly Review
THAT TAKES OVARIES, NOT BALLS
Women Take A Different Outlook On The Power They Are Entitled To
By USETTE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer
For the first time at Lynn ,
the Women's Center partnered with the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and the
Health Center to host "That
Takes Ovaries," which consisted of dramatic readings
and an open mic session to
encourage women to be proud
of being strong women.
In honor of women's history month, Lynn celebrated
by sharing real-life stories
from women and girls who
have done gutsy, outrageous
and courageous things in their
lives.
Along with women sharing their true tales of their
estrogen-power deeds, men
were able to brag about the
women in their lives too. The
male population came in support of women doing gusty
and courageous acts and even
shared their opinion on how
men should perceive women.
Zoe Sameth , a women's
empowerment leader and
director of the "That Takes
Ovaries" production , has
more than 20 years of experi-

ence of working with schools ,
organizations and individuals. She also leads "That
Takes Ovaries" workshops in
Asia for women and girls who
have been sex-trafficked .
Katia Zelaya, Lizzy Raffa,
Lori Reynolds and Maria
Isabel Zelaya participated in
reading the dramatic readings.
"I loved being a part of
'That Takes Ovaries '. It was
a great experience to honor
women through reading their
bold and gutsy acts on stage,"
said Lizzy Raffa, sophomore.
"i" had a ton of fun working
with the other ladies and I
hope we have the chance to
do this again."
These amazing dramatic
readings were followed by
an open mic session. Thesessions were meant to to encourage members of the audience to share about a time
when they were gutsy, bold or
courageous.
"I was happy to work with
this unique set of women,"
stated Lori Reynolds , sophomore. "It was a great experience and I hope to do it
again."

Above: Speakers and student s speak out at the "That Takes Ovaries" event, recognizing the power of being a woman. LU Photos.
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SOCCER SISTERS COME TO LYNN
The Schults Sisters Created a Dynamic duo for This Past Season

Above: The Schults sisters competing for the Lynn women's soccer team LU Photo.

By CARLEE PIZZOLATO
Staff Writer
Every year, Lynn recruits
athletes that bring new dynamics to the student body.
This year, women's soccer
added a sister duo to the team.
Kirstie Schults, sophomore, from Merritt Island,
Fla., joined the team last
year as a freshman . This year
her younger sister, Summer
Schults, freshman, also made
the decision to come to Lynn
and play soccer.

The sisters played together
on the same team for 16 years.
Although, once they entered
middle school their one-year
age difference became an issue, forcing the girls to separate and play for different
teams .
K. Schults decided to go
to Lynn when Chip Dutchik,
head coach of the women 's
team, started to recruit her.
"I liked the school and the
campus was small," said K.
Schults. "It had a small com-

munity feel to it."
A year later, S. Schults was
being recruited by Dutchik as
well. She had many other offers from different schools to
play soccer, but she knew that
Lynn was the right fit.
"I wanted to be far away
from home, but not too far and
I wanted to play soccer with
my sister," said S. Schults.
Not a lot of people get
the chance to play a college
sport with their sibling. Some
might say it could be frustrat-

ing or create jealousy, but f<
the Schults sisters they coul
not be happier about shari11
this experience together.
"It's cool because we Ul
derstand each other on t}
field," said K. Schults. "The1
is nothing like having y01
best friend and your sist1
right by your side every ste
of the way."
"Having Kirstie on th
same team as me keeps rr
motivated to play," said ~
Schults. "Kirstie is a hu~
influence on why I play so1
cer."
Sometimes being on a ne•
team with new teammate:
is difficult to be comfortabl
and create a bond on the fiel1
However, when it comes I
being on the same field ~
your family, it makes thin!
a lot easier. The girls are abl
to create a specific kind <
chemistry on the field.
"I've been playing wil
her my entire life," said
Schults. "Of course I'm goir
to be comfortable." With bo
of the girls playing the san
position, forward and outsic
middle, they are able to rna
great plays together.
"I always know where sl
is going to be,"said K. Scbu
ts. "Which makes things e
ier." As opposed to playi
with their other teammates,
is as if the girls can read ea •
other's minds.
Both sisters know exac
how the other plays, whi
helps the team reach rna
victories with more to co
in the future.
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SMALL PERSON, HUGE DREAMS
Gabriela Regalado Works to Pursue her Dreams After Graduation
blessing with the people around
us and acknowledge that there is
a lot of need around the world."
Even with her dream job in
mind, Regalado demonstrates
what a loving, caring and humble person she truly is. She appreciates and makes the best of
everything.

Atx:Ne: Gabriela Regalado posed in front d the MSNBC stage during the final presidential debate. Stock Photo.

By USETTE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer
Born and raised in a small
town named Copan Thomas located in Honduras, Gabriela Regalado, senior, has big dreams
that she wants to accomplish.
Regalado has always been
the student who loves being involved on campus. She was a
resident assistant for two years
and is now a community advisor. But these jobs require having strong leadership and time
management skills, something
Regalado has never hesitated in
demonstrating.
Regalado is also involved in
iPulse, an anchor for Beyond the

Brief, was President of Campus
Crusade for Christ and was part
of National Broadcasting Society. All these clubs have helped
her build an outstanding resume.
She has also been able to interview several prominent people,
such as Del Potro, Andy Roddick and Governor Rick Scott.
Along with keeping up with
her extracurricular activities,
Regalado has always maintained excellent grades. For that
reason, she has been chosen to
be part of the Honors Society
and has participated in different
conferences in Boston.
When she is back home in
Honduras, Regalado does not
take time off, but instead she
puts her major to use. Radio,

television and internet media
with a minor in advertising has
helped her be able to advance
her fantily's business with advertising strategies.
Although she is close to graduating, Regaldo is not going to
give up at this point. She is staying at Lynn for an extra year to
get her master's in media studies and practices. She hopes one
day this will help her reach her
life time dream of working for
the communication department
for World Vision doing documentaries.
"I think sometimes we live
a very conformable life with a
lot of blessing and I th.ink we
take them for granted," said Regalado. "We should share these

Above: Some of Regalado's experiences at Lynn. Stock Photos.
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SIMPLE, NATURAL FACIAL MASKS
Quick and Easy Ways to Give Facial Beauty a Never Ending Glow
By JOSELYN GALLARDO
Staff Writer
There are several simple
home remedies that will significantly help improve one's
complexion.
The first mask consists of
wheat, honey and yogurt.
Honey has nutritional properties that softens and deeply
cleanses the skin. Wheat contains numerous proteins and
vitamins, like vitamin 8 and

E.
This mask requires 14 cup of
wheat, 1 tablespoon of honey
and 14 cup of natural yogurt.
After forming a thick paste
with all the products , apply it
on the face, and let it sit for 20
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minutes.
The second mask is for individual's with dry skin. It consists of avocado and almond
oil which both contain Vitamin E. Avocado helps prevent
wrinkles and helps with dark
stains. Almond oil will soften
ones skin and provide a natural glow.
This mask requires one avocado and one tablespoon of almond oil. Mix the ingredients
to form a thick paste, then apply it and let it sit for 25 to 30
minutes.
The following mask will help
eliminate acne. This mask
consist of yogurt, lime and
wheat. Yogurt heals and dries
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acne blemishes, lime disinfects and diminishes sunspots,
and wheat nourishes and exfoliates the facial skin. Use this
mask consistently to obtain
better and faster results.
This mask requires one tablespoon of each ingredient. After forming a thick paste apply

it on the face and let it sit 15
to 20 minutes.
These masks are essential
since they are made
with ingredients that are I 00
percent natural and will not
harm one's skin. They arc
also affordable and simple to
make.

Above: A natural ingredient that improves one's skin. Stock Photo.
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STUDENTS EXPERIENCE LYNN
The Third Annual Admitted Student Experience Takes Place This Week

During Admitted Student Experience there are an abundance of different activities that take place for the incoming students. LU Photos.

By MEAGHAN BOUTWELL
Editor-in-Chief

100 students , from 18
states and five countries including Canada, Dominican
Republic , Mexico, Puerto
Rico and Bermuda, who have
been admitted to Lynn for the
upcoming fall semester will
soon arrive to campus for the
third annual Admitted Student Experience (ASE) which
officially starts Thursday,

April ll and ends Saturday,
Apri113.
This upcoming event is
crucial for the Office of Admission because most of the
students who are attending
ASE are sti11 deciding if they
would like to attend Lynn
come the fall semester. "In
the first year of the program,
we welcomed 78 prospective
students , 63 of which enrolled at Lynn. In the second
year, Lynn welcomed 85 stu-

dents, and 66 enrolled," said
Vice President for Enrollment
Management, Gareth Fowles.
These numbers hold true as
one can just ask around campus and find a student who
has attended this event. "I
had already paid my deposit,"
said Alezandra Berrio , sophomore who attended ASE in its
inaugural year. "I wanted to
see what I was really getting
myself into."
During this
upcoming

weekend , the students who attend ASE have a large advantage over other students who
will be entering in the Lynn
University Class of 2017 .
They have the opportunity to
meet their classmates, make
friends and even potential
roommate(s) .
If the students attending
ASE have also deposited by
the admission priority deadline of March 31 , then those
(Continued on page 2)
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students will learn about
where they wiii be placed in
terms of housing for the coming fall. They are also able to
meet one-on-one with their
academic advisor in order to
register for their classes.
The students in attendance
have an action packed weekend that Campus Visit Coordinator, Taryn Hamiii has
helped plan each step of the
way. "They attend a sock-hop
dinner with President Kevin
Ross, do a campus-wide scavenger hunt, participate in a
student life showcase, learn
about the iPad initiative, enjoy a picnic by the pool and a
campfire," said Hamiii.
Students get the opportunity to do all of these differ-

ent activities while having the
chance to stay in a Residence
Hall with a current student,
which adds to the overall appeal of the Admitted Student
Experience and allows these
incoming freshmen to get the
true feel of Lynn. "This experience is not only a way to inform the students about what
the university has to offer,"
said Tyler Casey, incoming
freshman attending ASE. "It
is a chance for Lynn to reach
out to those interested and
give them a first hand chance
at the college lifestyle."
Without a doubt, the third
annual Admitted Student Experience will once again be a
success, as the students who
are coming to campus on
Thursday are anxiously wait- '~-----.w...o----.:!-""""'....:......-------'""'----'=-
ing the day to arrive.
Above: Students who attended ASE in the past two years. LU Photos.

FINDING MONEY FOR COLLEGE
With a new School Year A pproaching it is Easy to Save Money
By LISETTE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer
With the new school year rapidly approaching, new deadlines
for financial aid are well on their
way.
The best way to maximize
the amount of free money that is
available is by following these
top financial aid tips. With the
help of these tips, students will
be on their way to attend college
basically for free.
The first most important financial aid tip is to complete
the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). One
should fill out this form even if
one may believe they will not
qualify. By filling out this online
application, a student can open
the gateway to all federal loans,
grants and work-study awards;
that can total in billions of dollars.

Pay close attention to all
deadlines for these applications.
The sooner one files their FAFSA or any other application for
aid the better chance one has of
receiving it. If students wait too
long, then this money could be
gone.
Next on the list is to make
your way to the financial aid
department, which is located in
the Green Center. Ask to speak
with someone in the Student Financial Services department and
ask them any financial questions
one may be having because only
they have the correct answers to
questions.
Also, researching scholarships as there are many people
out there trying to give out free
money for those who want to
continue with their education.
It may take a lot of time, but at
the end it will be worth it when
students keep receiving money

for school.
The last step is to research
and understand loans. Just because one is being offered a loan
does not mean one needs it to
pay for college. First students
should educate themselves on

the interest rates before signing,
as they can get themselves in big
debt.
With the guidance of these
tips one should be able to maximize the amount of free money
they receive for next year.

Above illustrates money that students can receive for college.
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STRIVING FOR SUMMER SUCCESS
Students Plan Ahead on Summer Internships and Abroad Endeavors
By MEAGAN RICE
Staff Writer

This summer, many students
around campus are beginning
their search for internships,
study abroad and of course, a
job.
Many, after their freshman
year, try to seek opportunities
and get more involved to make
their college experiences more
worthwhile. This also helps
with making one more marketable. Azra Ok, senior, recently
applied for an internship with
CNN in New York and is anxiously waiting for a response.
If all goes well, that is where
she will be spending her entire
summer.
"I think it will benefit my

career," said Ok. "I applied
for international news since I
am from a foreign country. It
will add more perspective and
also CNN is a huge company.
It would be a pleasure to work
with them. I will be so excited
if I get this job. I'm also challenging myself."
Eunice Salvador, junior, is
hoping to study abroad in Italy for the summer so she can
learn the language and, as a
psychology major, get a feel
for how they do things in a foreign country.
"I would like to experience
a new and different culture and
learn from it," said Salvador.
"I would also love to learn
the Italian language. I am also
interested in seeing how they
practice psychology in other

parts of the world. I want to
compare the methods used to
treat disorders. I am excited
to hopefully enjoy this experience."
Melanie Mendez and Danielle Kearney, juniors, are planning to study abroad in both
Houston and Bali for medical
practice.
"I'll be interning at a Houston Hospital where I'll get the
chance to work under Medical
and Physiological Nobel Prize
Winner, Luc Montagnier, for
his discovery of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV),"
said Mendez. "I will also be
participating in the 20th International Symposium on Critical Care and Emergency Medicine in Bali, Indonesia."
"It's a great opportunity,"

said Kearney. "I'll actually get
to do medical stuff hands on
for once so I'm really excited."
How one utilizes their time
during college can help in various ways. Obtaining things
like an internship or studying abroad will help one in
the long run when speaking
in terms of getting a job and
starting their career. Building
a resume is important because
it puts one on the market and
employers will want one over
the others who do not have as
much experience.
For more information on
how to study abroad or getting
an internship this summer, visit the CLA (Central Office of
Learning Abroad) next to the
cafeteria or the Career Center
next to Trinity Residence Hall.

Above: Eunice Salvador, Danielle Kearney, Melanie Mendez and Azra Ok discussed what plans they have for this upcoming summer. LU Photos.
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3D DISPLAY FOR SMART PHONES
HP has Created a new 3D Display for a new Type of Smart Phone
By KENYA BARRETT
Staff Writer
HP, a computer software company, has recently been working on an almost holographic,
glasses-free 3D display for smart
phones.
Researchers at the HP Labs
have been working on a few prototype devices that are similar in
size to a smart phone. The prototypes have been able to produce
full-parallax 3D images and videos. These images are viewable
from at least a meter away within
a 90 degree arc.
Essentially the technology that
HP uses to make the display work
properly is a special backlight.
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The backlight is made with a certain amount of LED strips that are
reflected into different colors and
different images by the diffuser.
The diffuser is simply a piece
of plastic that takes the light and
spreads it evenly across the full
width of a display.
In HP's 3D display, the diffuser has several million different
refracting waveguides that reach
specific points of light in a least
64 different directions. Depending on where the user's head is
situated, they will receive different beams of lights which will
create different images.
"It would be more interestinglooking," said Mariah Beato,
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freshman. "It would probably be
cool to watch movies on your
phone."
As of now, HP Labs are trying to create this 3D display with
a viewing angle of at least 180
degrees. With a viewing angle so
high, the display will be able to fit
television screens or even projection screens.
"Could you imagine a teacher
doing a full 3D presentation?"
said Donyae Arroyo, sophomore.
"All the students would pay attention."
Not only is this technology
potentially capable with cellular
devices, but is being created for
other mobile devices as well.
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Some devices such as tablets, iPods, other MP3 devices and even
laptops will soon be able to experience 3D display.
"Everyone already loves
watching 3D movies in theaters,"
said Jerrica Harris, sophomore.
"So having a device that does
3D display without the glasses,
would probably be the coolest in-

Above: HP's Holographic Display. Stock Photo.
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LYNN NUN'S MEMORIES
Kathleen Clunan Shares her History of Lynn

Above: Clunan at her office on campus and when she was a nun. LU Phtos.
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By MORGAN
GOLDSTEIN

Staff Writer
Lynn
has
gone
through many changes over the years and
Kathleen Clunan has
witnessed nearly all of
them.
Clunan became part
of the Lynn family back
in 1963 when she, along
with her fellow nuns,
decided to open Marymount College. They
were able to open the
university due to land
that was offered to them
by their corporation.
"I was a nun then,"
said Clunan, current
Lynn archivist. "I came
with a group of nuns to
start the college. The
buildings were already
in construction when we
came. In 1963 we were
sent down to prepare for
the first incoming class
of freshmen."
That original class
consisted of only women who wanted to attend
a two-year college with
a religious integration.
These students from
all over the world took
courses in subjects such
as secretarial short hand
in addition to their liberal education courses.
"There were students
from Florida, Midwest
states; we had students
from Italy. We had several students from Latin

America, France and
England. So at the very
beginning we were an
international
school,"
said Clunan.
However there was
a time when the debt
of Marymount College
became too much to
handle and the school
planned to close its
doors. Students, with a
deep-rooted pride for
their school, refused to
go down without a fight.
They tried to raise money to cover the debt but
failed.
Soon different businesses approached the
nuns looking to purchase the land that the
college was on. Ironically the land even received
interest from Playboy as
a possible mansion location .
Donald E. Ross,
founder of Wilmington
College and later Lynn
president, visited Marymount with the intention
of obtaining their library
resources. According to
Clunan, once he arrived,
Ross was immediately
overwhelmed with the
students' passion and
pride and became determined to rescue the
floundering institution.
"The fact that he
could come in here and
change the institution,"
said Clunan. "He was
(Continued on page 2)
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able to develop it into a real
thriving institution. I think
that's a big accomplishment."
No matter if the school is
known as Marymount College,
The College of Boca Raton or
Lynn University, a strong sense
of student pride has and will always be part of the institution
that will help propel Lynn into

N:x:Ne: Some examples of what the campus looked like before it was actually Lynn University. LU Photos.

KltKSTART TO THE SILVER SCREEN
Fans have SJ2.oken Hit TV Series Veronica Mars to be on the Silver Screen
By BRANDON MELENDEZ
Staff Writer

Television shows come and
go, while many never see the
screen again, until Kick start
came to the rescue. With the
help of Rob Thomas, Kristen
Bell and Kickstart, the Veronica Mars television show
will become a movie by early
2014.
Kickstart is a project based
website that all people can
raise money for any event,
production, charity or anything worthy of donations.
Creator of the Veronica Mars
Movie Project, Rob Thomas
along with actress Kristen
Bell, had a plan to try to raise
$2 million in 30 days with the
help of fans.
The Kickstart website allows individuals or groups to
give money to whatever the
cause may be and with this,
the Veronica Mars Movie is
possible. The movie campaign
hit the $1 million mark in just
four hours and 24 minutes ,
making it the highest record
set for Kickstart.
Fans flooded the Kickstart
site, raising more than $4 million in less than two weeks.
According to the website,
60 thousand fans backed the
project, with some donating
as little as $10 and the highest

donating $10,000. With each its fan base over the year, enough interest to deserve a
donation, there are prizes or prompting consistent calls for major studio-sized movie, up
gifts that follow depending a movie. Warner Brothers pre- until now with nearly $4 milon the amount donated. Some viously decided there was not lion backing the ~-''"'... u'"'"'"'
of the perks range from being
an extra in the movie, receiving tickets to the premier red
carpet in Los Angeles , joining
the cast on set or even having
a speaking role in the movie.
The more money donated,
the more possibilities for the
movies success. All of the
money donated will solely be
used for production purposes,
giving the audience control of
the movies fate. This experience allows the fans to determine what props will be used,
where the movie will be shot
and any extra perks the developers might think of.
After exceeding expectations and with the generous
donations, Rob Thomas stated
the movie will be made. Although Warner Brothers was
reluctant to comment so soon,
Thomas and Bell remained
positive and optimistic of the
movies success.
"Kristen and I met with the
Warner Brothers brass, and
they agreed to allow us to take
this shot," Thomas wrote.
"Their reaction was, if you
can show there's enough fan
interest to warrant a movie,
we're on board."
The show has maintained Above: A poster for the T.V. series Veronica Mars. Stock Photo.
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TRAINING BEHIND THE ATHLETES
Lynn University's Athletic Training Department is Not Just an Average Job
By CARLEE PIZZOLATO
Staff Writer

Lynn is well known for
the 20 national championships within the last several
decades. Within every sports
team here at Lynn, there are
certain individuals behind it
all . They protect , recover and
care for all of the athletes .
Those selective few are the
athletic trainers. Within the
athletic department, there is a
staff of four certified athletic
trainers, one head trainer and
three assistants .
Michael Duck, Head Trainer, has been part of Lynn athletics for the last 14 years .
Currently, Duck assists the
women's soccer, men and
women 's tennis and women's
golf. This is his first year not
working with the basketball
program since the staff took
on a fourth trainer.
When most people think
of athletic trainers, they think
of the people on the sidelines
that help out with injuries . Little do they know their typical
day is like no one else's.
"No two days are ever the
same," said Duck. "You never know what you are going
to see from the injury stand
point."
With all the different schedules for all the sports, there
are changes all the time, there
are always new situations that
come about that the athletic
trainers need to prepare for.
Inside athletic training
comes many different responsibilities such as evaluating
injuries to referring athletes to
physicians to conducting rehabilitations. Each of the four
trainers, Duck, Jen Eick, Ryan
McCrea and Sarah Holton,

have their own cluster of
teams that they work with personally throughout the year.
The trainers attend every
practice and game no matter the location. As many do
not know, the Lynn trainers
are usually the first people to
come into work and the last
people to leave.
Each trainer values their
position and thoroughly enjoys working with their student athletes on a daily basis.
"I would have to say all the
interaction with the different
student athletes [is my favor-

ite part about being a trainer]," said Duck. "I get to be
part of many different team
atmospheres ."
With many of the student
athletes being from all over
the world, Duck has had the
chance to interact and meet
with many different kinds of
people over the last 14 years.
"It's always good to help
the athletes that devote all
their time to their sport and be
the one to help them recover,"
stated Duck.
Duck has been an athletic
trainer for 20 years now. With-

in all his successful years he
has been part of three different athletic programs at University of Virginia, University
of Florida and now Lynn.
Being an athletic trainer,
one may see some pretty horrific injuries. Duck remembers
one incident that he will never
forget. "24 staples to dislocated joints to severe fractions ,"
said Duck. "Each situation
is unique . What is amazing
about every story is that the
athlete is able to return and
play, I really enjoy being apart
of that whole process."

Above : The staff of Lynn's Athletic Department and their equipment. Staff Photo/ C. Pizzolato.
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HELPING HAITI FOR THE BETTER
Father Streit from Notre Dame Discusses his Vie'WS on the Haitian People
By LISETTE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer
Father Streit from the University of Notre Dame came to
Lynn to share the nuts and bolts
of procuring high profile financing for non-profit initiatives in
developing countries, as well as
the priceless benefits of investing in the well-being of those in
need.
People from all over Boca
along with Lynn students gathered to hear what Father Streit
had to say about Haiti.
"Haiti matters very much.
People say to me you've been
living there for I don't know 20
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years now, you must love Haiti,"
said Father Streit. "No I don't
like Haiti, it's a terrible place.
It's the Haitians that I like."
Throughout the lecture, one
could feel the positive vibe Father Streit was creating in the
atmosphere. He discussed his
specific purpose that he had in
Haiti which revolved around the
medical field. Through this, he
has pinpointed a problem that
needs to be dealt with and is trying his best to end the diseases
that are slowly taking over all of
Haiti.
When asked why he loved
Haiti so much, he simply replied, "It matters because there

Editor-in-Chief
Aura Cruz

are people there who are our
brothers and sisters and there are
a lot of needs there. So where
there are people in need, we
should all try to answer."
At the end of the lecture,
students left with new knowledge that they had never been
exposed to. Everyone at Lynn
knows about the earthquake that
affected not only Haiti, but the
Lynn community as well, but
but many do not know more
than that.
"You know there is a lot going on in Haiti that we don't
even think about," said Phil Allison, junior. "We don't really
realize a lot of what else is going
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on in Haiti and what we could
be doing that is really simple to
help the Haitian community."
There are very simple tasks
one could complete to help built
up the community, but the first
step was for Father Streit to
share the personal knowledge
he has gained through traveling
to Haiti over the ·
20
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By BRANDON MELENDEZ
Staff Writer
Social issue agendas have
become increasingly popular over recent years within
the United States and around
the world. Current problems
with contraception, womens
rights, gun control and marriage equality are slowly being addressed and continue to
be reviewed.
Equal marriage rights is
one of the more prominent
among the list, considering
it became a platform in the
20 12 election campaign. As
of January 2013, nine states

have legalized equal marriage
rights.
Since the late 1990s. a Gallup poll has shown a greater
interest and advocacy for
same-sex marriage. This poll
shows that in 1996, support
ranged from 15 percent to
40 percent, whereas of 2012
these numbers have risen to
range from 39 percent to 73
percent.
This shift in opinion has
become apparent as more
politicians and other prominent individuals have began
to show support in previous months. Republicans are
slowly beginning to follow

these ideals as well.
Ohio Senator Robert Portman changed his view on
equal marriage rights once
his son revealed his sexual
orientation. In an interview
he stated he is looking at this
situation from a different perspective.
"I have come to believe that
if two people are prepared to
make a lifetime commitment
to love and care for each other
in good times and in bad. the
government shouldn't deny
them the opportunity to get
married," stated Portman.
Portman's change of heart
is significant because he

is considered the highestranking elected Republican
in America, who is currently
in office, to endorse samesex marriage. Recently, 208
elected Republican state legislators have voted in favor of
same-sex marriage.
The conservative argument
for marriage is recognition of
the traditional value of marriage being a stabilizing force
in society, while the economic
argument holds that married
individuals tend to accumulate more wealth than single
individuals.
Contrary to the economic
(Continued on page 2)
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argument, Ted Egan, chief
economist in the San Francisco Control1er's Office, argued that Ca1ifornia 's ban on
same-sex marriage cost San
Francisco $37.2 million per
year in receipts.
Po1iticians are not the only
public figures who are sensitive about the matter of samesex marriage, but also the
newly appointed Pope Francis. Pope Francis might shift
the views of millions, considering Argentina, the place
of his origination, was on the
verge of approving gay mar-

riage.
"He listened to my views
with a great deal of respect,"
said Marcelo Marquez, gay
rights leader and theologian
who wrote a Jetter to Cardinal Bergoglio and received
a call almost immediately.
"He told me that homosexuals need to have recognized
rights and that he supported
civil unions."
In 2012, the U.S. Supreme
Court announced it wi11 hear
challenges to the federal Defense of Marriage Act and
California's ban on same-sex

Editorials .................. p. 3-5
Lifestyle ................... p. 6
Man on the Street. .... p. 7

Editors Note:
iPulse takes no stance on
the equal marriage debate.
It is our social and legal

obligation to discuss this
matter.
Throughout this issue one
will see different viewpoints
on this topic. However, be
cognoscente that there are
staff writers with particular
opinions on this matter.
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MORALS MEET MODERN SOCIETY
A Roman Catholic's View on ho'lv the Struggle for Equality Affects Morals
By LIZZY RAFFA
Assistant Editor

In light of the recent political movements geared toward
legalizing gay marriage, the
next step for much of the nation is to start pointing the finger at whomever we find worthy of blaming.
This is part of our human
nature. Society naturally wants
to find someone wbo will take
the blame so we can avoid taking responsibility. Unfortunately, one of the generalized
groups of people we often tend
to blame are people of religion, deeming them as ..antihomosexuals" and blockades
in the way of achieving equal
human rights.
Due to this sort of generalizing, it has long been a stereotype that Catholics in particular lead the way in anti-gay
advancements . In fact, I would
venture to say that it is the primary religion being labeled as
anti-gay. The media often reinforces the connotative image
of some angry looking, rosarybearing exorcist that parades
up and down streets holding
crosses to people's foreheads
and screams out the hell that
hath await the sinner.
However, I am proud to say
that I am a Roman Catholic and
you will not see me patrolling
the streets looking to condemn
gay people any time soon.
In fact, I like to think that

the Catholic Church has more
beliefs that are aligned with
homosexuality than not. Will
the Church ever change its
doctrines on the sanctity of
marriage? No. That does not
mean there will never be an
understanding and peace between homosexuals and religious people.
Obviously, if we are going
to talk about marriage, we are
going to have to talk about sex.
The Catholic Church teaches
that the sacrament of marriage
is for that of a man and woman
only for two primary reasons;
one being for unity and the
other for pro-creativity. Clearly, the concept of pro-creativity is taken out of the picture
in the case of homosexual relationships.
What about unity? Well,
contrary to popular belief, the
stance the Church has taken on
this other reason does not involve melting gay people with
holy water. Rather, it states that
''[homosexuals] should seek to
form stable friendships among
both homosexuals and heterosexuals" and express that love
in the way of the Church.
Now, when I say to express
love in the way of the Church,
I am talking about a concept of
love that you probably agree
with but are not yet aware of.
The Catholic Church teaches
that love is to mirror that of
Christ's love for us, meaning
that it is to be free, faithful and
unconditional. Love is meant
to be more than just physical
acts; it is meant to be a part of
our soul , an abstract bond that
unites people through the intangible.
Here is the part that may
surprise much of my own generation: there is more to love

than sex. Although the Church
does teach that sex is a beautiful and holy act of love, it also
teaches that the deeper love is
that of emotions , not the actual
physicality.
It is nowhere mentioned in
the Catholic Church's description of love that the love that
gay people feel for others is
any less worthy than of those
who are straight. The Church
encourages homosexuals to
express love through being
faithful and unconditional to
not just their partner but to
their human brothers and sisters. This is a critical part of
being human in general.
The Catholic Church basically states that homosexuals
should be free to love as Christ
loved us, but not through the
act of marriage . I believe there
is a way for people who are
homosexual to live loving,
beautiful and spiritual lives
while remaining in line with
the Catholic Church. I believe
that too often, people choose
to look at why we should not
work together, rather than how
we can create meaningful dialogue to create understanding.
Persecution reaches literally every corner of the Earth.
No matter who it is done by or
whom it is toward, never has
there been a group of people
to be untouched by discrimination. This is not a criticism of
the non-religious, in fact, it is
a plea to everyone, religious,
non-religious, white, black,
male or female, to be above the
majority. In this situation, the
attitude of stereotyping does
not only hurt homosexuals, but
the people being generalized
as the stereotypers.
Politically, I would need a
whole other paper to describe

how I feel about what is going
on in Washington. The government has a way of stripping
any kind of morality from
a transaction, which, in this
case, would be the transaction
of marriage rights to homosexual citizens . As with any
issue, I chose to look at the human side of things before the
law. Because of this, I remain
skeptical on anything going on
in the government.
As a citizen, as an American
and as a human, I urge you to
think for yourself and take the
time to do some reflection on
why you feel the way you do.
I hope that after internalizing a
bit, you will be able to understand why it is so hypocritical
to think everyone with a religious belief is waiting to persecute gays . The God that I believe in, the God that desires so
badly for us to love each other,
is not that of an angry person
marching through the streets
performing exorcisms .
However, do not take my
word for it - do your own research . The truth you will find
will help you to form your own
opinion on it. Do not be afraid
to expose your mind to everything that is out there. It is better to learn from being wrong
than to live your whole life
believing you are always right.

Above: A Roman Catholic Church
celebrating mass. Stock Photo.
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WHY DO PEOPLE CARE SO MUCH?
An Outlook on why Religious People are so "Hard" on Marriage Equality
By DELANEY BREY
Assistant Editor

The Bible is a book that lays
out religious history and moral
values for people allowing them
to choose whether or not they
want to live by them. I am someone that chooses to live my life
as best I can according to the
biblical standard.
I am not perfect and I will
never claim to be, nor am I
speaking for everyone; just myself. With that said, I wish to
offer an insight on why religion
is so "hard" on the highly controversial debate over the homosexual marriage act.
I grew up in Texas and have
attended the same Southern
Baptist church all my life. One
of the first things I can recall
learning in Sunday school was
to love your neighbor as yourself. I try my best to treat everyone the same, but we can all admit that there is always someone
that can get under our skin.
Many people may think that
homosexuals are people who
just get under religious people's
skin. However, I believe it to be
something completely different.
Personally I have had many
friends who are gay and believe
in God. There are arguments
that if you believe in God then
you would not be gay, but then
there also would be no babies
born out of wedlock, or theft and
there would be no liars. In fact,

if everyone that believed in God
and actually did absolutely everything according to the Bible,
the world would be extremely
close to perfect.
I have no problem with people being homosexual or even
having a license that lawfully
binds them. Yet, there is one
thing I do have a problem with.
To me, marriage is a very religious ceremony and when you
are married by a pastor, priest or
rabbi, you are married in front
of the eyes of God. I believe this
is why it has taken so long for
equal marriage rights to be guaranteed to homosexual couples.
We a11 have to look at situations from other's perspective
sometimes. However, I have
to wonder if homosexuals have
looked at it from a Christian's
perspective, such as myself.
I cannot recall any religion
that permits a man to marry
a man or a woman to marry a
woman, so when homosexuals
say they want to be ••married"
it is somewhat hurtful because

that something many others and
I have lived by today is outdated
and should not matter.
If this whole fight would
have taken the stand for equal
"union" instead of "marriage," I
honestly believe that the equality gays seek would have been
granted already. If everyone
agreed to respect each other's
wishes, surely it would lead to
their rights.
With all this said, I hope and
even pray that religious folks
and homosexuals soon manage
to compromise. It is no where
close to being fair that a man
cannot see his partner because
he is not lawfully considered
family, or a woman is the last
one informed that her partner
has been in a accident overseas
while fighting for my freedom.
Homosexual couples should
be able to be recognized by
law; religion is yet another fight
ahead. For me, I ask those who
are struggling to see the complexity of the situation to understand it is much more then a
piece of paper or even a right to

1
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Above: A few different types of common religious wedding ceremonies are represented. Stock Photos.
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WHO YOU LOVE DOES NOT MATTER
Why the Issue of Marriage Equality in the News Should be a Good Thing
By MEAGHAN BOUTWELL
Editor-in-Chief

Marriage equality has historically been a topic that
brings about a debate, no
matter who discusses it. That
is why the issue has subsequently found its way to the
Supreme Court, even though a
decision will not be heard until sometime this June.
Most people typically come
to a conclusion on this subject just by personal beliefs;
those who may be more religious may not be for marriage
equality while others may just
think that everyone should
be allowed to marry whoever
they want just because they
can.
Students and people in general may come to their own
conclusions for a wide variety of reasons. I have come to
the conclusion that marriage

equality needs to happen simply because I would love to
see my sister walk down the
aisle and get married one day.
And yes, she would be getting
married to a woman.
While some people may
find it odd, I see it as nothing
but normal. When my sister
came out, nothing changed
in my eyes. This is simply
because I love my sister and
nothing would or should get
in the way of that.
All that changed was my
new found support for my
sister. I say that it was new
found support because I had
never developed an opinion
on the issue beforehand. All I
had ever thought in regards to
the subject was just contemplating the stories on the news
that I had heard or listened to
my parents opinions on the
subject. Once my sister came

out to my family, I developed
my own opinion that everyone
should have a right to get married and it should not matter
who they want to marry either.
However, I do happen to
understand where the opposition comes from, but only just
slightly. That is because of the
views that my parents have
had or still have in regards to
marriage equality. Both of my
parents grew up in rather religious homes. My mom grew
up going to Catholic school
as well as attending a Catholic church every Sunday; they
were extremely religious. My
dad grew up in a religious
protestant home. Before my
sister came out, both of my
parents would voice their
opinion that marriage should
only be between a man and
a woman. However, once my
sister came out, my parents

began questioning their own
religious views.
As of now, we are a house
divided on the subject. My
mom has since left her religious views behind and has
conformed to the idea of marriage equality because she
wants my sister to have the
same right as I do. My dad,
on the other hand, has kept
his religious point of view of
marriage being a sacred thing
within religion, although he is
for civil unions. Even though
I do not agree with my dad's
opinion or those that share his
opinion, I do respect it.
Ultimately, I do want to one
day see my sister walk down
the aisle. While it may not be
able to happen right now, it
could most certainly happen
sometime in the near future.
And that should give all the
forward thinkers of this coun-

~------------------------~

Above: Logan Boutwell is shown with her sister Meaghan and in various shots of her serving along side others on the Marine Corps. LU Photos.
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ADS AID FOR MARRIAGE EQUALITY
Professor Gary Carlin Discusses the Pros and Cons ofthe new Advertising Wave
By DELANEY BREY
Assistant Editor
While the movement for
gay marriage rights starts to
heat up, advertisements are beginning to boil over in today's
media outlets .
Professor Gary Carlin made
his career in marketing and inventing products. In his daily
advertising classes, at Lynn,
he always discusses what is
happening currently in the
world. Currently, this rising
trend in gay advertising comes
as no surprise to the professor.
"I think by showing their
support in terms of advertising
makes people feel good about
the brand," said Carlin.
Multiple companies such
as JC Penny, Nike, Crate and
Barrel and even Amtrak have
come out with "gay-friendly"
advertisements. Although this
increase in support for a once
outcast society is encouraging,
there are also some advertisements that have pushed the
envelope into the wrong direction.
Recently, the anti-gay marriage ads have been more political than brand based, yet
more pressure is being put to
stop anything that might imply
a negative connotation.
"The worst are the ones that
are stereotypical in their approach, we used one in class,
the Snickers campaign, that
sent out the message you
couldn't be masculine and
gay," said Carlin. "The best
ones are the ones that just portray gay people being themselves and part of society, not
being singled out."
Surprisingly,
companies
such as Nike, who have previ-

ously had to yank anti-gay advertisements have come back
with pro gay advertisements to
smooth things out.
Spectators might think that
it is an easy way for businesses
to take control of a controversial issue and make fast cash.
Carlin stresses that while, of
course, they want to make
money, it is still a long shot bet
for major corporations.
Unlike friendly bets, this
wager will either pay big or
waste millions as the government continues to pass the ball
back and forth before making
a winning decision.
While the gay community
is a target audience for advertisements to try and reel
in, the better question is what
will happen when the verdict
comes out?
On one hand, businesses
that have spent the time and
energy with the gay advertisements could come out looking
like heros if a pro gay marriage
verdict is decided. On the other, if the courts veto this act,
the homosexual strategy could
easily fade into history as
nothing more then an advertising fad. For Carlin, whether or
not the ads stay in place after
the "worse case" scenario wi11
indeed be the game changing
shot for most companies.
"For them to back out or
change the advertising, that
would show that their intentions were questionable to begin with, I think if you are going to do it, you have to stick
with it"
Needles to say it wi11 be an
interesting day when a ruling
is finally made and the future
of "gay friendly " advertising
is decided.
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STUDENTS GIVE SOME THOUGHTS
Lynn Student's Opinions on Supreme Court Case Hollingsworth v. Perry
By AMANDA SPENCER
Staff Writer

Students at Lynn have had
no problem voicing their take
on the Supreme Court case
ruling on whether or not it is
a constitutional right to samesex marriage.
According to CNN, California's Supreme Court ruled
same-sex marriages were legal in 2008. Later that year
the issue was voted upon
again and a ballot measure
banning homosexual marriage passed with 52 percent
of the vote. Then a federal appeals court in San Francisco
in February ruled the measure
unconstitutional. In a split decision the panel found Proposition 8 "works a meaningful
harm to gays and lesbians"
by denying their right to civil
marriage.

Ipulse set out to ask students's their opinion on the
topic.
"I understand where the
government is coming from
when they consider this issue
'too new','' said Ashley Nazario, senior. "When America
is ready, willing and able to
make this change, I know
they will.
~'I feel that everyone should
be having the right to wed,
because it should not be proven by the government if it is
a legitimate marriage," said
Marquis Caesar, freshman.
"I feel that Prop. 8 is wrong,
because the only people that
should say if it is wrong for
someone to wed are the ones
that are getting married. As it
has been seen in six states already, same-sex marriage will
be legal in all states sooner or

later."

"I think people should
have the right to be happy
with whoever they want to
be happy with," said Keith
Whitaker, sophomore. "We
all have equal rights so how
can you tell someone they
can't get married to someone just because they are of
the same sex. I think the bill
should get passed and people
should mind their own busi ..
ness and stop worrying about
other people if it doesn't affect them."
"I am and have always been
a huge supporter of gay marriage and the rights that gay
and lesbians should have.
If two people have love for
each other, shouldn't they
be allowed the same privileges, rights and responsibilities those heterosexual

couples have," said Amanda
Nguherimo, junior. ''Marriage
is an institution that will always play a huge role in our
civilized society, so why can't
homosexual couples marry?
Why don't they have rights if
they live in a free country?"
The Supreme Court case
is still in the process of coming to an ultimate decision
on whether or not same-sex
marriage should be a consti
tutional right to join in civil
marriage. Only time will tell
if these students opinions will
come to fruition.

: Whitaker, Nghuerimo, Nazario and Ceaser pose for a quick picture in this "Man on the Street."/ Staff Photos/
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COLOR BLOCK: RED IS NOW BLUE
Gay Marriage Equality box Spreads on Social Media Faster Than a Virus
of support for gay marriage. The
Human Rights Campaign's logo,
which originally contains a blue
background with bright yellow
lines, was released and had millions of sharers within days.
The change of the logo hap-

The campaign went viral and as
it raised many supporters, it also
aroused controversy and fatigue
for some folJowers of these media outlets.
"My Facebook was swamped
with this picture and honestly I
was aDIJIQ)'&:d.
of ~" saki Mariaba

botthl ~

iJ1""c1.fidlrie.

eaauo.

junior.
The spreadiDa of the lop did
not tdop there. ~ •

Budlight, Grou:rxm and Absosaid Emilia Lujan, freshman.
Several public figures and celebrities like Beyonce and Padma
Lakshmi, showed their support
by posting a picture of this logo
on different social media outlets.
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LYNN ALUM FINDS NU BEAUTY
Vina Tran Worked her way to the top After Graduating from Lynn

Above: Alum, Vlna Tran, gives iPulse a look inside her new studio, Nu Beauty Bar, which offers dients a Nu and improved experierK:E in an
updated and beautiful salon. With beauty comes discounts for Lynn students to show appreciation for the university. Staff PhotOS/ J. Beugan.
By JESSICA BEUGEN
Staff Writer
Vina Tran, owner ofNu Beauty
Bar (formally Tipsy), shares how
she unconventionally became the
owner of a salon, something she
had not anticipated.
Originally from China, Tran
studied at Lynn in hopes of acquiring a degree that would give
her a solid job and bright future in
America. In 1999, she completed
her degree in business adminis-

tration.
Grnduating from Lynn in 1999,
Tran had her career on the horizon and was eager to find a solid
job. She quickly began managing
Tipsy Salon and was responsible
for accounting information. Tnm
adored the store and company's
concept so much that in 2005 she
became the owner.
Their mission is to "deliver the
highest quality, most innovative
spa services in a unique, affordable and relaxing atmOsphere."

This fully equipped salon also offers a lounge-like feel and serves
beer and wine to customers while
being served.
"I love that you can come
here, relax, have a drink and fully
get away from stress," said Tran.
Now as the owner, she gets to observe the salon's daily operations.
''Women walk in here frazzled,
and walk out dazzled," Tran added with a smile.
The atmosphere has a clean
high class feel, with affordable

prices for even a jobless college
student. Monday to Wednesday
the salon offers a manicure and
pedicure special for $35. On
Tuesdays 20 percent is taken off
from any hair service. On top of
that, Lynn students get 10 percent
off every day of the week.
It is clear that Tran has passion
and loves what she does, and her
staff loves her as well. "She's the
best," said Amber Esposito, re-

(Continued on page 2)
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ceptionist. "She is so sweet and I
Jove working here."
Conveniently located just 5
miles away in Royal Palm Plaza,
students can take a break from
life's stressors, and support local Lynn alum. For more information, visit WWWJiubeautybar.
com.

Above: The Nu Beauty Bar has a beautiful lounge area that gives guests a place to relax. Staff Photo.
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SHOW TAKES BROOKLYN

MTV Aivard Show Moves to Brooklyn's Barclay Center for Anniversary
By LEICESTER THOMAS
Staff Writer
The MTV's moon man is
coming to Brooklyn's Barclays
Center for the annual 2013
VMA's.
For the first time in the
shows 30-year history, the
MTV's Video Music Awards
will be held in Brooklyn, the
home to icons such as Notorious B.l.G, Michael Jordan and
Eddie Murphy.
"Bringing the VMAs to
Brooklyn will mean hundreds

of jobs as crews work on the
production and provide a boost
to our local economy as attendees stay in hotels, visit
local eateries and experience
all Brooklyn and our City has
to offer," said New York City
Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
At the first MTV Video Music Awards at the Radio City
Music HaiJ in 1984, Madonna
performed her iconic hit "Like
A Virgin." Since that time
stars such as Brittney Spears,
Whitney Houston and Michael Jackson have graced the

VMA's stages countless times.
Many people are thrilJed that
the VMAs are back in the city
it started in.
"Now, it is only fitting that
the first time Brooklyn will
ever host a major awards show,
we are welcoming the most
exciting and talked about spectacle in the music industry,"
said Marty Markowitz, Brooklyn borough president. "I'm so
thrilled that I'll probably get
no sleep tiH Brooklyn hosts the
VMAs."
"I can't wait to see my fa-

vorite stars hit the stage such as
Beyonce, Rihanna and Kanye
West," said Justin Durant, senior.
The 2013 award show will
air live from Barclays Center
on August 25 across MTV's
global network of more than 60
channels, reaching more than a
half-billion households around
the world.
This will be the first time
the VMAs will be held in New
York since 2009, when the
show was broadcast from Radio City Music Han.

Above: The popular MTV Video Music Awards Show will be shown live from the Barclay Center in Brooklyn, NY in August. Stock Photos.
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FARMER JAY GOES ALL NATURAL
Farmer Jason McCobb Presents Farming Techniques to Lynn's Committee
By SYDNEY PUTNAM
Staff Writer
Lynn's sustainability committee has been working hard to
lessen the impact of its carbon
footprint. Recently, Jason MeCobb, more commonly known as
Fanner Jay,presented his fanning
techniques at Lynn to an audience
of the university's community to
show the important benefits of
naturally produced foods.
According to the farm's website, Fanner Jay Pure Organics,
attaining purity in food requires
many factors.
"We grow farm fresh produce
mimicking nature's process never
with any adversity of pesticides
or synthetic chemicals," it states.
"We custom build our beds from
naturally rot resistant cedar and
we are worlcing with local suppliers to bring in Forest Stewardship
Council certified wood, which
certifies that the wood was taken

sustainably and the forests are replenished."
Polluting crops with chemicaJs and injecting hormones into
livestock has become a widespread issue much intensified in
recent years. This not only puts
the health of humans at risk, but it
a1so contaminates the Earth.
Various food brands and
products sold in grocery stores
throughout the United States
certified as "organic," or "natural," are often internationally
imported. With this, no one truly
knows what processes were used
in order to raise the products, so
the company certifications could
definitely be questioned.
One could easily fight that the
growth production of internationally grown foods is quite secretive and mysterious.
For example, mangos are commonly grown in Chile, imported
to the United States for sale and
marked with a sticker that reads

"organic." How were they grown,
and who were they grown by? Do
they contain toxic chemicaJs used
for flavor enhancement? Were
other poisons used for preservation, or to avoid insect contact?
"It is impossible to be fully organic."
This is something that was
taken away from the visit Farmer

Jay made to Lynn.
However, his approach to
farming takes into consideration
the ideaofbeing ••natural." Fanner Jay's natural techniques will be
discussed in further detail later
this week after student reporters
travel to his farm in Delray Beach
to learn more.

Above: Farmer Jay speaking with iPulse. LU Photo/ S. Putnam.

GET INTO THE GREEK AT PITA PIT
lfhe Pita

Pit Healthy Greek Eatery Prauides a Clean and Delicious Atmosphere

By SARAH FRANK
Staff Writer
The Pita Pit, with many locations throughout the U.S., is
a top spot for healthy eaters.
Luckily, there is one located
right in the center of Boca Raton.
The restaurant provides fast,
on-the-go service for people
in a rush with a more relaxed
service for those wanting to
sit and have an enjoyable
meal. Pita Pit let go of all of
the heavy breads and buns
and uses their own Lebanesestyle Pitas. The pitas makers

fill these pitas with many different options for customers
to choose from. This includes
cheeses, veggies, exotic toppings and signature sauces.
The pitas are wrapped in their
own special way to ensure a
great flavorful meal.
Pita Pit's atmosphere is very
upbeat and energetic. " The inside of (the restaurant) is very
colorful and is always playing
music," said lillian Goodman,
regular. " I go in at least once
a week to get a wrap and its always very good."

(Continued on page 4)

Above: An inside look into the healthy eatery. Staff Photo/ S. Frank.
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give customers the healthiest
options representing just that.
"I would totally recommend
this place to anyone looking

The restaurant also serves
breakfast, lunch and dinner as
well as late-night snacks. Pita
Pit has been operating since
it's 1997 opening for the first
time in Canada. It became so
successful that it went nationwide.
Aside from personalizing
pitas, the restaurant also has
a few recommended options.
This includes the Philly steak,
turkey club, chicken crave,
prime rib, black forest ham and
B.L.T. Soups, smoothies and
salads are also available .
The restaurant is famous for
being very concerned about
helping customers meet their
health goals. Nutritional information on all of their foods,
and resolution solution pitas to

MEET~

iPULSE

STAFF

Flickr

for a fresh, quick and healthy
meal." said Goodman . "Definitely best wraps and smoothies around."

mobile web
For more information on the
restaurant go to www.pitapitusa.com or "Like" The Pita Pit
on Facebook.

Above: Pita Pit provides a wide range of fresh options to pick for one delicious pita. Staff PhotOS/ S. Frank.
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DEBUT OF THE LIBRARY EXHIBIT
Lynn's Library Opens up a Historical Exhibit Featuring the Debate

The Hbrary can be found decorated head to toe with the final presidential debate posters, statistics and even the authentic desk that
President Obama and Governor Romney sat at In the Keith C. and Elaine Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center. Staff Photos/B. Melendez.
By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN

Staff Writer
The Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn Library unveiled
a new exhibit showcasing
items from the presidential
debate hosted on campus recently.
Students, faculty and members of the community can all
witness part of Lynn's history
through the exhibit that showcases many debate related

items. President Kevin M.
Ross and Jason Walton, chief
of staff, helped to hand select
items for the display.
"They knew they wanted
the table that President Obama
used during his practices,"
said Barbara Cambia, director
of corporate relations and exhibit architect. "The table was
donated to us by the Obama
Campaign."
Other pieces that are showcased were saved from de-

bate day while others were
received through an exchange
with universities that held the
other debates.
"We did a coin exchange
with University of Denver and
Center College," said Cambia.
"The big Budweiser light fixture was given to us from the
beverage distributor."
Cambia spearheaded the
construction of the exhibit
along with guidance from Ross
and Walton. Her objective was

to showcase different artifacts
in order to tell the story of the
debate in a unique way.
Unlike previous showcases
in the library, the new display
utilizes two multimedia displays. One television features
clips from the Oct. 22 debate
and another displays a sideshow of pictures highlighting
debate related events.
"I really like the television

(Continued on page 2)
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displays," said Brittany Simmons, freshman. "It's a cool
way to see the pictures rather
than being on wall. Its my favorite part."
Even though the showcase
offers a unique way to view
debate pieces, it is also a way
to learn and reminisce on a
historical event at Lynn.
" I never knew how many
things they flipped the coins
for," Cambia admitted. "I realized how much everybody
here did to make the debate
come off. All the different tshirt and collateral and the
media numbers."
The exhibit will be running
through the end of the year in
the library.

Above: Exhibits showcases a variety of novelt ies ranging from shirts to brochures. Staff Photos/L. Raffa.
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Student Life
AN OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME
Student, Kevin Skaggs, Landed an Incredible Internship Last Summer
By LOUIS DAVIS
Photo Editor
Last summer, Kevin Skaggs
landed a dream internship, interning with E! Entertainment
in their new media department.
"During my internship I
was able to help with E! 's
re-brand in June," said Kevin
Skaggs, senior. "I was able
to meet celebrities and I was
able to work on shows like
Opening Act and The Kardashian 's."
On a typical day at E!,
Skaggs was very hands on
with the network and their
daily operations . During his
internship Skaggs helped out
in any way possible.
"In the morning I would
normally work on production . I would help to set up
and take down E!'s webcast
show called "Live from E!"
where they would do a live
broadcast in the morning ,"
said Skaggs.
Skaggs would then go back
to his office to edit online
clips from the shows Opening Act and Mommy Blogs .
These clips are still online for
people to view.
In the afternoons, Skaggs
would typically help manage
E! 's video library. It was his
job to make sure that all of the
footage that was used that day
had all been uploaded to an
online server.
While working with such a
big company like E! , Skaggs
had the opportunity to work
with a lot of celebrities . Some
of his assignments at his internship dealt with interacting

and helping celebrities in any
way possible.
"On a normal day I would
work with a handful of celebrities," said Skaggs. "Celebrities like Mark Malkin, Kristin
dos Santos and Jason Kennedy. I would run into Ryan
Seacrest and Giuliana Rancic
every now and then. "

Skaggs did so well during
his E! internship , he received
a job offer from them after he
graduates in May. He was offered a job in their new media
department.
"My bosses during my internship told me to give them
a call and they would find a
spot for me," said Skaggs .

The internship at E! helped
Skaggs figure out what he
wanted to do in the work
place as well as helped build
Skaggs' resume and wi11 be a
vital part in his future in the
field of communication.
"This internship was an opportunity of a lifetime," said
Skaggs.

Above: Skaggs worked a variety of angles including set work and editing footage. Staff Photos/L. Davis.
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Athletics
INTERNATIONALITY IN ATHLETICS
Lynn's Women 's Soccer Team Represents Many Countries on the Field
By CARLEE PIZZOLATO
Staff Writer
Lynn is widely known for
having a large group of international athletes. The majority
of the women's soccer team is
American, but they do have a
few girls from out of the country.
Lauren Handley, a sophomore from North Hampton,
England, could not be happier to be one of the many foreign student athletes at Lynn.
Handley decided to come to
Lynn for her freshmen year in
2011.
"One of my friends I had
played soccer with for years
in England was also joining
the team that year as well,"
said Handley. Not only did
the midfielder choose to go
to Lynn to further her soccer
career, but also because she
loves Florida.

Handley's roommate and
teammate
Jackie
Hellett,
sophomore , from Ponte Vedra,
FL. chose Lynn for some different reasons. "I chose Lynn
because I tore my ACL my
junior year of high school and
Chip, the Lynn coach, was the
only coach to have seen me
play before I tore it," stated
Hellett. "He was aware of
what I could and couldn't do
in terms of soccer."
A lot of people do not get
the opportunity to play with
individuals from different
countries, but at Lynn pretty
much everyone gets that experience. Before coming to
Lynn, Hellett had never played
with someone from out of the
country.
"I have only played against
them," said Hellett. "Although
a majority of my coaches that
I played for growing up were

from all sorts of countries."
Handley, living in England her
entire life has never had the
chance to play with Americans, only against them one
time. "We beat them 5-l ," said
Handley.
"The fitness here is a lot
better, but the technical game
at home has a higher standard," said Handley.
Anyone who knows about
soccer in England knows that
it is all about technique. However, in America they concentrate more on who is the fastest or the most in shape.
Great benefits arise from
learning and experiencing how
different people from different
places play the same sport.
"The benefits I believe of
playing with a foreigner is that
they have been born into the
soccer lifestyle," stated Hellett. "It's not just a sport to

them, it's their culture."
With getting the experien
to play with foreigners the past
two years, Hellett has gained
a lot of technical knowledge.
"In my opinion the foreigners
acquire a great deal of technical ability and that I admire,"
said Hellett.
Handley, as well feels that
there are a great deal of benefits with playing in America.
"It makes me want to improve my fitness to better my
game," said Handley. "Also
the weather conditions are a
lot better to play in."
Even with coming from
completely different places,
the girls enjoy the fact that
they are able to learn and help
each other from what they
have been taught. This also
proves that it does not matter
where one comes from, passion is passion.

Above: Handley, Hellett and the rest of the Lynn University women's soccer team compete on the field. Staff Photos/ C. Pizzolato.
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Health

THE PALEO CRAZE IS HERE TO STAY
Recent Studies Support That the Paleolithic Lifestyle Drastically Improves Health
By VICTORIA DE LA CRUZ
Staff Writer
Recently, there has been
an increased popularity in
the paleolithic diet which
has proven to promote health
and reduce the incidence of
chronic diseases.
The Paleo diet, also known
as "the caveman diet", it consists of eating vegetables and
animals similar to what caveman are presumed to have
eaten 10,000 years ago. People may wonder why eating
such food is so beneficial to
one's health. The answer is
that human bodies are genetically programmed to eat the
way Paleolithic ancestors did.
The diet consists of food
that was attained during the
Paleolithic era. Among them
are meat, fish, eggs, nuts,
seeds, vegetables, roots and
fruit. Even though a true Paleolithic diet is impossible to
mimic, one can eat a modified
version of the original diet.
This includes lean meats,
fish, poultry, eggs, vegetables, fruits and nuts.
"I have never heard of the
Paleo diet before, but it sure
sounds interesting," said
Daniella Castiilo, sophomore. Dairy, grains, sugar,
legumes, potatoes and any
foods that were grown after
agriculture are not going to be
found in the Paleo diet. One
must avoid salt and any other
drinks other than water, coconut eater or organic green tea
as well.
Supporters of the Paleo
diet have published several
articles and books to promote
it and they argue that today's

typical Western diet is responsible for the epidemic levels
of obesity, heart disease and
diabetes. "Americans need
to learn how to eat properly
because they are going to die
young if they keep eating like
this," said Jessica Beugen,
freshman. However, the plan
includes more factors other
than the diet, it also encourages people to exercise on a
regular basis.
For a few years, nutrition
experts have been attributing
benefits to cleaner diets based
on whole foods, lean meats
and less processed food like
Atkins and the raw food diet.
"Clinical trials have shown
that the Paleo diet is the optimum diet that can lower the
risk of cardiovascular disease, blood pressure, markers
of inflammation, help with
weight loss, reduce acne and
promote optimum health and
athletic performance" said
Loren Coradin, Coloroado
State University professor.

The Paleo diet has managed to change lifestyles all
over the world, and every day
people are trying to imple-

ment it to daily routine. Ultimately, people can feel better
and look better by following a
Paleo diet.

Above: Food such as apples, bananas, almonds and chicken are part of the diet. Staff PhotOS/ V. De La Cruz.
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FIEBRE DE LA DIETA PALEOLITICA
La Dieta que te Mantendra Sana en un Estilo Completamente Natural
Por VICTORIA DE LA CRUZ no consumir Ia sal y cualquier Beugen, estudiante de primer reducir el riesgo de enfermeotra bebida que no sea agua, afio.
dades cardiovasculares, preEscritora de planta
El plan no se detiene en Ia si6n arterial, marc adores de
te verde o agua de coco.
Recientemente, se ha inLos partidarios de Ia dieta dieta; tambien impulsa a Ia inflamaci6n, ayudar con Ia
crementado Ia popularidad Paleo han publicado varios gente a hacer ejercicio regu- perdida de peso, reducir acne
de Ia dieta Paleo, Ia cual artfculos y libros para pro- larmente.
y promover una salud 6ptima
nutricionistas expertos han mover este estilo de vida, y
A traves de los afios los y el rendimiento atletico",
recalcado que promueve Ia argumentan que Ia tfpica die- expertos en nutrici6n han ido dijo Loren Coradin, profesor
salud y reduce el riesgo de ta occidental moderna es re- atribuyendo beneficios a di- de Ia Universidad del estado
enfermedades .
sponsable de los niveles de Ia etas basadas en alimentos a de Coloroado.
La dieta Paleo, tambien epidemias de obesidad, enfer- base de plantas, carnes maLa paleo-dieta ha conseconocida como "la dieta cav- medades cardiacas y diabetes. gras y menos alimentos proc- guido cambiar estilos de vida
emicola", consiste en comer
"Los estadounidenses esados como Atkins y Ia dieta en todo el mundo, y cada dfa
vegetales y animales simil- necesitan aprender a comer de alimentos crudos.
las personas intentan impleares a las que se presume que correctamente porque si el"Ensayos clfnicos han de- mentar este estilo de vida.
el hombre de las cavemas los siguen comiendo asf, van mostrado que Ia dieta Paleo Puede sentirse y lucir mejor
comfa hace unos 10.000 afios. a morir j6venes", dijo Jessica es Ia dieta 6ptima que puede siguiendo una dieta Paleo.
La gente puede preguntarse
por que ir atnis en el tiempo
y comer de esa manera? La
respuesta es que el cuerpo
humano esta programado
geneticamente para comer de
Ia manera que lo hicieron los
antepasados paleolfticos.
La base de Ia dieta son los
alimentos que pueden ser
adquirido durante Ia era paleolftica. Entre ellos esta Ia
came de res y de pollo, pescado, huevos, nueces, legumbres, rafces y frutas. A pesar
de que una verdadera dieta
paleolftica es imposible de
imitar, se puede comer una
versi6n modificada de Ia dieta original.
"Nunca he ofdo hablar de
Ia dieta Paleo antes, pero
suena muy interesante," dijo
Daniella Castillo, estudiante
de segundo afio. Entre los alimentos que no van a encontrar en Ia dieta Paleo estan
los lacteos, granos, azucares,
legumbres, patatas y cualquier alimento que se cultivo
despues de Ia era Paleo. Tambien hay que prepararse para Arri ba : Los bananos y las manzanas son comidas utilizada en Ia dieta paleo. Foto por/ V. De La Cruz.
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Student Life
FIGHTING KNIGHTS GO GREEN
The Environmental Sustainability Club Begins its Efforts at Lynn
By UlZY RAFFA
Assistant Editor
The newest club to hit the
Lynn scene is the Environmental Sustainability Oub, which
offers students the initiative to
act as mediators between the
"Go Green" programs the university started implementing
this past year and the general
student body.
The club stated in its mission
statement, "The objective is to
raise awareness and engagement within the student body,
bridging the gap between the
administrative committees and
the students." It was founded
by Tommy Postek, junior, and
Autumn Thorpe, junior who
now serve on the officers committee as President and Vice
President of the club.
"Our ideal goal is to raise
awareness," said Postek. "I
know for me and a lot of the
officers, the environment is
our passion. We all would
want this club going in a direction where we can increase
the "Go Green" movement on
campus."
Officers from the club are
still in the process of recruiting new members. "We're really trying to get students to
join," said Thorpe. "The club
will not only allow for them
to further their interests in the
environment, but also give
them a chance to work closely
with the school and create real
change."
While Lynn offers a variety
of different clubs for any student, the Sustainability Club
stands out in its applicability to

the "now" of Lynn campus life.
The "Go Green" movement
that has not only swept the nation but swept through campus
as well has become part of students every day life. If students
wish to change or perhaps improve something of this nature,
this club is the place to start.
"I think it's great that this
club is emerging because there
are a lot of things Lynn can do
to promote going green," said
Lisette Villegas, sophomore.
"This can benefit everyone.

Even people who might not realize it."
The club hopes to host a
"Zero Emissions Day" which
will occur close to Earth Day
on April 20. The campus-wide
event will feature teachers who
give their students information on what kinds of dangers
certain emissions hold and tips
on how to contain these emissions.
The day will include classroom experience of what it
would be like for everyone

in that class to uphold to first
world emission standards. If
everyone in the class would
like to sit comfortably with
lights on and air conditioning
running, then a certain number
of students will have to leave
and jog around the building to
"supply" for those conveniences. The purpose of this exercise will be to raise awareness
through physical demonstration to students on how living
conditions here are affecting
the environment.

/J.bove: Club President Tommy Post:ek, junior, and Vice President Autumn Thorpe, junior, plan to further the
universities sustainability programs induding water treatment and waste recyding. Staff PhotOS/ L. Raffa.
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Weel,ly Review
THE LYNN ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
Lynn University's Athletic Training Department is Not Just an Average Job
By CARLEE PIZZOLATO
Staff Writer
Lynn is well known for
the 20 national championships within the last several
decades. Within every sports
team here at Lynn, there are
certain individuals behind it
all. They protect, recover and
care for an of the athletes.
Those selective few are the
athletic trainers. Within the
athletic department, there is a
staff of four certified athletic
trainers, one head trainer and
three assistants.
Michael Duck, Head
Trainer, has been part of Lynn
athletics for the last 14 years.
Currently, Duck assists the
women's soccer, men and
women's tennis and women's
golf. This is his first year not
working with the basketball
program since the staff took
on a fourth trainer.
When most people think
of athletic trainers, they think
of the people on the sidelines
that help out with injuries.
Little do they know their typical day is like no one else's.
"No two days are ever the
same," said Duck. "You never know what you are going
to see from the injury stand
point."
With all the different schedules for all the sports, there
are changes all the time, there
are always new situations that
come about that the athletic
trainers need to prepare for.
Inside athletic training
comes many different responsibilities such as evaluating
injuries to referring athletes
to physicians to conduct-

ing rehabilitations. Each of
the four trainers, Duck, Jen
Eick, Ryan McCrea and Sarah
Holton, have their own cluster of teams that they work
with personally throughout
the year.
The trainers attend every
practice and game no matter the location. As many do
not know, the Lynn trainers
are usua11y the first people to
come into work and the last
people to leave.
Each trainer values their
position and thoroughly enjoys working with their student athletes on a daily basis.
"I would have to say aU the

interaction with the different
student athletes [is my favorite part about being a trainer]," said Duck. "I get to be
part of many different team
atmospheres."
With many of the student
athletes being from an over
the world, Duck has had the
chance to interact and meet
with many different kinds of
people over the last 14 years.
"It's always good to help
the athletes that devote all
their time to their sport and be
the one to help them recover,"
stated Duck.
Duck has been an athletic trainer for 20 years now.

Within an his successful
years he has been part of three
different athletic programs at
University of Virginia, University of Florida and now
Lynn.
Being an athletic trainer,
one may see some pretty horrific injuries. Duck remembers one incident that he will
never forget. "24 staples to
dislocated joints to severe
fractions," said Duck. "Each
situation is unique. What is
amazing about every story is
that the athlete is able to return and play, I really enjoy
being apart of that whole process."

Above: The athletic training staff of Lynn's sports department and their equipment. Staff Phd:o!:/ C. Pizzolato.
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Weekly Review
ANUN FOREVERATIACHED TO LYNN
Kathleen Clunan, Former nun, Shares her Stories About her History at Lynn
-

--

-- -- -- - - - - -

By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer
Lynn has gone through many
changes over the years and Kathleen Clunan has witnessed nearly all of them.
Clunan became part of the
Lynn family back in 1963 when
she, along with her fellow nuns,
decided to open Marymount
College. They were able to open
the university due to land that
was offered to them by their corporation.
"I was a nun then," said Clunan, current Lynn archivist. "I
carne with a group of nuns to
start the college. The buildings
were already in construction
when we carne. In 1963 we were
sent down to prepare for the first
incoming class of freshmen ."
That original class consisted
of only women who wanted to
attend a two-year college with
a religious integration. These
students from all over the world
took courses in subjects such as
secretarial short hand in addition
to their liberal education courses.
'There were students from

Clunan at her office and a rendition of the university. /Staff Photo/M.Gofdsteln

Florida, Midwest states; we had
students from Italy. We had several students from Latin America, France and England. So at
the very beginning we were an
international school," said Clunan.
However there was a time
when the debt of Marymount
College became too much to
handle and the school planned
to close its doors. Students, with
a deep-rooted pride for their
school, refused to go down without a fight. They tried to raise
money to cover the debt but
failed.
Soon different businesses approached the nuns looking to
purchase the land that the college
was on. Ironically the land even
received interest from Playboy
as a possible mansion location.
Donald E. Ross, founder of
Wilmington College and later
Lynn president, visited Marymount with the intention of obtaining their library resources.
According to Clunan, once he
arrived, Ross was immediately
overwhelmed with the students'
passion and pride and became
determined to rescue the floundering institution.
"The fact that he could come
in here and change the institution," said Clunan. "He was able
to develop it into a real thriving
institution. I think that's a big accomplishment."
No matter if the school is
known as Marymount College,
The College of Boca Raton or
Lynn University, a strong sense
of student pride has and will always be part of the institution
that will help propel
·
the future.
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Weekly Review
QUALITY BATTLE: SAYING ''I DO''
Marriage Approval Rating Increase and Minds Begin to Change

By BRANDON MELENDEZ
Staff Writer
Social issue agendas have
become increasingly popular
over recent years within the
United States and around the
world. Current problems with
to contraception, womens
rights, gun control and marriage equality are slowly are
being addressed and continue
to be reviewed.
Equal marriage rights is one
of the more prominent among
the list, considering it became
a platform in the 2012 elec~
tion campaign. As of January
2013, nine states have legalized equal marriage rights.
Since the late 1990s, a Gallup poll has shown a greater
interest and advocacy for
same-sex marriage. This poll
shows that in 1996, support
ranged from 15 percent to
40 percent, whereas of 2012
these numbers have risen to

range from 39 percent to 73
percent.
This shift in opinion has become apparent as more politi~
cians and other prominent individuals have began to show
support in previous months.
Republicans are slowly beginning to follow these ideals as
well.
Ohio Senator Robert Portman changed his view on
equal marriage rights once
his son revealed his sexual
orientation. In an interview
he stated he is looking at this
situation from a different perspective.
"I have come to believe that
if two people are prepared to
make a lifetime commitment
to love and care for each other
in good times and in bad, the
government shouldn't deny
them the opportunity to get
married," stated Portman.
Sen. Portman's change of
heart is significant because

he is considered the highestranking elected Republican
in America, who is currently
in office, to endorse samesex marriage. Recently, 208
elected Republican
state
legislators have voted in favor of same-sex marriage in
13 states, including Illinois,
Maine, Massachusetts and
New Jersey.
The conservative argument
for marriage is recognition of
the traditional value of marriage being a stabilizing force
in society, while the economic
argument holds that married
individuals tend to accumulate more wealth than single
individuals.
Contrary to the economical argument, Ted Egan, chief
economist in the San Francisco Controller's Office, argued that California's ban on
same-sex marriage cost San
Francisco $37.2 million per
year in receipts.

Politicians are not the only
public figures who are sensitive about the matter of samesex marriage, but also the
newly appointed Pope Francis. Pope Francis might shift
the views of millions, considering Argentina, the place
of his origination, was on the
verge of approving gay marriage.
"He listened to my views
with a great deal of respect,"
said Marcelo Marquez, gay
rights leader and theologian
who wrote a letter to Cardinal Bergoglio and received
a call almost immediately.
"He told me that homosexuals need to have recognized
rights and that he supported
civil unions."
In 2012, the U.S. Supreme
Court announced it will hear
challenges to the federal Defense of Marriage Act and
California's ban on same-sex
marriage.
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POSSIBLE SUIT OVER ''ARGO'' FILM
Hollywood Film Faces Controversial Legal Acts From Iranian Nation
By WILUAM RAFFERTY
Staff Writer
Iran is considering suing Hollywood filmmakers who helped
contribute to the production of
an allegedly "anti-Iran" propaganda film. The Iranian state
media is claiming that the movie "Argo" projects a distorted
image of the Iranian people.
Reports from state-run press
TV suggest that Iranian officials
have hired Isabelle CoutantPeyre, a controversial French
lawyer who will lead the charge
in the lawsuit against Hollywood over the "lranophobia" in
its films.
Coutant-Peyre released a
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statement saying, "I will defend
Iran against the films like Argo,
which are produced in Hollywood to distort the country 's
image."
"I wonder what they hope
to gain with this lawsuit," said
Mark Pickering,American studies major. "They only reinforce
the power of western culture."
"Argo," directed by Ben Affleck, is about the rescue of six
U.S. diplomats taking refuge in
the home of the Canadian ambassador during the Iran hostage
crisis in 1979. The film was released in late 2012 and won the
Oscar for best picture, while
also earning Affleck a Golden
award for _..,best
·- Globe
-----------·-______director.
,..... ________ _
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"I am eager to see how Iran
will enforce whatever legal action they take against Ben Affleck," said Rohan Malhotra,
American studies major.
''The 'Iranophobic' American
movie attempts to describe Iranians as overemotional, irrational, insane, and diabolical while
at the same time, the CIA agents
are represented as heroically
"patriotic ," said Iran's Press TV.
The creators of "Argo" claim
that it is based on a true story,
rather than simply constituting a meticulous retelling of
the events that took place. The
films deviations from reality
have already been well documented.
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LIFE AFTER LYNN UNIVERSITY
Lynn Student-Athletes Prepare for the Future After Graduating

Above: Kelsey Butler and Stevie Jones are two seniors who will be graduating from Lynn this year and will continue to use the
skills developed from participating In Lynn women's soccer for the real world job market both have taken on recently. Staff Photos.

By CARLEE
PIZZOLATTO
Staff Writer
College athletics can
be looked upon as a stepping-stone for any young
adult since they typically
help prepare for the future
through enforcing s)Qlls
such as discipline and
hard work. A collegiate
athlete is often seen as
someone who is trustwor-

thy, committed and passionate in every
aspect.
As this sernester comes to an
end, two senior
women
soccer
players could not
be more excited to
see what is in store

my mark on a great pro-

cord for most saves," said
Kelsey Butler,

"The COmpetitive nature
of the game taught me
lessons that I will continually use in my future
experiences."

senior. As starting goalie, Butler has been part
of the women's
soccer team for
the past four
years and has
loved every mo-

for the future.
-Stevie Jones, senior
ment of it.
"I feel very acStevie Jones,
complished and ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' senior, has simiproud knowing that I left gram and broke the re- lar feelings about her

journey while at Lynn.
"Playing soccer at
Lynn University was the
best experience of my
college career," stated the
midfielder. ''The competitive nature of the game
taught me lessons that I
will continually use in my
future experiences."
Since the season ended
in Oct., the teammates
have not only been doing

(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)
things that they never had time to
do during their soccer years, but
have also still found time to kick
the ball around.
"I got a job in the office of student involvement and I still try to
practice with the team as much as
I can," said Butler.
Jones graduated this P'dSt Dec.
with a business marketing degree. Shortly after graduation,
she landed a job with Saks Fifth
Avenue in the retail department.
While attending Lynn, the
girls had much success and give
a great deal of credit to Lynn
for their numerous accomplishments.
"Making it to the sweet sixteen my junior year was a huge

accomplishment and making the
conference team my senior year
as well," said Butler.
At Lynn, Jones has been able
to accomplish more than she initially expected.
"The greatest accomplishments of being at Lynn would
be succeeding and earning my
degree, building life long friendships and having a successful
and fulfilling soccer career," said
Jones.
These two young women accomplished much in their undergraduate career, and now they
plan for the future.
"I plan to finish my MBA and
to pursue a career in the FBI,"
said Butler.
The criminal justice major is
eager to get her career started and

make her dreams of working in
law enforcement come true.
Jones has been equally successful in her endeavors the past
few years. "I am currently on my

way to becoming a head buyer at
Saks Fifth Avenue," said Jones.
Both girls have had successful
careers at Lynn and both are likely to continue being successful.

Above: Butler, rolling a soccer ball to her teammate. LU Photo.

UICING: THE NEW FAD IN HEALTH
rinkin Foods in Juice Form is the Ne1vest way to get fit and Healthy
By BRANDON MELENDEZ
Staff Writer
Fads are inevitable when it
comes to health and fitness.
In fact, the most recent popular trend known as juicing,
has already swept the fitness
world and is finding its way to
Lynn's campus.
Juicing is the process of
extracting juice from plant
tissue such as from fruits or
vegetables. This innovative
practice has become increasingly popular because it is effective and convenient.
While juicing is commonly
used as a cleanse, it can also
be used as an alternative medicine. Public interest in this
fad increased in the last decade due to several factors including health books, videos,
the Internet and the film "Fat,
Sick and Nearly Dead."
Juicing vendors claim that
these liquids can maximize
nutrient in take, fight disease,

strengthen cellular defense
against free radicals, alleviate pain, encourage weightloss and decrease the need
for medication. The extracts
not only aid in these areas,
but also help reduce the risk
of major diseases such as
strokes, diabetes and various
cancers.
Jennifer Barr, a Wilmington, dietitian, elaborated as
per why it has become such a
craze in the fitness world.
"If you're not big into fruits
and vegetables, it's a good
them in. It can

you meet daily recommendations in one drink."
As a part of the Wilmington's Center for Community
Health at Christiana Care
Health System , Barr recommended that individuals who
are juicing should not rely
solely on that, but should aim
to eat two whole fruits and
three to four vegetables daily.
As with any new trend,
juicing has several disadvantages in conjunction with its
benefits. The juicing process
excludes some vitamins and
minerals because the skin and

Above: Fruit and vegetable extracts are used. Staff Photo/B. Melendez

pulp of some fruits and vegetables are often left behind.
For some, another drawback
may be the actual juicer price,
as juicers range anywhere
from $50 to $400.
Juice cleanses are a great
way to re-set and re-vamp
one's metabolism while keeping the body energized and
nutritionally satisfied. Some
cafes have begun to offer such
cleanses in hopes to appeal to
their health conscientious customers.
Fit Foodz Cafe has become
one of the leading popular locations that sells these
cleanses. The three juices involved in the cleanse are Romaine Healthy, The Commit
Mint and Root-tine. The most
prominent ingredients found
are kale. spinach, cucumbers,
apple, lemon, beets, celery
and ginger.
Customers are sure to be
more than satisfied with this
new health trend .
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LU'S FIRST ANNUAL SPIRIT WEEK
The Start to a Brand new Annual Tradition for the University
By STEPHEN
PROANO-AMAYA

Staff Writer

try, showing off their home
pride," said Pelletier.
Spirit Week ends with
"Blue & White Day" on Friday. Students are encouraged
to wear their best Lynn gear
and show their pride for the
university.
"We've seen a lot of Lynn
pride during the debate and
the 50th celebration , so we
want to continue on the momentum and have a day where
we celebrate our pride and
unity here on campus," said
Pelletier.
Be on the lookout for the
events that will be occurring
during Spring Fest Week.

Knights of the Roundtable
[KOR] will be hosting the
first annual Spirit Week this
year in conjunction with this
semester's Spring Fest Week.
Spirit Week will kick off
on Monday April 15 , with
"Represent Your Organization Day."
"Monday will allow students in different clubs and
organizations to show pride
in their organization and promote themselves on campus,"
said Gary Pelletier, sophomore, board member of KOR .
On Tuesday, students can
dress identically for "Twin
Day."
"Twin Day" is just a day
for friends to show how great
of friends they really are and
have fun with it," said Pelletier.
Wednesday is "Favorite
Sport Team Day," where students are encouraged to wear
their favorite teams' jersey.
Whether it is football , soccer, basketball or baseball,
students can show their team
pride.
"Everyone loves a sports
team whether they follow
sports or not, so it's a good
day to see who roots for what
team," said Pelletier.
"Country Pride Day" will
occur on Thursday; students
are encouraged to represent
their country through outlets
such as fashion, face painting
or carrying their flag around
campus.
"We're a huge international
school, so we want to see stu- Above: This years Spring Fest will feature different days with a variety of themes, including days
dents representing their coun- that encourage students to represent their international spirit and favorite sport teams. LU Photos.
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HIGH-WAISTEDBIKINISAREBACK
The Traditional Look ofHigh-Wasted Swimwear is Making a Comeback
By AMANDA BROWER

Social Media Editor
With spring here and summer
right around the corner, fashionistas everywhere are eager
to get out and show their 20 13
swim collections.
Whether one is simply soaking up the Fl. sunshine or on
the Venice Lido, deciding what
swimwear to rock will possibly
be student's biggest decision.
There are many different
bathing suit styles. These range
from the traditional string set, to
cutout one-pieces and now the
high-waisted bikini. Update
one's wardrobe with a few of
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these new suits and it will definitely make the summer time
more exciting and enjoyable.
"I thought the whole highwaisted fad was a little more of
a granny style but I got myself
one and I get so many compliments," said Gabrielle Glenn,
sophomore.
The high-waisted bikini
channels the 1950s glamour
and pin-up style like Marilyn
Monroe's. These suits do not
just come in the stereotypical
granny style, but feature an assortment of modern embellishments including strings and
cutouts. Many celebrities are
rocking this trend and doing it
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flawlessly.
"These bathing suits are
amazing , cute, interesting and
the complete opposite of the
popular teeny weeny bikinis,"
said Amanda Drapkin, junior.
These amazingly sculpted
bikinis come in solids, patterns,
bright neon and other fantastic
designs . They all vary in price
and can be purchased at a variety of different locations such as
Target and Nordstroms.
"I went to pool parties this
weekend in Miami and that's
all I wore. The amount of compliments I got was crazy," said
Danielle Kassof, freshman.
High-waisted bikinis offer
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additional coverage in the midriff while still showing off some
skin. These swimsuit styles are
excellent choices to flaunt one's
feminine curves. Go out and get
one of these timeless pieces before the end of summer.

Above: High-wasted bikini's
are in this spring. Staff Photo.
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ASTUDENTTOAWORKINGMAN
A Student's Experience as a Technology and Development Coordinator

Above: Christian Safie, graduate student, wor1<s as technology and development coordinator at JCf4 Education. Staff PhotOS/C. Chang.

By CAROUNA CHANG
Staff Writer
Christian Safie, graduate
student, always had a connection with his business major.
Just before graduating, Safie
started looking for jobs that
could help him amplify his
knowledge in business while
at the same time give him the
opportunity to stay in sunny
Boca.
During his time at Lynn, he
had the opportunity to work

as a resident assistant as well
as a Lynn driver where he met
many different students while
on the job.
Safie was born in California
but was raised in El Salvador.
His multicultural background
has given him the advantage
of owning two passports,
helping build his connections
at work.
"I always knew how
blessed I was to have been
born in the United States because I come from a country

where the economy, politics
and safety have always been
an issue," said Safie. "Having
a U.S. passport after college
has allowed me to pursue my
a career in the United States."
When Safie initially graduated, he thought his dream job
was working with finance.
Later, he excelled in management so much that he pursued
it as a degree. Safie believes
that a person should try different fields in order to develop
unique skills.

Safie currently works at
JCT4 Education, a higher education consultant agency, as a
technology and development
coordinator. Being a responsible and hard working student are some aptitudes that
allowed him to stand out from
others applying for the job.
"I have kept myself informed of new business trends
that I try to apply in my daily
chores," said Safie.
After Safie graduated, he
(Continued on page 2)
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applied to a variety of different jobs. Like the average college graduate, Safie made the
mistake of focusing more on
just finding a job instead of
setting his priorities straight.
Eventually, he learned a little
more about what he wanted
and had a clear idea of what
jobs suited him.
Safie's advice to college
graduates is to make sure as to
what type of job they want before they even start applying .
Currently, Safie is in love
with his role at JCT4 Education. He has been able to do
things that he never would
have thought he was going
to do so early in his career.

In just eight months Safie has
built a website, learned the
basics of managing a company, filed legal documents to
register a new trademark and
even has a trip booked for the
summer in order to expand the
company 's new services.
This Salvadorian believes
that it is important for an employee to enjoy the job they
have.
"You just like it more and
perform better. If you are unhappy with your job like I was
as a financial planner, you just
put an extra weight on yourself," said Safie.
Safie, who looks up to his
dad as a role model, works

for his own self-satisfaction
in order to learn more about
himself and Jearn what he is
capable of accomplishing.
While Safie enjoys knowing that he is helping other
students around the world to
attend college, what motivates
him the most is learning.
Safie spends eight hours
at work every day but never
hesitates to work extra hours
that might involve coming
in early, staying late or even
working on weekends. He
prides himself on always being to work on time and ready
for whatever it takes to get
things done.
"My ultimate goal is to

own my own business," said
Safie. "When you are a business owner, you need to have
these skills and habits in your
toolkit."
Safie's two favorite hobbies
involve cars and scuba diving.
"It is very important to have
Ia hobby 1 as it helps you get
your mind off things while at
the same time learning and reflecting about yourself," said
Safie.
Within the next four to
seven years, Safie hopes to
become a business owner. For
now, he will continue to learn
as much as he can in his current position in order to apply
the skills to his own business.

STUDY ABROAD THE RIGHT WAY
Tips and Tricks for Lynn Students Planning on Studying Abroad
By AMANDA BROWER
Staff Writer
When getting ready to study
abroad in a foreign country, a lot
of preparation is necessary.
Six months is a long time to be
without the comforts of home, so
make sure n01 to forget any valuables while traveling.
There are a few key things to
keep in mind when preparing
to leave. Most importantly, one
must have a valid passport and
make sure it is still valid when
coming back. For those who do
not have one, remember it can
take anywhere from six to eight
months to receive, so plan acconiingly.
In addition to a passport, one
will also need a Visa to study
abroad. Different countries have
different Visa requirements,
therefore, one needs to research
the country one is planning to
study in. Similar to passports, Visas can also take several months
to obtain.
In case of an emergency over-

seas, one should see a doctor
for a physical before leaving the
country to make sure one is in
good health. Also, it is crucial to
know the country's immunization requirements to become immunized before departure.
Along with being in good
health, it is important to receive
travel insurance. If one's current
insurance does not cover out of
the country issues, one should
purchase a supplemental plan.
Traveling with insurance is a safe
thing to do.
Some more factors to remember consist of the currency, translators, international phone plans
and electric adaptors.
"I'm abroad now and completely forgot to buy adaptors.
Thankfully, my roommate came
with enough for us both," said
Nicole Sherman, sophomore.
Along with all the essentials, a
student will want to bring enough
money to travel wherever they
choose to go abroad. Most importantly, bring a camera to capture
every moment of the trip.
"I'm a guy and usually don't

take pictures but my mom insisted I bring a camera and I haven't
missed a moment," said Shaun
Bemstein,junior.
Even though there is much to
remember as far as packing, the
most vital part of studying abroad
is to have fun.
"I leave to go abroad next se-mester and it's literally all I think
about; I'm freaking out," said Gabrielle Glenn, sophomore.
Although it may seem that
the packing is endless, studying
abroad can be one of the most
rewaniing experiences a student
can have. Hopefully these tips
will help guide travelers in the
right direction.

Above: Students have the opportunity to explore the different
places that they have studied in their time here at Lynn. LU Photos.
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THE EASIEST RECIPE TO WING IT
Easy Steps to a Chicken Dinner Recipe That is Completely Fool Proof
By BROOKE BERGER
Staff Writer

Sometimes a home cooked
meal is one of the biggest things
students miss once they have
left for college. The best way to
avoid this home-sickness is to
find some meals that are simple,
cheap and mimic that at-home
feeling. One of the best recipes that seem fitting to share is
roasted chicken, carrots and onions.
The ingredients are simple;
one whole Cornish hen-size depends on how many are being
served, two whole lemons cut
in halves, a whole onion, one
half cut in two's and the other
diced in large slices, three cups
of baby carrots and J0 garlic
cloves. Lastly, butter or olive
oil, salt, pepper, paprika and garlic salt that will aJ I be used for
flavor. Before beginning preparation, preheat the oven to 450
degrees Fahrenheit.
The first step may seem a
little gruesome but it is actuaHy
quite easy. Unwrap the whole
chicken and then wash the skin
off gently under room temperature water. The packing inside of
the chicken has to be removed
and can be thrown away. Pat the
chicken dry with paper towels
and place it into a baking dish.
With butter or olive oil, rub the
entire outside of the chicken.
Stuff the lemons, nonchopped onion and five garlic
cloves into the chicken with salt
and pepper. Pour the salt, pepper and garlic salt into one's
hand and rub over the chicken's
skin until fully covered. The
skin should feel coarse. With
the remaining ingredients, place
the carrots and chopped onions
around the chicken. If one pre-

fers more gravy, chicken broth
can be added. Place a few garlic
cloves in with the canots and
onions and place into the oven.
Cook the chicken on one side
for 30 minutes , then at around
25 minutes, sprinkle paprika on
the upward side of the chicken.
After another 30 minutes, flip
the chicken and cook the other
side for 45 minutes. Repeat the
same step on that side of the
chicken with the paprika. Every
oven is different so when pulling out the chicken, cut inside
and be sure that there is not any
pink meat. If there is, cook a bit
longer but keep watch.
Finally, enjoy the home
cooked meal. Some great side
suggestions make great additions such as salad or sweet
potatoes and even asparagus if
someone happens to be a vegetable lover.

Above: The steps of how students can make an easy chicken dinner quickly. Staff Photos/B. Berger.
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HEALTH GAINS FROM ALMONDS
Knowing all the Benefits ofAlnwnd Oil can Improve Almost Everything
By JOSELYN GALLARDO
Staff Writer
Almond oil can improve
the appearance of one's hair
and skin while also benefiting
one's health simply by apply,
ing it correctly and consif.
tently.
Almond oil is rich in many
vitamins like A, D and especially E. It is full of minerals
such as calcium and magne·
sium that benefit one's health
and body appearance. The oil
is not only nutritious, but aJso
has many cosmetic 15enefi ts.
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Using this oil can also be
very important for the skin.
It is one of the most essential
oils used to care for improv·
ing skin's appearance and texture. It moisturizes, soothes
skin and improves complexion
while giving the skin a natural
glow. Apply the oil every day
and be consistent for better and
faster results.
Almond oil is also beneficial for hair. All the vitamin
E it contains helps to stimulate the growth of hair. Plus it
makes hair stronger, healthier
and gives it a natural glow. The
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oil is also perfect with help1
ing eyelashes grow faster and
healthier.
For hair, start applying, the
oil gently on the scallll then
massage it and let su for 20
minutes before taking a bath.
For eyelashes, apply the oil
gently it with a Q-tip let it sit
all night. Remove it gently with
warm water the next day.
"It is very easy and simple to
use," said Katherine Biggot,junior. "Plus it is very reachable."
Lastly, this oil is vital for
ones overall health as well.
The consumption of almond oil
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will assist with the digestive
system. It also helps release
any type of pain and has been
used as a painkiller for years.
Almond oil has also been
known to nourish the brain
and nervous system.
One can eat it on sal•
grains and toasts. It can be
used in juices and ice creams.
Oil can be consumed in many
~; one can choose the easiest and more comfortable one.
"I put it most of the time in
my juice of every morning,"
said Massimo Piscitello, ju·
nior.
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LYNN STUDENT STORYTELLERS
L nn Revam s Their Social Media With Five Student Stor Tellers
.
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· Chase Milligan shared Lynn University
Admission's photo

Lynn University Admission
Admitted Student Experience (ASE) has
officially started with the welcome from Taryn
Hamill, Campus Visit Coordinator. Students
from 17 states and 4 countries h-ve come to
experience Lynn firsthand. Share your
memories with us #LynnAdmit

J..
Above: Social media pages of Lynn student storytellers: Chase Milligan, freshman, Misaki Saito, junior, and Azra Ok, senior. LU Photos.

By KEVIN SKAGGS
Copy Editor
Lynn students have been
chosen to tell their life stories
and experiences in order to
help expand the school's social
presence on media outlets.
Over the past few years,
Lynn has incorporated student
blogging into their social media platform but has recently
discovered that students no
longer read blogs. Students,

prospective students and alumni would much rather read a
natural story told through different media mediums.
Lynn tested the new storyteller idea during the 20 12
presidential debate. Lynn selected five students to participate in the new process and
received amazing feedback.
"No one can tell Lynn's story
better than our own students,"
said Laura Stephens, public relations specialist at Lynn. "We

found five of our most social
media-savvy students to tweet,
blog, post and shoot their story
using their own personal social
media accounts. No company
platforms, no pre-approved
posts, just real posts from real
students, honest and truthful."
StudentAdvisor.com
recently ranked the top 100 social media colleges in the nation and Lynn found its way to
number 43 on the list as well
as fourth out of all Florida

schools. A primary reason the
school was ranked so high was
because of these Lynn storytellers.
"As a Lynn storyteller it is
my duty to depict the average
daily life of a student here at
Lynn," said Chase Milligan,
freshman ...Whether I am attending events or just talking about what's going on, on
campus. Our social buzz is a
new innovative way to reach
(Continued on page 2)
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prospective as well as current
students on a non-edited, or
scripted manner."
Among the students Lynn
chose to represent the diverse
student body, Milligan is the
only male, only freshman and
only aviation major selected.
"It's very rewarding to
know that I'll be bringing a
guy's taste into the matter of
what we are reporting on," said
Milligan. "[It gives] the ability
to involve diversity, which is
one of Lynn's selling points, as
well as having a major that is
not very common on campus."

Lynn also wanted to get an
international twist on student
life. Jennifer Murillo, junior,
was chosen to represent Lynn
as well as her hometown of
Costa Rica.
"Being an international student, I'm honored to represent Lynn in such a way," said
Murillo. "I can tell the story
of our university from the perspective of someone who has
a different cultural background
than most."
The university hopes that all
the storytellers will bring new
light to Lynn's media and create a community bond through
viral technology use.
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Above: Lynn storytellers keep updated on social media. LU Photos.

E LATIN CUISINE FOR STUDE
The Best in South American Food is Ri ht Around the Corner
By CAROLINA CHANG
Staff Writer

~--

If students are looking
for something unique when
dining and would like to have
some fun with friends enjoy-

tion to sit inside.
"I always choose to sit inside because the music takes
me away back to my country,"
said Nicolas Pombo , senior. "I
love hearing salsa and merengue because it bring me back

joy the Latin cuisine, a band
sings a variety of songs in the
background. Customers can
even request songs and step
up to show their moves on the
dance floor.
~'At Latinos, you can en-

fun with your friends," said
Vanessa Hernandez, senior. "
I love to dance and Latinos is
the only place where they play
real Latin music . I will definitely come back again!'
The restaurant is located at

ing different types of cuisine,

memories from back home."

joy real Latin food, and at

1754 W. Hillsboro Blvd., only

Latinos is an excellent option.
Located in Deerfield Beach,
the restaurant has a warm
Latin feel created by both
the staff that work there and
the phenomenal food being
served. The people welcome
customers with a big smile on
their face and a diverse menu
in hand.
Latinos has two different environments in order to
satisfy various commodities.
For students who like to enjoy the weather of Florida,
patrons have the opportunity
to sit outside where the patio
is decorated with romantic
heathers, which gives some
the satisfaction of enjoying a
romantic dinner.
For those who enjoy listening to Latin music while they
dine, Latinos also has the op-

Latinos is a combination of
Brazilian, Peruvian and Colombian food and offers reasonable portions. Since the
owner of Latinos also happens
to own the grocery store next
door, every plate is fresh and
ready to be enjoyed.
"I typically don't get the
ceviche,'' said Sofia Radoslovich, senior. "But my
friend made me try it and now
I can't picture not getting it
again at Latinos."
At Latinos, choices range
from appetizers to phenomenal desserts . For those who
are on a strict diet, they also
have delicious salads that will
bring customers back craving
more.
Guests will never be bored,
especially on a Saturday
night. While customers en-

the same time, you can have

10 minutes from Lynn.

Above: One of the delicious Latin food items for students. LU Photo.
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HILL OUT AND RELIEVE STRES
arn to C~e With the End of the Semester Stress That is Afk_cting Student
By BROOKE BERGER
Staff Writer
The pressure is on with
less than a month left in the
semester, and some students
feel that all the work is piling up. With major projects,
research papers due for finals
and tests, it can be hard to
juggle all that and still have
a social life. The best ways
to be sure everything gets accomplished while avoiding
stress is to remember a few
important tips.
The first thing to keep in
mind is to remain organized
and plan ahead. A few hours
in the library every day can
help to stay ahead, which in
turn , helps to avoid procrastination. Procrastinating from
work may seem like a good
idea at the moment, but it is
sure to build up unwanted
stress when deadlines get

one's backpack also helps in
case of the munchies and for
a quick burst of energy.
"I stock up on protein bars
and always have a baggy of
carrots with me while I'm at
school," said Nicki Berman,
senior. "If I don't eat properly
I get really tired and just can't
concentrate anymore."
If work seems to be piling
up and overwhelming, going
for a run or even just a walk
can be relaxing and a great
way to unwind. Additionally,
it may be beneficial to plan
days specifically for work
while also scheduling a day
for the beach or catching up
on sleep. Sometimes, all that
is needed to break the stress is
just a break itself.
"Running is the best stress
reliever," said Sam Pecoraro,
senior. "I plan ahead with my
work but sometimes I still get
stressed. Going for a quick

closer. Keeping a planner to

run always clears my mind."

timeline when assignments
are due allows for more valuable time to be used accordingly and leads to less stress.
"I keep a weekly calendar
on the wall of my dorm that
maps out what I need to do,"
said Rio Hanlan, senior. "I
feel it really helps because I
don't get sidetracked and I'm
always aware of what is due."
Eating healthy has a critical impact on mood and overall balance. Remembering to
have balanced meals and getting enough sleep will relieve
tension and better prepare the
body to be productive. If students are in a rush and feel
time is not of the essence, protein bars and on-the-go foods
like cereal and oatmeal, are
always easy to carry around.
Keeping fruit and water in

Stress can be overwhelming and so can the end of the
year workload. Fortunately,
there is always help around
campus. The tutoring center is
readily available and professors are always willing to help
during office hours. There is
no shame in taking advantage
of the many great resources
and it can be reassuring to
know someone else is there to
help.
Give the all-nighters a
break and plan ahead. Remember to stay hydrated and
eat balanced meals and get
some exercise if feeling overwhelmed. Talk to friends or
to an advisor if it all seems
to be too much because there
is nothing worse than leaving
everything until the last minute.

Above: Students relaxing to relieve stress. Staff Photo/B. Berger.
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T-MOBILE JOINS THE iPHONE TEAM
Student Share Their Excitement on the Phone Service's Choice to Join Apple
By LEICESTER THOMAS

Staff Writer
T-Mobile recently
announced that the company
will be releasing the new
iPhone 5.
Initially, the companies
involved were first AT&T,
Verizon and Sprint, but now,
T-Mobile has joined the bandwagon. At a recent event in
New York City, T-Mobile
announced that it will be enhancing a series of 4G LTE
devices to its new network.
These devices include the
Samsung Galaxy S4, Black-

MEET~

iPULSE
STAFF

Berry Z 10, Samsung Galaxy
Note II and the iPhone 5.
"This is an important day
for people who love their
iPhone but can't stand the
pain other carriers put them
through to own one," said TMobile President and CEO.
John Legere.
"We feel their pain . rve
felt the pain. So we're rewriting the rules of wireless to

Mobile," said Legere. "T-Mobile will be the only carrier to
offer the iPhone 5 without a
contract ... on a screaming 4G
LTE network ."
Lynn students had very
positive feedback to give
about the huge change set to
occur later this month.
"I cant wait for it to come
out; I have been a loyal customer to T-Mobile for years

provide a radically simple, af-

and now its finally here" said

fordable iPhone 5 experience
on an extremely powerful network."
"The phone that redefined
the industry is coming to T-

Raquel Richardson , junior.
This combination will help
to give consumers more options when it comes to technological gadgets.
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COVERING ATHLETIC TRIUMPHS
Sports Information Director Speaks on Accolades of Lynn Athletics

Above: Some of Chad Beattie's career highlights included celebrating with both the Lynn men's soccer team and the Lynn men's baseball team as they completed successful seasons that preceded both teams winning division two national championships. LU Photos.
By CARLEE PIZZOLATO

Staff Writer
Chad Beattie, sports information director, has spent the
past nine years at Lynn managing every sport and directing
the athletic departments media
remarkably.
Along with Olivia Coiro, assistant sports information director (SID), Beattie has been
vigorously keeping the Lynn
student population updated on

developing athletic news.
Beattie began his career
in sports media in 1999 as a
graduate assistant at Florida
State University. After graduate school, he worked with the
Florida Panthers Hockey team
during the 2002-2003 season
doing media relations.
Beattie came to Lynn in
2004 as the SID where he has
been responsible for the publicity of every athletic team,
including: statistics, website,

radio, video and photography
for each individual group.
Beattie specifically works
with the men's and women's
golf teams, women's basketball, women's swimming and
baseball. While he is reporting
on these teams, Coiro works directly with the other sports.
Beattie's job often requires
a flexible schedule, especially
when the team he is reporting
on has a game-day.
"I start the day off with mak-

ing sure that all equipment is
ready to go and prepared for the
rest of the day," said Beattie.
During an athletic event, Beattie is kept busy by manning
the radio statistics, tweets and
making sure that every moment
of the game is covered. Once
the game has ended, it is Beattie's job to run a detailed article
with pictures on the Lynn athletics website.
{Continued on page 2)
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When an athletic team is not
competing in a game, Beattie
reserves the rest of his time
strictly for setting up schedules
for student workers, sending information to opponent schools
and organizing and editing all
photos.

"What I love about the job
overall is, in a nutshell, I'm
paid to watch sports," said Beattie. "Any person who truly
enjoys sports, it's a dream job
for them."
One of Beattie's favorite aspects of his position is his role
in communicating the stories of
the athletes.

"I really like being a part of
a team," said Beattie. "At Lynn,
we do a lot of winning , so that
is a perk of the job."
Since his arrival at Lynn,
Beattie has been a part of two
national championships. One
with baseball in 2009 and the
other with men's soccer this
past fall.

Beattie's job is not just dealing with statistics. Contrary to
what it may seem from all the
busy work, the position requires a great deal of passion
for the field and the players.
In that respect, Beattie's
work will continue to be enjoyed by the hundreds of sports
fans following Lynn athletics.

LYNN EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Lynn Takes Initiative to Inform the Student Body about Campus Safety
By LISETTE VI LLEGAS
Staff Writer
In light of the recent events
involving gun violence, Lynn
University is one of many campuses taking initiative to ensure
the safety of its students.
Lynn has created the Active
Shooter Emergency Program to
revitalize emergency protocols
that, until now, have been dormant in every day student life.
The program's primary objective is to inform the Lynn community of safety precautions
that will help keep everyone
safe in case of an emergency.
The Vice President of Student Life, Dr. Phil Riordan,
shared several tips that students, faculty and staff should
keep in mind. Being aware of
expectations and procedures is
the most important factor to remaining safe.
"The first thing students, faculty and staff should do is to
stay put and lock themselves in
the room," said Riordan.
It is important to remember
that in the case of an active
gunman, the goal of the shooter
is always to try and kill as many
people as possible. The shooter
will most likely not want to
waste time trying to get through
a locked door. Rather, they will
move on to the easiest place to
enter.

Another vital safety tip is to
be aware of glass on doors or
windows during a lock down
procedure.
"We have a lot of glass on
campus, like the cafeteria and
library," said Riordan. "Shards
of glass can kill people as the
shooter is shooting away."
Standing near glass can make
someone a more feasible target,
so remember to avoid these
places if a lock-down situation
goes into effect.
There are many safety precautions to take to be more
informed, including the tips
Riordan mentioned. Several
recent incidents that have taken
place in the local community
have brought the importance
of this matter to the attention of
the Lynn administration. Any
emergency system glitches will
be addressed and corrected by
the upcoming fall semester.
This will be just in time for returning students to learn about
the protocols involved with
the Active Shooter Emergency
Program.
Staying· calm in a situation
and following procedure can
lead to saving lives. To learn
more about what Dr. Riordan
had to say about student safety,
check out the segment on Beyond the Brief, either on lynnipulse.org or by visiting the
Lynn iPulse YouTube channel.

Above: campus safety is a top priority at Lynn University. Stock Photos.
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A PIECE OF SERENDIPITY IN BOCA
The Famous Serendipity Restaurant has a Location in the Boca Raton Resort
By VICTORIA DE LA CRUZ

Staff Writer
While one may think Serendipity 3 is a New York thing,
this fabulous restaurant can also
be found in Boca at the Boca
Raton Resort & Club where an
unforgettable dining experience
is provided.
Serendipity 3 is a famous ice
cream joint in New York City.lt
was a favorite of Andy Warhol
and Marilyn Monroe as well as
a staple of the Austin Poweresque Swingin' '60s places. It
has remained that way all these
years. Now, it is recreated in the
Waldorf Astoria's Boca Raton
Resort.
The citizens of Boca have
the fortune of having NYC's
famous Serendtipity 3 in their
own city and the atmosphere
can be summed up in one word:
fun. Serendipity 3 in Boca has
been around for almost three
years now and offers delightful
desserts that will blow people's

mind. If one has never visited
the place, it is definitely a must.
"I went to Serendipity 3 for
the first time in New York and
I absolutely fell in love with it,"
said Carolina Abello, sophomore. "The sundaes are to die
for."
From their famous "frozen"
hot chocolates to their icecream sundaes, Serendipity 3
never fails to impress. Everything in this place is a delicious
treat.
The ambience is unique since
the place is designed in a particular way. Tiffany-style lamps
line the ceiling, fabric covers
the walls, white hip chic chairs
and bar stools help add to its
funky sense of delight.
"Its bright candy colors make
me want to eat everything," said
Daniella Casitllo, sophomore.
"I ordered the frozen peanut
butter hot chocolate which is
my long time favorite and it was
simply delicious ."
This restaurant is such a

pleasant addition to the many
wonderful dining options available at the Resort. Serendipity 3
is perfect for filling one's belly
after a long relaxing day at the
beach, or even a round of golf.
Serendipity 3 at Boca Raton

Resort & Club is a whimsical
ride that could not be sweeter.
For reservations and more
information make sure to check
out Boca Resort's website:
www.bocaresort.com/Dining/
Serendipity

Above: Students enjoy delicious treats. Staff Photos/ V. De La Cruz.

PRING BREAKERS HITS THEATER
The Anticipated Film Starring Selena Gomez Gets Approval From Audience
By AMANDA BROWER

Staff Writer
After seeing this American
crime thriller on its opening
night, one will not be let down
by Spring Breakers .
The theater was packed
with all different age groups
and genders for the opening
night on March 22.
Although the story line
was a little misleading, James
Franco, Ashley Benson, Selena Gomez , Rachel Korine and
Vanessa Hudgens played their

parts to perfection. The four
actresses play as Faith, Brit,
Candy and Cotty, four college
girls on spring break.
"When I think Vanessa Hudgens, I think of High School
Musical and Disney channel. I
think Spring Breakers showed
she's no longer a little girl in
the public eye," said Gabrielle
Glenn, sophomore.
In the movie, the four childhood friends take a trip to
Florida when their fun and
harmless vacation takes a
quick tum for the worst. While

partying, they meet a rapper
named Alien, played by James
Franco.
"Literally one of the best
movies I've ever seen; the
story line was horrible but the
acting was phenomenal," said
Shay Stopplemann, junior.
After the girls partied a
little too hard, they got arrested, and Alien bails them
out of jail. Alien then takes the
girls under his wing but Candy
(Gomez) and Cotty (Korine)
do not approve of his lifestyle
and attempt to leave.

Alien lets the girls in on
his drug dealing business.
Of course, being college students, the girls immediately
take an interest in the money
being made selling the drugs.
He promises them the real
thrill and excitement of spring
break, so they decide to stay.
If looking for a movie with
a good plot, this would not
be a suitable choice. However, if looking for a cheap
thrill, great performances and
plenty of action, go see Spring
Breakers.
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APRAYERGOESOUTTOBOSTON
at Marathon Kills Three and I · res More than 100 Volunteers

Above: Terror ~pt the street rA the Boston Marathon attack that left at least 3 dead, including eight-year-old Martin Richard. Stock Ph<tas.
By MEAGAN RICE
rifying to know that some of my my whole body and my legs just scramble to find the truth, with
Staff Writer

On Monday, April 15 at 2:50
pm., two bombs were planted
near the finish line of the Boston
Marathon, marking a truly saddening event.
Hospitals have reported that
about 176 people are being treated, with at least 17 of them in
critical condition and 25 others in
serious condition.At least eight of
the patients were children. There
were also three people that died
due to this incident. Unfortunately, the youngest of these was
eight-year-old Martin Richard,
who was killed instantly from the
explosion. The boy's picture has
swept the nation as a symbol of
the tragedy.
"It's heartbreaking," said Alex
Ridley, sophomore. "It was ter-

loved ones were there, including
my good friend who actually took
part in the marathon. He fell to the
ground and got a cut on his head,
but fortunately he will be just fine.
My prayers go out to everyone."
President Barack Obama addressed the nation to let Americans know that everything was
being handled and that justice
will be served.
"Any responsible individuals,
any responsible groups. will feel
the full weight of justice," said
Obama.
As windows were shattered
and smoke swelled into the air
at Copley Square, screams and
chaos filled the street.
BiJI Iffrig, 78 and a veteran
marathoner, was almost to the
finish line when the bombs went
off. "The shock waves just hit

started jittering around," said Iffrig.
Iffrig can be seen in many of
the videos from the explosion
wearing an orange tank top. He
was helped to his feet by an event
volunteer and walked away with
just a scratch from his fall.
"[Boston! is a tough and resilient town," said Obama. "Americans will stand by Bostonians every single step of the way."
Along with Ridley, Chelsea
Danahy, senior, was also shaken
by the event as she knew of several people that were running in
the marathon.
"All of my good friends were
there, including my sister," said
Danahy. "I was so nervous all day
and could barely concentrate. I'm
just so happy that they are okay."
The investigation has been a

facts fluctuating faster than reporters can write. As of now, the
federal authorities are classifying
the bombings as a terrorist attack.
Although several reports of an arrest have been made, it is still unclear as to who planted the bombs
and why.
"'There is no suspect in custody, but many people are being
questioned," said Boston Police
Commissioner. Ed Davis.
In light of this horrifying event,
there will be much time spent in
remembrance of the victims and
their families.
Students, faculty or staff having difficulties with this tragedy
can visit the Counseling Center
for further support. They can be
reached at (561) 237-7237 and
are located in EM. Lynn Residence Hall..
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PIASECKI'S OWN VIEW ON BOSTON
A Lynn Sports Management Student Reflects on Boston Tragedy
By ANTEK PIASECKI
Contributing Writer

The horrific, senseless,
tragedy that took place in
Boston on Monday, is something that I am still in shock
over.
How anyone could
commit such an act is unimaginable. Although I do
not have direct connections
to the city in terms of having
family there, the tragedy still
hit me very hard.
When I visited Boston for
the first time a few years ago,
I immediately loved the city,
and I knew in my heart that
I wanted to live there after
college. In addition to Boston being my favorite city, it
is also in my opinion the best
"sports town." Since I have

such a love of sports and I am
currently a sports management major, I know that I will
be a perfect fit in the city. I
would love to be a sports reporter for the Bruins or Patriots organizations.
I am praying every day
for all the victims of this
horrific tragedy, as well as
their friends and family. I
also pray that justice will be
served and the perpetrator(s)
will be found and prosecuted
properly.
What I have been asking
myself is how can these tragedies keep on occurring? And
how can I find the strength
to forgive those people who
commit such violent, horrific
tragedies such as Newtown
and Boston? In addition to
the terrible causalities that
were inflicted, this horrific
act took place on Patriots Day
which Bostonians hold dear
to their hearts: the tragedy
took place after the traditional Red Sox game and at the
end of the Boston Marathon.
I pray that Boston stays
strong, and that they will be
able to overcome this tragedy
as an even stronger city.
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Above: People swarmed the streets as chaos erupted. Stock Photos.
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ENGLAND'S SECOND QUEEN DIES
The Only British Female Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, Recently Passes
By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer

and many economists believed
that the British economy would
simply collapse. Thatcher
was able to turn the economy
around by fighting off traditional British socialism and
promoting free markets , free
trade and low taxes. One of her
iconic phrases summarizes her
opinions of socialism: "The
problem with socialism is that
eventually you run out of other
people's money."
Even with Thatcher's extensive political resume, she was
not always a beloved figure for
the British people. Especially
during the first few years of
her economic transitions, her
popularity was extremely low.
A turning point in her term was
the Falklands War. Historians
believe that if she failed to recapture the Falkands Islands

from Argentina, her political
career would have virtually
been over.
After flexing her international muscle in 1982, Thatcher gained the support of her
homeland and was able to hold
popular support. By the end of
her 11 years in office, Thatcher
had already solidified her place
not only in British history
but world history. Her strong
willed ideas and the refusal to
buckle on her political policies
made her a force to a reckoned
with.
No matter what political
party one is affiliated with,
Thatcher demands respect from
everyone. There would be no
Hillary Clinton, Sarah Palin,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Dilma
Rousseff or any other female in
politics. Thatcher proved to the

The Irony Lady, former
Prime
Minister
Margaret
Thatcher, died recently from a
stroke in her native England.
As the world remembers her
contributions, it is clear that
few people have shaped the
course of the twentieth Century's history like Margaret
Thatcher.
Not only was she the only
female Prime Minister in England's history, she was also an
instrumental part in the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
along with President Ronald
Reagan and Pope John Paul II.
Thatcher also worked closely
with President George H.W.
Bush to expel Saddam Hussein
from Kuwait in the late 1980s.
Domestically, Thatcher had
inherited an economic mess.
There was high unemploy~m~e~n~t....,.,.;;;:~~~;:=:::;;;::::;;:::;:=:;=

world that women could be formidable leaders and not back
down from a challenge.
Arguably, Thatcher did more
for women than any other
feminist. What Thatcher did
differently than feminists such
as Susan B. Anthony, is that
Thatcher did not talk about
women's rights but instead
showed them through her actions. By exerting military, political and intellectual powers,
Thatcher quietly undermined
previous female stereotypes
and blazed a new trail for
women .
Thatcher is the prime example of promoting what is best,
even if it is unpopular. She did
allow opinion polls to have an
impact on her policies. Politicians today would be wise to
follow her in that regard.

Above: Pictures of Thatcher represent ing England at multiple functions throughout her life, including her visits to the U.S.. Stock Photos.
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Student Life
STUDYING ABROAD FOR NO COST
Lynn's Center of Learning Abroad Offers Programs 1Dith no Additional Cost
By VICTORIA DE LA CRUZ
Staff Writer

For some reason, students
have gotten the wrong idea
that they have to pay extra
money to study a semester or
even a year abroad. Little do
students know, that the price
of this program is exactly the
same as a regular semester at
Lynn.
The Center for Learning
Abroad (CLA), creates opportunities in order for every Lynn
student to have the chance
to study abroad while they
study their major. Whether
the program is during J-term,
summer, a semester or a full
academic year, students can
indulge in this worldly opportunity. For students, the best
option for studying abroad is
during a semester or through
the academic year program.
"I am going to Florence
next semester and I paid my
semester as if I were studying
at Lynn," said Maria Isabella
Herazo, sophomore. "CLA
helped me throughout the process and there were no extra
fees included."
It is important for students to understand that study
abroad is a unique opportunity.
Students also need to be aware
of the advantage they have
with these Lynn-approved semester programs because they
are the same as if the student
was studying at the university
but they might be in Australia, Germany, Spain and many
others.
"I cannot wait to go to
Florence next semester," said

Herazo. "I already have everything arranged from my
classes to my housing and I
could not be happier. Stephanie Clark and Brian Pirttima
at the CLA made every step of
the way easier for me."
Most students who make
the wise decision of studying
abroad report the experience
as one of the most memorable
during their undergraduate
education. During these study

abroad program, students
are exposed to new cultures,
languages and academic approaches that provide a rich intercultural and academic learning experience.
The application process is
actually very simple. Students
are required to create an online account on lynn .abroadoffice.net where they will find
5 easy steps to finalize the application. They will have to

complete a Lynn Program Application, Academic Advisor
Course Approval Verifiction,
Program Deposit Vertification,
Disciplinary Clearance and
Health Disclosure.
After the process is completed, students are going to be
able to hit apply and only with
one click they will be all set.
For more information on
learning abroad programs contact the CLA at: cla@lynn.edu.

Above: Students have a chance to student abroad and not pay extra charges. Staff Photof\1. De La Cruz.
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Student Life
LYNN COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Lynn Announces the Highly Awaited 2013 Graduation Commencement Speaker
By LISETTE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer
Lynn announced that this
year's undergraduate and
graduate
commencement
speaker will be executive director and co-founder of The
Millennium Campus Network
(MCN), Sam Vaghar.
Vaghar, 26, is the youngest commencement speaker
in Lynn's 50-year history and
one of the youngest in the nation. "I think it's wonderful
that Lynn was able to get such
a young speaker," said Charlie
Lafferty, junior. "Because he
can easily speak to our generation and help to inspire us

and help us get in the right direction after college."
Vaghar started Millennium
Campus Network in 2007
when he was still a student at
Brandeis University. He had
just finished reading Jeffery
Sachs' book "The End of Poverty" which triggered him to
realize his dream job, which
was to do something to help
address the UN Millennium
Development Goals and to
tackle global poverty.
He started his dream by
simply holding annual conferences, in which he hoped
to inspire, engage imd call all
young people to take action so

they would be able to build a the community," said Kesthia
collaborative network of cam- Paul, sophomore. "By being
ourselves so we can make a
pus groups.
To accomplish his dream, change, in other words, we are
Vaghar has worked close- our own voice."
"Through his work with
ly with Jeffrey Sachs, Paul
the
MCN, Sam Vaghar has
Farmer and even John Leginspired
students around the
end. Vaghar is helping to give
his generation along with world," said President Ross.
those to follow the tools they ••1 have no doubt that his exneed to stand up and be active citement and passion will impact Lynn's students as well."
citizens.
Lynn could not have picked
a
better
commencement
speaker because one of Lynn's
main goals is not only to educate its students, but to build
global citizens. "I like how
he is all about giving back to
~----~~~~~~~

Above: Sam Vaghar is the youngest commencement speaker to ever present at Lynn University graduation ceremonies. Stock Photos.
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Student Life
GET TO GREENING UP YOUR BODY
The New Fresh Market That Will get you Excited to be Healthy and Green
By RACHEL STOLAR
Staff Writer
The Fresh Market has been
around for more than 30 years
providing the freshest quality products grown locally and
from around the world.
The Fresh Market has more
than 100 stores in 20 different
states across the nation, and
still have the reputation of fresh
products.
"I love everything in The
Fresh Market; fruits, meat, diary, I get everything here," said
Mariah Kulkin, senior. "Even
when I don't feel like cooking
tl ey offer hot pre-made meals
--

-

ready to go."
The atmosphere in The Fresh
Market is an open country style
store giving off the old-fashion
market feel. This makes the
market different from a typical
industrialized grocery center,
which gives The Fresh Market a
unique feel.
"The sandwiches are great,
extremely fresh, they even put
time stickers on the prepared
foods so you know they haven't
been sitting out all day," said
Kulkin. "Without exaggeration
I literally go at least 4 times a
week, I just can't get enough of
the place."
The
Fresh Market does not
-

keep meat and seafood on plastic wrap like most other grocery
stores, instead they display their
meat behind refrigerator doors
for the customer to pick out his
or her preferred piece. All meat
is exceptionally fresh which justifies the price of the products.
If students are willing to pay a
little more than one would typically pay at a grocery store, then
The Fresh Market is definitely

worth the extra buck.
The Fresh Market wants customers to have a unique shopping experience in each store.
The open layout with the market
feel and smell allows each customer to do so. This is the perfect grocery store for the freshest ingredients.
The Fresh Market is located
in both East Boca and West
Boca.

ESI~

Above: Shoppers picking out fresh produce. Staff Photos/ R. Stolar.
.
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By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer
In light of graduation, Katie
Arriola reflects on her time as a
member of the Lynn family.
Arriola's journey to selecting
a university was a difficult. She
was looking for small class sizes,
good location and a strong hospitality management program.
Her mother, finally persuaded
her to consider Lynn.
"When I was college searching, I visited over 12 universities," explained Arriola. "Some
colleges I visited had a great
campus, but there was nothing
to do in the town. I was actually
forced to do a tour by my mom. I
did the tour and I fell in love with
it so much that I turned in my application at the end of the tour."
Once she was officially an enrolled student, Arriola was asked

-

-

-

-

-=-----

-

to join Lynn's innovative and
accelerated 3.0 Program. She
believes that the 3.0 Program
enabled her to be more confident
in her time management skills,
which her professors noticed.
"I've always been very organized so I wasn't too worried
about getting behind in work,"
said Arriola. "However, I was
nervous if I was going to have
enough time for clubs, organizations and work at admissions. I
learned as long as you manage
your time wisely you're fine."
Arriola effectively budgeted
her time which allowed her to
be part of numerous clubs, hold
leadership positions, participate
in internships as well as be a tour
guide and stylist for admissions.
Her resume includes being vice
president of hospitality club,
president of Eta Sigma Delta

- - - -=----

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

---

- -- -

-

-

Above: Arriola during her experience at the debate. LU Photos.
- international hospitality man- was at the Bridgestone Arena in
agement society -resident assis- Nashville where I assisted sales
tant for Trinity Hall and partici- staff in Premium Seats Departpating in Celebration of the Arts. ment."
"I've had two internships,"
Through all of her experisaid Arriola. "One was at Nash- ences, good and bad, Arriola
ville Convention and Visitors believes that her hard work has
Bureau. I organized special paid off. Her plans for the future
events, membership meetings include finishing her MBA at
and VIP passes in the convention Lynn in Marketing and working
services department. The other as a Convention Coordinator.
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Movie Revie1N
THE WIZARD GETS A NEW WAND
A Truly Magical Movie Experience Hits Theatres With the Redone Oz
By CHRISTINA BEAITY
Staff Writer

"Oz: The Great and Powerful," released recently, starring James Franco as a magician that is thrust into an
unknown magical world to be
its savior.
This movie took a very
interesting route because it
gives the viewer a different
look at the wizard in a strange
world that Dorothy was transported to in the original "Wizard of Oz."
The original "Wizard of
Oz" film showcases the wizard as neither a good or bad
guy. In this movie however,
the viewer is able to build a
connection with the Great Oz,
whose name is actually Oscar.
From the very beginning
it is easy for the audience to
connect with Oz as he is presented as an ordinary man
who has trouble with believing in himself, trying to make
it in nowhere Kansas. He
finds himself during his jour-

ney to save the magical Land
of Oz, but that is all there is
to it.
The movie also features a
bit of romance and even jealousy between Oz and Theodora, when he seems to become taken with the blonde
and beautiful Glinda. This
film particularly focuses on
shallow concepts like ego and
power.
"Director Victor Fleming, who introduced generations of viewers to Oz with
his classic 1939 film," wrote
Elizabeth Weisztman of nydailynews.com . "Used the
Wizard to warn us away from
empty idols and foolish hero
worship. Raimi enthusiastically em braces both of these
notions."
For an older audience,
there is not much to the storyline, but it is great for children. The visuals are stunning
and the 3D makes one feel a
part of the world of Oz.
"The production design and
the saturated colors are close

enough that this movie really
does work as a prequel (albeit
in 3-D) , and while the CGI
is unmistakably 21st century
Raimi 's unironic celebration
of pure artifice does suggest
a continuum of sorts," wrote
Tom Charity of CNN.

The movie does have great
performances from the starring cast. James Franco as
Oscar Diggs, Mila Kunis as
Theodora , Rachel Weisz as
Evanora and Michelle Williams as Glinda. Overall it is
an enjoyable movie to see .

.-------

Above: Movie posters and scene shots from the newly released film ''Oz'~ directed by Victor Aemming and starring James Franco. Stock Photos.
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Weekly Revie'tN
CHILL OUT AND RELIEVE STRESS
Learn to Cope With the End of the Semester Stress That is Affecting Students
By BROOKE BERGER
Staff Writer
The pressure is on with less
than a month left in the semester,
and some students feel that all
the work is piling up. With major
projects, research papers due for
finals and tests, it can be hard to
juggle all that and still have a social life. The best ways to be sure
everything gets accomplished
while avoiding stress is to remember a few important tips.
The first thing to keep in mind
is to remain organized and plan
ahead. A few hours in the library
every day can help to stay ahead,
which in turn, helps to avoid
procrastination. Procrastinating
from work inay seem like a good
idea at the moment, but it is sure
to build up unwanted stress when
deadlines get closer. Keeping a
planner to timeline when assignments are due allows for more
valuable time to be used accordingly and leads to less stress.
"I keep a weekly calendar on
the wall of my dorm that maps
out what I need to do," said Rio
Hanlan, senior. "I feel it really
helps because I don't get sidetracked and I'm always aware of
what is due."
Eating healthy has a critical
impact on mood and overall balance. Remembering to have balanced meals and getting enough
sleep will relieve tension and
better prepare the body to be
productive. If students are in a
rush and feel time is not of the
essence, protein bars and on-thego foods like cereal and oatmeal,
are always easy to carry around.
Keeping fruit and water in one's
backpack also helps in case of

the munchies and for a quick
burst of energy.
"I stock up on protein bars and
always have a baggy of carrots
with me while I'm at school,"
said Nicki Berman, senior. "If
I don't eat properly I get really
tired and just can't concentrate
anymore."
If work seems to be piling up
and overwhelming, going for a
run or even just a walk can be
relaxing and a great way to unwind. Additionally, it may be
beneficial to plan days specifically for work while also scheduling
a day for the beach or catching
up on sleep. Sometimes, all that
is needed to break the stress is
just a break it~elf.
"Running is the best stress
reliever," said Sam Pecoraro, senior. "I plan ahead with my work
but sometimes I still get stressed.
Going for a quick run always
clears my mind."
Stress can be overwhelming
and so can the end of the year
workload. Fortunately, there is
always help around campus. The
tutoring center is readily available and professors are always
willing to help during office
hours. There is no shame in taking advantage of the many great
resources and it can be reassuring
to know someone else is there to
help.
Give the all-nighters a break
and plan ahead. Remember to
stay hydrated and eat balanced
meals and get some exercise if
feeling overwhelmed. Talk to
friends or to an advisor if it all
seems to be too much because
there is nothing worse than leaving everything until the last minute.

Above : Students relaxing to relieve stress. Staff Photo/B. Berger.
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Weekly Revie1N
lfHE LATIN CUISINE FOR STUDENTS
The Best in South American Food is Right Around the Corner for Boca Students
By CAROLINA CHANG
Staff Writer
If students are looking for
something unique when dining
and would like to have some
fun with friends enjoying different types of cuisine, Latinos
is an excellent oplion.
f.tfcated in Deerfield Beach,
the restaurant bas a warm Latin feel created by both the staff
that work there and the phO.
rlomenal food being served.
The people welcome customers with a big smile on their
face and a diverse menu in
hand.
Latinos has two different
environments in order to sat•sty ~rious commodities . For

students who like to enjoy the
weather of Florida, patrons
have the opportunity to sit outside wheret the patio is decorated with romantic heathers,
which gives some the satisfaction of enjoying a romantic
dinner.
For those who enjoy listening to Latin music while they
dine, Latinos also has the op-tion to sit inside .
"I always choose to sit inside because the music takes
me away back to my country;,
said Nicolas Pombo, senior.
love hearing salsa and merengue because it bring me back
memories from back home."
Latinos is a combination of

ur

Brazilian, Peruvian and Colombian food and offers reasonable portio1,1s. Since the
owner of Latinos also happens
to own the gretery store next
door, every plate is fresh and
ready to be enjoyed .
"I typically don't get the
ce,yiche," said Sofia Radoslovjch, senior. "But my friend
made me try it and now I can't
picture not getting it again at
Latinos ."
At Latinos, choices rante
from appetizers to phenomenal
desserts. For those who are on
a strict diet, they also have delicious salads that will bring
customers back craving more .
Guests wilf never be bored,

especially on a Saturday night.
While customers enjoy the
Latin cuisine, a band sings a
vari.ety of songs in the background. Customers can even
request songs and step up to
ho their moves on the dance
floor.
"At Latinos , you can en~
real Latin food , and at the same
time, you can have fun wi th
your friends ," said Vanessa
Hernandez, senior. " I love to
dance and Latinos is the only
place where they play real Latin music . I will definitely come
back again ."
The restaurant is loc ed at
1754 W. Hillsboro Blvd., only
10 minutes from Lynn.

PIECE OF SERENDIPITY IN BOCA
Famous erendipity Restaurant has a Loc tion in the Boca Raton Resort
While one may think Serendipity 3 is a New York thing,
this fabulous restaurant can also
be found in Boca at the Boca
Raton Resort & Club where an
unforgettable dining experience
is provided.
Serendipity 3 is a famous ice
cream joint in New York City. It
was a favorite of Andy Warhol
and Marilyn Monroe as well as
a staple of the Austin Poweresque Swingin' '60s places. It
has remained that way all these
years. Now, it is recreated in the
Waldorf Astoria's Boca Raton

Resort.
The citizens of Boca have

the fortune of having NYC's famous Serendtipity 3 in their own
city and the atmosphere can be
summed up in one word: fun.
Serendipity 3 in Boca has been
around for almost three years
now and offers delightful desserts
that will blow people's mind. If
one has never visited the place, it
is definitely a must.
"I went to Serendipity 3 for
the first time in New York and
I absolutel fell in love with it,"
said Carolina Abello, sophomore.
"The sundaes are to die for."
From their famous "frozen"
hot chocolates to their ice-cream
sundaes, Serendipity 3 never fails
to impress. Everything in this
place is a delicious treat.
The ambience is unique since

the place is design in a particular way. Tiffany-s
lamps
line the teiling, fabric covers the
waUs, white hip chic chairs and
bar stools help add to its fun~
sense of delight.
••Jts bright candy colors make
me want to eat everything," said
Daniella Casitllo, sophomore. "I
ordered the frozen peanut butter
hot chocolate which is my long
time favorite and it was simply
delicious."
This restaurant is such a pleasant addition to the many wonderful dining options available at the
Resort. Serendipity 3 is perfect
for filling one's belly after a long
relaxing day at the beach, or even
a round of golf.
Serendipity 3 at Boca Raton

Resort & Qub is a whimsical ride
that could not be sweeter.
For reservations and more infonnation make sure to check out
Boca Resort's website: www.bo-

Above: Students enjoying desert. Staff Photo/V. De La Cruz.
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Weekly Revie-.N
A STUDENT TO A WORKING MAN
A Student's Experience as a Technology and Development Coordinator
By CAROLINA CHANG
Staff Writer

Christian Safie, graduate student, always had a connection
with his business major. Just
before graduating, Safie started
looking for jobs that could help
him amplify his knowledge in
business while at the same time
give him the opportunity to stay
in sunny Boca.
During his time at Lynn, he
had the opportunity to work as
a resident assistant as well as a
Lynn driver where he met many
different students while on the
job.
Safie was born in California
but was raised in El Salvador.
His multicultural background
has given him the advantage of
owning two passports, helping
build his connections at work.
"I always knew how blessed
I was to have been born in the
United States because I come
from a country where the economy, politics and safety have always been an issue," said Safie.
"Having a U.S. passport after
college has allowed me to pursue my a career in the United
States."
When Safie initially graduated, he thought his dream job
was working with finance.
Later, he excelled in management so much that he pursued
it as a degree. Safie believes
that a person should try different fields in order to develop
unique skills.
Safie currently works at
JCT4 Education, a higher education consultant agency, as a
technology and development
coordinator. Being a respon-

sible and hard working student
are some aptitudes that allowed
him to stand out from others applying for the job.
"I have kept myself informed
of new business trends that I try
to apply in my daily chores,"
said Safie.
After Safie graduated, he applied to a variety of different
jobs. Like the average college
graduate, Safie made the mistake of focusing more on just
finding a job instead of setting
his priorities straight. Eventually, he learned a little more about
what he wanted and had a clear
idea of what jobs suited him.
Safie's advice to college
graduates is to make sure as to
what type of job they want before they even start applying.
Currently, Safie is in love
with his role at JCf4 Education. He has been able to do
things that he never would
have thought he was going to
do so early in his career. In just
eight months Safie has built a
website, learned the basics of
managing a company, filed legal documents to register a new
trademark and even has a trip
booked for the summer in order
to expand the company's new
services.
This Salvadorian believes
that it is important for an employee to enjoy the job they
have.
••You just like it more and
perform better. If you are unhappy with your job like I was
as a financial planner, you just
put an extra weight on yourself," said Safie.
Safie, who looks up to his
dad as a role model, works for

his own self-satisfaction in order to learn more about himself
and learn what he is capable of
accomplishing.
While Safie enjoys knowing
that he is helping other students
around the world to attend college, what motivates him the
most is learning.
Safie spends eight hours at
work every day but never hesitates to work extra hours that
might involve coming in early,
staying late or even working on
weekends. He prides himself on
always being to work on time
and ready for whatever it takes
to get things done.
"My ultimate goal is to own

my own business," said Safie.
"When you are a business owner, you need to have these skills
and habits in your toolkit."
Safie's two favorite hobbies
involve cars and scuba diving.
••It is very important to have
[a hobby] as it helps you get
your mind off things while at
the same time learning and reflecting about yourself," said
Safie.
Within the next four to seven
years, Safie hopes to become
a business owner. For now, he
will continue to learn as much
as he can in his current position
in order to apply the skills to his
own business.

Above: Christian Safie, graduate student, works as technology and
development coordinator at JCT4 Education. Staff Photos/C. Chang.
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Weekly Revie1N
LIVING AFTER LYNN UNIVERSITY
Lynn Student-Athletes Prepare for the Future After Graduating
By CARLEE PIZZOLATTO
Staff Writer

College athletics can be looked
upon as a stepping-stone for any
young adult since they typically
help in preparing for the future
through enforcing skills such
as discipline and hard work. A
collegiate athlete is often seen
as someone who is trustworthy,
committed and passionate in every aspect.
As this semester comes to an
end, two senior women soccer
players could not be more excited
to see what is in store for the future.
"I feel very accomplished and
proud knowing that I left my
made on a great program and
broke the record for most saves,"
said Kelsey Butler, senior.
As starting goalie, Butler has
been part of the women's soccer
team for the past four years and
has loved every moment of it.
Stevie Jones, senior, has similar feelings about her journey
while at Lynn.
'•Playing soccer at Lynn was
the best experience of my college
career," stated the midfielder.
"The competitive nature of the
game taught me lessons that I
will continually use in my future
experiences."
Since the season ended in Oct.,
the teammates have not only been
doing things that they never had
time to do during their soccer
years, but have also still found
time to kick the ball around.
"I got a job in the office of student involvement and I still try to
practice with the team as much as

I can," said Butler.

graduate career, and now they
Jones graduated this past Dec. plan for the future.
"I plan to finish my MBA and
with a business marketing degree. Shortly after graduation, to pursue a career in the FBI,"
she landed a job with Saks Fifth said Butler.
Avenue in the retail department.
The criminal justice major is
While attending Lynn, the girls eager to get her career started and
had much success and give a great make her dreams of working in
deal of credit to Lynn for their nu- law enforcement come true.
merous accomplishments.
Jones has been equally suc"Making it to the sweet six- cessful in her endeavors the past
teen my junior year was a huge few years.
"I am currently on my way to
accomplishment and making the
conference team my senior year becoming a head buyer at Saks
as well ," said Butler.
Fifth Avenue," said Jones.
Both girls have had successful
At Lynn, Jones has been able
to accomplish more than she inicareers at Lynn and both are likely to continue being successful.
tially expected.
"The greatest accomplishments of being at Lynn would
be succeeding and earning my
degree, building life long friendships and having a successful
and fulfilling soccer career," said
Jones.
These two young women ac- ,
complished much in their under-

Above: Kelsey Butler and Stevie Jones are two seniors who will be graduating from Lynn. Staff Photos.
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A Q&A INTERVIEW WITH JESSAM\'1
Catching Up With the Boston Actress and Comical Personality, Jessamy Finet
By JOEY ARGENZIANO
Staff Writer
Jessamy Finet is a Boston
personality and actress. Students will most likely see Finet
at Fenway Park while she enjoys watching her favorite team
win- or may recognize her from
"Still, We Believe, The Red Sox
Movie" and "Fever Pitch." Finet
recently caught up with iPulse to
talk about her experiences.
I (iPulse)- How did you get
the part in "Still, We Believe?"
F (Jessamy Finet)- Honestly,
right place at the right time. Erin
[Nanstand] and I were in line
waiting to purchase our tickets
[at Fenway in 2003] and we
were approached by the Production Com an ; ~~ ~.&~~<! ~~r.
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lives away and "Still We Believe" was made.
I- How did you get the part in
"Fever Pitch?"
F-A casting company called
and asked us to audition. They
forewarned us that it was not a
joke. I screwed up my lines during the audition, but the accent
overpowered and my character
"Teresa" was born.
I - Do a lot of people recognize you?
F -My voice is pretty recognizable. Actually, my first recognition was in Chicago - a guy
heard me talking from the other
end of the bar and bought us a
beer.
I - Was it strange with cameras in your face when you first
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started filming "Still, We Believe?"
F- Yes; pretending there's no
one standing behind a fake tree
or an inch from your 'schnoz' is
quite comical. We were always
miked up and I constantly forgot
to tum it off when I headed to
the bathroom ... oops.
I- How was it working with
two big icons Jimmy Fallon and
Drew Barrymore?
F-At first, it was very nerveracking. I was extremely nervous being the only non-actor,
but they were wicked awesome
and made me feel very weicome.
I - How has your life changed
being in two movies?
F-It really hasn't .... I'm still
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living the good .life.
I - How cool is it having fans,
taking pictures and signing autographs?
F-It's kind of bizarre because
technically I'm just a fan like
them ....but we've signed some
pretty crazy items, memorabilia,
and body parts.
I- What is your advice to actors out there?
F- Peter Ferrelly once told me
that "You'll be fine, as long as
you learn your lines."
I- What is your advice to college students?
F- Stay true to yourself.
I - What are you doing right
now in your life?
F- Living life to the fu1lest and
not taking anything for granted.
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RECOGNIZING LYNN'S FACULTY
Lynn Celebrates Published Faculty Work at a Recent Reception

Above: Distinguished members of the lynn University staff received public recognition for their various published works and accolades at an event held In the Keith C. and Elaine Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center earlier this month. Staff Photos/M. Goldstein.

By MORGAN
GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer

President Ross and
other Lynn faculty
members
celebrated
the published works of
university professors
recently.
/
Lynn fosters an environment that promotes
growth , learning and
achievement. This phi-

losophy also includes
the school's professors,
who are encouraged
to continue to work in
their field and publish
or edit texts. 16 professors published more
than 40 works that were
published from 20122013.
"I am very proud of
their work," said Vice
President of Academic
Affairs, Dr. Gregg Cox.

"They go above and beyond their job position
when they do things
like this."
Leecy Barnett, reference librarian, hosted
the event and kept the
room filled with laughter as she described
some of her favorite
faculty publications.
"My favorite was Dr.
HaJioran's book, 'The
Song of the Ape,"' de-

scribed Barnett. "It is
written in a very readable style and it's actually sold out on Amazon ."
Hallorna's
book
studies the languages
that chimpanzees use
and how they differ.
To do this, he studied
individual chimps that
have different histories. For example, one
of the chimpanzees was

captured and kept as a
pet. This influenced the
chimps language abilities.
''I enjoyed reading
Barbara Barry's work
on Bach," said Barnett.
"The theme of love being blind and the actions people do while in
love are relevant today,
like with Manti Te'o ."
Jeff Morgan's text is
(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)
centered upon the cultural relations in Moby Dick by Herman Melvi11e.
"The focus is the relationship between Ishmael and
Queenqueeg , the South Seas
cannibal harpooner whom
our narrator must share a bed
with," said Morgan, professor. "This exemplifies the kind
of conflict that a more ethnocentric view of the world can
heighten and helps show how
literature can help with the
advancement of cultural sensitivity."
Maureen Goldstein dove
into the harlem renaissance
novel "Their Eyes Were
Watching God" by Zora Neale
Hurston and expands on how

the protagonist , Janie Crawford, goes through a major
character
transformation .
Goldstein even touches on the
historical hardship that Hurston went through to get her
work published .
"Through the novel she
becomes autonomous," explained Goldstein. "That's
why the publication is called
from object to subject. It's
about the journey she goes
through . The author was
pushed aside by other black
writers because it did not follow the typical Harlem Renaissance style."
To read these texts, students
can visit the faculty publication bookcase on the first floor
of the library.

Above: President Ross attends the event. Staff Photo/M. Goldstein.

l ENO RETIRES FROM LATE NIGH11
By AMANDA BROWER
Staff Writer
Jay I...eno made a public service
announcement of his retirement
from the Tonight Show after 22
dedicated years recently.
It has already been made official that Jimmy Fallon will be taking over the Tonight Show starting in February of 2014. Many
people believe that his retirement
from television is false due to his
obsession with his work.
"The Tonight Show was the
holy grail of talk shows and I
think Jay I...eno will be missed
by all Americans," said Gabrielle
Glenn, sophomore.
Many are wondering whether
the Tonight Show will still bring
in its regular viewers or if it will
perhaps lose popularity. Back in
2009, the same thing occurred
when I...eno's first forced retirement sent the entire network into
chaos. l...eno was given the 10
p.m. slot and many viewers abandoned the show.

"Whenever I can't sleep, I
know the Tonight Show is always
an option but since I heard of his
retirement I don't think it will be
the same," said Jordan Horowitz,
sophomore.
During I...eno's previous set up
for retirement, Conan O'Brien
was supposed to take over, but
realistically there is no way he
would meet the rating criteria.
Therefore, the show was given
back to I...eno in 2010.
Now, only three years later,
the whole scenario is happening
again. Since I...eno is known to be
somewhat of a "workhorse," the

network will be taking a plunge
regardless.
"Jay I...eno is a classic television icon and I'm sad to hear he's
retiring," said Amanda Drapkin,
junior.
With I...eno's retirement rapidly approaching, there is also
speculation about David Letterman, another great talk show
host who's contract is up in 20 14.
It is possible that Letterman will
be next to retire from late night
television. Networks will have
to adapt to continue to bring in
ratings after these two men have
retired.
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THE ALL-STARS REPRESENT MIAMI
Acclaimed Dance Team from America's Got Talent Visits Lynn
By LISETTE VILLEGAS

the team showcases the various cultures that Miami offers.
When the Miami All-Stars
Lynn had the honor of host- auditioned for America's Got
ing the Miami All-Stars, a Talent, they blew the judges
dance group that appeared in away. The team performed
season six of America's Got their synchronized Latin dancTalent, at the Keith C. & Elaine ing along with some ballroom
Johnson Wold Performing Arts dancing. Their performance
Center, where they showcased led to judges Piers Morgan,
Sharon Osbourne and Howie
their unique Miami style.
Mandel
to all vote yes, sending
With a diverse group, as
them
to
the next round.
well as a unique dance style,
In fact, the judges were so
the Miami All-Stars landed a
spot on America's Got Talent impressed, the team was one
with the help of a husband and of 10 acts that did not need to
wife team, Manny and Lory audition in Las Vegas, but instead were sent straight to HolCastro.
The renowned dancing team lywood.
"They were all so amazing,"
calls their dancing genre the
"Miami Style," which consists stated Catharine Brandson, juof a mix of mambo and various nior. "All the pieces they perother styles of dance. Through formed were spot on and left
these different dance styles, everyone in the crowd speechStaff Writer

less."
unique way of representing the
The show consisted of a spe- Miami culture.
cial guest appearance by the
dancers from "The Untouchabies." The Untouchables were
finalists for America's Got Talent season seven. The crowd
fell in love with this group because they were so young, but
one could tell that they had a
strong passion for dance.
"It was amazing for me to
see such a young pair do so
well at what they do," said
Paul Turner, dean of students.
"They have mastered a set of
skills that are very difficult to
master at such a young age."
Although they did not win
season six of America's Got
Talent, they did make it to the
finals. The team showed that
they had a wonderful range
of abilities and talent in their AbcNe: Miami All-Stars. LU Photo.

DELICIOUS JUICE BAR SMOOTHIES
Juiceateria Offers Incredible Smoothies for the College Students Budget
By VICTORIA DE LA CRUZ ria experience starts to kick in. are my favorite."
Staff Writer

Located in the heart of Royal
Palm Place, Juiceateria is a one
of a kind juice bar and cafe that
offers a unique smoothie experience.
Juiceateria is a modem , original and bright new independent establishment that satisfies
all of the demands and desires
of those people that are more
on the health conscious side of
the picture. It is ideal for people
who are looking for all-natural
smoothie and juice alternatives
and even appetizing meals that
will leave one's belly craving
for more.
As soon as one walks into
the establishment, the Juiceate-

The setting of Juiceateria gives
a hygienic and clean vibe thanks
to the crisp white and vibrant
green decor. If one thing is true,
it is that this place emanates
green.
"Whenever I walk into
Juiceateria, I feel a certain
peace," said Daniella Castillo,
sophomore. "I am always eager
to go order something there."
Customers are greeted with
a warm welcome by the charismatic vendors who stand behind
the see-through pantry. It is hard
to go wrong with each of the delicious flavors.
"I discovered Juiceateria because I was looking for a fresh
new place in Boca," said Castillo. "Their cleanse programs

The process begins immediately after customers make their
orders. It takes around 10 minutes for orders to be completed,
but it is extremely worth it.
While people wait for their
juice, smoothie or acai bowl,
they can see how everything is
made and how natural the process is. This is a feature that one
will not find in most places because at Juiceateria, customers
can actually see what is put into
their order.
From the menu, to the decorated walls and even the napkin
holders, Juiceateria has small
messages with powerful meanings. Across the walls people
can grab and read documents,
such as the health benefits of

a raw vegan diet, while they
drink their smoothie. The napkin holders have messages such
as, "Junk food, junk body" and
"Love your juice and your juice
will love you back." It is the
little details like these that truly
set this juice bar apart from any
other.

Above: Juiceateria. Staff Photo.
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NEW SECRET SERVICE DIRECTOR
Julia Pierson Becomes the First Female Director of the Secret Service
By WILUAM RAFFERTY
Staff Writer
After dedicating 30 years of
her life to worlcing for the Secret Service Agency, Julia Pierson was recently appointed by
President Obama to be the next
Director of the Secret SeiVice.
For three decades, Pierson
worked as the Orief of Staff for
the Secret Servicl while her predecessor, fonner Dil'ector Mark
Sullivan, announcod his retirement earlier" this year. SW!ivan
workOIII with the Agency fer
more than 30 years and served
as Director of the Secret Service

for the last seven years.
"I have known and worked
with Julie for close to 30 years.
She was an excellent Assistant
Director and Chief of Staff, demonstrating sound judgment, leadership, character and commitment to our country, the men and
women of the U.S. Secret Service
and those we serve and protect,"
sllid Sullivan in a statement.
''Tlfis is a historic and exciting
time for the Secret Servi!» and I
know Julie will do an outstanding

Jt>b."
'1 don't see this as a gender
," said Phil Allison, senior.
""the most qualified and capable
individual should be chosen for

i·
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Aura Cruz

the position, and politics should
stay out of it."
"Over her 30 years of experience with the Secret Service, Julia has consisten~y exemplified
the spirit and dedication the men
and women of the suvice demonsttate every day," said &sident Obama in a recent ~tetnent ,
"Julia is eminently q'l)ified t
le!ld the enc;· tha not only sa eAmcricans atl8ajor ev_.
and secures our fiiUlllCial system,
but also p tects our leaders and
our first families, including my
own. Julill has had an exemplary
career, and I know these experiences will guide her as she takes
on this new challenge to lead the
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iglpressive men and women of
this .important agency."
Pierson will be responsible
for protecting not only the President and VIce President Joe
BiliJD., but the current and future
r..1 families as
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Lynn Student Gets Invitation to Elite Soccer Tryout
By LOUIS DAVIS
Staff Writer

,

--

-

Above: Hobbs Karg, senior, is training to play overseas. Staff Photo/L. Davis.

Some people have
a secret talent that has
been in development
all their life. This is
true for Lynn Senior
Hobbs Karg, a communication major.
Karg,
originally
from New York, has
been playing soccer all
of his life.
"I first started playing soccer at the age of
4. I didn't start playing competitive until
I was 6-years-old on
a youth travel team,"
said Karg.
During his high
school career, Karg
played on the varsity
team as a freshman,
as well as playing for a
travel team, Brooklyn
Knight soccer, from
his sophomore year to
midway through his
senior year. However,
his professional as pirations did not start
until 2008.
"The first time professional soccer first
came into my mind
was when I was playing soccer in England
for Bolton academy
team from 08-09 ," said
Karg. "After I was of-

fered a trial [try out]
with Preston North
End football club,
the idea of a professional career in soccer sparked into my
mind."
Although Karg did
not make it to the tryout, he was inspired
enough from the invite
to continue pursuing
his dream.
"Soccer had and will
always be my passion
in life," said Karg.
"It's not something
you can simply turn
off. It's like walking
for me, it's second nature. It's the one thing
I can do no matter
what my mood is."
Karg is currently
training for a tryout this summer for a
professional team in
Spain, Celta Virgo. If
he does not make the
team, Karg has several
back up plans in mind.
"If I don't make the
team, I would like to
return to New York and
pursue a coaching career," said Karg. "One
of the perks of playing
in England was I got
my FA badge in coaching which will allow
me to coach MLS D 1 ,
D2, D3 schools."
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SHAQ RESIGNS FROM BASKETBALL
Professional Basketball Player Retires After a Long and Dominant Reign
By USETTE VILLEGAS

Staff Writer
After serving 19 amazing
years to the NBA, in which
he competed on six different
teams, Shaquille O'Neal decides it is time to call it quits.
With
28,596
career
points and four championship rings, O'Neal finally
decided it was best he retire from what many would
consider a colorful career in
the NBA. Throughout the 19
years, O'Neal served on several teams such as Orlando

Magic, Los Angeles Lakers,
Miami Heat, Phoenix Suns,
Cleveland Cavaliers and Boston Celtics.
O'Neal initia11y announced
his retirement through social
media. He felt it was only
right to announce his plan to
loyal fans that have been with
him from the start.
His career highlights occurred while playing on two
teams, the Lakers and the
Heat. With the Lakers, O'Neal
won three championship rings
and three consecutive NBA
Finals MVP awards.

With the Heat, O'Neal once
again demonstrated what an
amazing player he was by
helping Miami go all the way,
thus earning him his fourth
NBA Championship ring.
O'Neal played in 15 AllStar games and won 3 All-Star
Game MVP awards. He was
one of the 50 Greatest Players in NBA History. This was
awarded back in 1996 when
he had just played a total of
four seasons.
Although this may be the
end of his basketball career,
O'Neal has several other plans

for his future. Amongst these
are broadcasting, law enforcement, business interests, along with finishing his
doctorate at Barry University in Miami. Being an example to his six kids and doing
what makes him happy have
always been his priorities.
O'Neal will always be remembered in the NBA for
what he did on and off the
court. From having rap records to a business portfo~io,
O'Neal will be known as a
dominant figure in the game
of basketball.

as tel Colors Prove to be the Look of the Summer for the Fashion World
By JESSICA LEVINE

Staff Writer
Jump into the season looking hot in all of the new spring
pastel colors.
Seasonal shifts are not
only about the weather getting warmer, they also trigger
a whole new color transformation in the fashion realm.
From tops, bottoms, dresses
shoes, makeup and nails, this
year is an about the pastel.
Forget about the basic baby
pink and light purple, these
vibrant pastels are a fresh
look and will pop with any
outfit. The best part about this
years spring colors is that they
are not even close to looking
washed out.
The 2013 spring season
just so happens to emphasize
the world of subtle pastel colors. Colors ranging from light
mint, lavender creme, peach
pastel, yellow pastel looks
great on anyone and brings

out tan skin.
Pastel pants are certainly
popular right now. One can
pair these fun colored pants
with simple tops, allowing
room to add makeup, accessories and nail polish that will
pop. Consider this as a trend
that offers an edgy look with a
twist of color.
Something to avoid is pairing pastel top and pastel pants .
The combination of the two
together may be overly excessive for the eye. The goal with
dressing in these fun spring

colors is to be subtle.
Finding pastel colors is just
as easy as it is fashionable.
Nordstrom Rack at University
Commons, located on Glades
Road, has many options of
pastels to choose from and
has great reduced prices. Be
sure to stop in and collect all
the pastel items for this years
spring season.
Jump into the 2013 spring
season with the sensational
pastel colors that allows anyone to establish a refreshing
outlook to one's attire .

Above: Pastel colored clothing and jewelry are the newest trend to hit the fashion industry. Stock Photos.
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FESTIVITIES AT THE GREEK WEEK
Greek Week Festivities Continue Throughout the Month ofApril
By MEAGAN RICE
Graphic Support
As students saw all over
campus starting in the beginning of April, Greeks rocked
their theme with lime green
90's Nickelodeon T-shirts in
honor of Greek Week.
Activities included volleyball, greek trivia, speed
dating, Relay for Life, greek
formal and even a pool party.
Volleyball involved several
rounds and even a final round.
The pool party was held the
day after formal for everyone to come together and just
relax. There were food and
drinks included at the event.
Formal, of course, was the
big day that most were looking forward to because it was
a day that everyone could
dress to impress.
"I loved the day that we all
wore our matching shirts,"
said Hannah Springer, senior
and president of Tri Sigma.
"We really looked united during our events."
The event was successful in creating the week in
which Greeks could come
together and have a great
time celebrating their organizations. They did not wear
those bright green T-shirts for
no reason; the mission was to
let everyone know who they
were and what they were doing.
"Volleyball was my favorite event," said Chelsea Pollock, freshman. "It was really
fun and competitive. My team
even made it to the finals. It
was a good day."
Most schools have their
Greek Week around the same
time, so for everyone in-

volved with Greek Life, most
of their friends are doing the
same thing that they are. One
may even meet new friends
from other schools involved
with the same fraternity or
sorority.
With the semester coming to an end, and with finals
coming up, this was the perfect opportunity to have various events. Overall, the event
received very positive feedback from everyone involved.

Above: This years activities for the celebration of Lynn Greek Week included fun games such as
beach volleyball, greek trivia, speed dating, Relay for Life, greek formal and a pool party. LU Photos.
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CHNOLOGYTOTRACKATTACKS
Peveloping Technology Leads to Earlier Blood Diagnoses for Patients
By KENYA BARRETT
Staff Writer
A team of scientists at Ecole
Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne (Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology) in Switzerland have
developed the world's smallest
medical implant to monitor certain important chemicals in the
blood.
This device is only 14mm in
size, but can monitor all things
that are going on in the patients
blood. The device is an implant
that the patient surgically inserts
into their body. There are five
indicators that it measures including certain proteins such as
troponin.
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Often in the hours before a
heart attack, oxygen-starved
muscle begins to break down
and fragments of a heart-specific
smooth muscle protein, troponin,
are dumped into the blood. Once
this is done, the sensors automatically respond to the change.
If this can be detected before a
disturbance of the heart rhythm,
or the actual attack, lifesaving
treatment can be initiated earlier.
The device can also track levels of glucose, lactate and ATP
as well as monitoring disease
conditions such as diabetes. It
uses Bluetooth to transmit data
regarding the body's health to
one's phone too. When certain
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indicators are released into a person's blood, the monitor picks
it up, determines what may or
may not be happening and sends
alerts to the patient's phone.
On the outside of the patient's
body, there is a battery patch that
provides 100 milliwatts of power
to the device. The device basically charges wirelessly through
the individuals skin, so the device does not die as easily.
"I call things like this, medical
marvels," said Kevin Campbell,
sophomore. "As a bio major, it
is interesting to see new medical
technology and inventions in the
media."
The blood monitoring device
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is not the only one in the works
of being invented. Several other
blood scanners are just beginning to gain attention in the
medical community. Vice Chairman and Founder of BlackBerry,
Mike Lazaridis, announced his
contribution to a $100 million research fund, to help create more
devices like this one.
"You're using fundamental
physics to measure things and
you're doing it in a way that is so
sensitive that you don't need to
actually have physical contact,"
said Lazaridis to Bloomberg
News. "That opens a whole new
capability and a whole new way
of treating patients."
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THE GREEKS RALLY FOR RELAY
Fraternities and Sororities Show Their Full Support at Lynn Relay

Above: The members of sororities and fraternities alike came to show their support for Lynn University's Relay for Life event
which strides to create awareness for cancer research while celebrating survivors and remembering victims. Staff Photo/M. Rice.

By MEAGAN RICE
Graphic Support
The Greeks at Lynn made
efforts to show their support
for the fight against cancer
at Relay for Life, which was
held at Florida Atlantic University (FAU) recently.
At Relay for Life, often
shortened as "Relay" participators get together as a team
and camp out around a track
while each member takes a

tum walking a lap around the
track. Perhaps the most moving lap of the race is the first
one, taken by cancer survivors, to celebrate their victory while being cheered on
by participants.
"I'm here because this
shows my true support," said
Sasha Trewitt, junior. "It's a
really great time and I definitely recommend it to everyone."
It is possible for Relay to

last anywhere from I 2 to 24
hours, depending on how
many events take place. It
also celebrates and recognizes supporters and caregivers
who have family and friends
fighting cancer.
Aside from just the walking, there was also a haircut
fundraiser for donations. Several girls went on stage and
donated to a cancer patient in
need. This event as a whole
was an extremely inspira-

tiona) one that succeeded in
opening the eyes of people
who may not see the effects
of cancer on a daily basis.
Lynn fraternity, Zeta Beta
Tau, had their own stand
where they made bracelets
and put forward donations toward the cause. Lynn sorority,
Tri Sigma, helped out with the
event as well by making their
own bracelets and making a
separate bracelet for raising
(Continued on page 2)
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funds for the cause.
"I Relay because I see miracles in the future," said Alex
Ridley, junior.
It was a family-friendly environment where children and
adults alike attended and had
a wonderful time.
To find out more information on the annual event or
how to show support and volunteer, visit www.relayforIife.org.

The ZBT fraternity made an appearance to help support the relay for life cause. Staff Photo/M. Rice.

A LITTLE PIECE OF BROOKLYN, NYC
Brooklyn Bagel & Water Co. Puts a ne·w Twist on the Old-Fashioned Bagel
By SARAH FRANK
Staff Writer
"It's all about the water,"a phrase that is impossible to
ignore during a trip to Brooklyn Bagel, forma1ly known
as Brooklyn Water Bagels.
This catch phm e could not

be more accurate in regards to
Brooklyn Water Bagels.
The idea is simple: to infuse everyday, run of the mill,
doughy, carb-filled bagel with
some of that sweet, N-Y-C
sewer water that all the NorEasters love to brag about.
Brooklyn Bagel

fills every seat in the house
with growling stomachs,
young and old. The only criterion for becoming a B .B . regular is a Brooklyn accent. Of
course, one can always fake
the accent and go straight for
the comprehensive yet concise bagelwich menu.

Above: Brooklyn Bagel And Water Co. has revolutionized bagels for the Boca area. Staff Photo/S. Frank.

"We come to Brooklyn Bagel
twice a week for late breakfast
on weekends and lunch during
the week," said Danielle Delaney, a B.B. regular. "It never
gets old. The bagels and coffee are to die for."
Brooklyn Bagel has its own
style when it comes to iced
coffee. They invented the coffee cubes instead of ice cubes
to prevent watery coffee.
The spokesperson for the
restaurant is Larry King. King
has expanded Brooklyn Bagel
throughout Southern California and internationally. As
a Brooklyn native he knows
what aspects are needed to
"Brooklynize " the company.
His name and brand are very
valuable and trusted at all locations.
The atmosphere at Brooklyn Bagel is very upbeat and
fun. It is filled with many New
Yorkers coming to get a bite
of their home up North. The
wallpaper is filled with names
and quotes of Brooklyn locals.
There are a1so facts about
the water and how they make
their bagels. Customers can
even watch the fresh bagels
being made while they are
waiting in line.
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GREEKS DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY!
Lynn Fraternities and Sororities Celebrate Greek Life at Formal Dance
By MEAGAN RICE
Staff Writer

The fraternities and sororities on campus attended
Greek Formal in the International Building and had a
blast recently.
The formal was a great way
for everyone to get together,
look sharp and have a great

time. It was also an effective
way for all the Greeks to bond
and form new friendships .
"I thought it was great," said
Sasha Trewitt, junior. "Seeing
all the Greeks together in one
place was amazing ."
There was plenty of food,
drinks and even a DJ to get
the party started. One could
say it was prom all over again,
but a lot less stressful.
It was an excellent opportunity to mingle and meet new
friends in Greek life . There
are not many times during the
school year that one can dress
up, dance with friends and

have such a great time.
"It was really great seeing
all my sorority sisters dressed
up so fancy," said Yaritza
Luciano , freshman. "I really
enjoyed mingling with all
the other Greeks; we all had
fun ."
Unfortunately, Greek formal
was not held last year, however, this made for an extra
push to have the formal this
year. Hopefully, it will remain
a tradition and happen once
again next year. Everyone
looked stunning and it was
the perfect event for a Saturday night.

Above: l.:ynn SQrorlty slsters.
Staff Photos/M. Rice.

LE---ss5HOW
The Lynn University Fashion Management Program hits the Runwa in Style
By JESSICA LEVINE
Staff Writer
Lynn hosted the spring fashion show "Shore Couture"
and it was a huge success.
Through weeks of planning
and preparation , the fashion management students are
proud of their hard work.

Lynn 's fashion management students showcase their
talents every year with this
annual runway fashion show.
"Shore Couture" had a variety
of day time and night beach
attire.
"From my freshman year,
three extremely different
themes took place," said

Alicia Tosti, junior. "From
fashion stereotypes, to the
five boroughs of New York,
to this years summer styles
theme ."
The show was produced
by twelve of Professor Lisa
Dandeo's fashion events management classes which involved directing , marketing

I

I

Above: Brooklyn Bagel And Water Co. has revolutionized bagels for the Boca area. Staff Photo/5. Frank.

and staging the entire show.
"After long weeks and hours
of effort put into the preparation of the show, I cannot believe it is over" said Tosti.
In addition to the hard work
of the fashion management
students, the show would not
have been complete without
the students and faculty who
participated as models. As a
junior, Tosti's experience has
changed over the last three
years.
"Since freshman year I have
seen three very different fashion shows come together,"
said Tosti. "I got to experience being the assistant director my sophomore year, and
realized how much hard work
and dedication it takes."
From start to finish, the
show was put together very
well and showed the dedication from the fashion management students that they have
been working on all year.
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CELEBS TOSS SKINNIES FOR FLARES
Flare Jeans Make a Fashionable Comeback as the new Pant Style for Celebrities
By AMANDA BROWER

Staff Writer
A new trend that is sweeping
the nation is wide-legged flare
pants. As much as females today love their skinny jeans,
they are willing to put them
away and switch things up a
little.
"I love my skinny jeans.I never thought I would ever be into
flare jeans and I'm obsessed,"
said Nicole Sherman, junior.
What is really interesting
about this trend is that it has a
super chic 70's inspired look.
However, since these pants are
not for everyone, it will never
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be the dominant style. The wide
legged flare pants can be seen
in a variety of different colors
and fabrics.
"When I think flared jeans,
I think of one of my favorite
movies, •Almost Famous,' but
I would never want to style
myself like Penny Lane," said
Gabrielle Glenn, sophomore.
This style is rapidly making a
huge comeback, and flare jeans
have not lost their steam. Many
ladies think they cannot rock
this flare without looking like
they starred in the movie "Almost Famous," but they can.
If one matches the flared jeans
with a silky shirt, it could go for
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a more sophisticated look. Try
going with a heel or wedge, because a flat shoe gives it more
of a sloppy look. Lastly, if one
is looking for a reason to break
out the crop tops, try matching
it with a high waisted denim
flare.
"Since it's an awkward time of
the season, most of the nights
here in Boca are chilly so a crop
top and high waisted flares are
the perfect go-out outfit," said
Amanda Drapkin,junior.
These highly fashionable
pants can be purchased at either LF in Mizner Park or many
of the department stores at the
Town Center Mall.
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By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer
As Lynn's baseball season
winds down , pitcher Andrew
Melchor, junior, is performing at the top of his game.
Since joining the Fighting
Knights this year, Melchor
has been the team 's go-to
closer in tough situations.
He currently leads the team
with seven saves and leads
in games and finished with
15. These amazing numbers
resulted in Melchor being
named thirtieth in the nation
for saves as of April 23. He
is also the second highest nationally ranked closer in the
Sunshine State Conference.
"I hope that this year I
continue to have the numbers
that I have statistically and
maybe get picked up," said
Melchor. "If not, I have one
more year to prove to professional scouts that I can be effective in some way."
Melchor joined the team
after a two-year stint on a
junior college team in na-

tive California before Lynn's
head baseball coach, Rudy
Garbolosa, scouted him. Even
though Melchor is a vital part
of the team, he was not originally intended to be a Fighting
Knight.
"I wasn't supposed to be
here," said Melchor. "It was
kind of a decision that was
made three days prior to
school starting. At first, when
I got here, it was kind of
tough; it was something new
to me."
Melchor persevered through
the first few months and continued to dedicate himself to
working hard during conditioning and practices.
"I pretty much do whatever conditioning drills that
are given at practice but with
that I try to do my best," said
Melchor. "Whatever effort
you put in is what your results
are going to be."
In addition to his philosophy about practice, Melchor
understands his role as a closer and tries to perform the best
he can for his team.
"I go out there and try to
do the best that I can to help
my team win," said Melchor.
"I am the last person to pitch,
as that's the role of the closer.
My job is to go out there and
give it all I can for one or two
innings and shut the game
down."
Currently, Lynn's baseball
team is ranked third in the
SSC . For all baseball updates ,
students and fans can visit
the Lynn athletics page: LynnFightingKnghts .com.
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STUDENTS BROADENING SPORTS
Lynn Students Looking to Start Street Hockey Group on Campus
By KEVIN SKAGGS
Staff Writer

Like many passionate students
at Lynn, freshman Braden Rakovitch has been looking to expand
campus recreation by bringing
his favorite sport of hockey to the
Lynn streets.
'There is a street hockey rink
at Lynn that goes unused," said
Rakovitch. "I would love to bring
hockey to Lynn and get a following."
Rakovitch and several friends
who share the love of hockey,
have started playing pick up
games at Lynn in hopes of inspiring other students to join.
"My ultimate goal is to grow
the schools interest in hockey and
maybe get a few intramural teams
going or maybe a travel team,"
said Rakovitch. "For now I am
having fun just playing hockey
with my friends."
There may not be an NCAA
hockey team at Lynn, but that has

not stopped Rakovitch from continuing to play the sport he grew
up on. Rakovitch was originally
born in Toronto but grew up in
New Jersey, and from the time
he was able to skate, he has spent
most of his days on the ice.
Rakovich even had a college
scholarship to play ice hockey for
division one schools, however,
he turned them down to focus on
academics and enjoy his time in
college.
"I will admit I do miss playing
hockey on ice. It's my favorite
sport," said Rakovitch. "I really
want to get back on the ice but I
enjoy being outside in Florida."
Rakovitch and his friends can
be found playing an afternoon
game at the Lynn street hockey
rink. Students do not need to
worry about bringing equipment
because the players participate on
foot and without pucks.
"All you really need is a hockey stick and a good attitude to
enjoy and play hockey," he said.

"Sticks and street balls are not to
expensive to buy and anyone is
welcome to play."
If more students join Rakovitch

kovitch is considering starting an
official team. For now, he enjoys
teaching his friends hockey and
getting outside to play the sport

Above: Rakovitch and friends play around the rink. Staff Photos.

INTRODUCINGTHEGOOGLEGLASS
Technology Giant, Coogle, Creates a new Innovative Pair of3D Glasses
By KENYA BARRETT
Staff Writer
As of early 2013, Google developers have been working on
a wearable computer that they
call the "Google Glass" as a part
of the researching project called
"Project Glass."
The Google Glass is a pair of
glasses that have a built-in computer and head-mounted display that functions from voice
commands by the user. It displays information similar to a
smartphone's hands-off feature.
This futuristic creation is one of
Google's many inventions meant
to further the integration of com-

puting software in everyday objects such as sunglasses.
So far, developers have created
several new and interesting features with the Glass. Some of the
features include voice command,
Wi-Fi and Internet capabilities as
well as camera and video recording abilities.
'This is like one of those
weird futuristic inventions that
you thought would never exist,"
said Jordan Moody, sophomore.
"Technology is advancing very
quickly these days."
This product is beneficial for
people who enjoy going on runs,
riding bikes and other outdoor
activities. By activating the voice

command option, users can ask
the device to display the current
weather right in the lenses of the
Glass.
The Glass can also act as a
GPS and use Google Maps to
help navigate a person to their
destination.
'This eliminates the need of a
GPS," said Brittany Butler, freshman. 'The GPS is already on
your face."
In its original development,
the device weighed about 42
pounds. Now, it weighs less than
the average pair of sunglasses.
When the development of this
product is finished, Google has
plans to contact several sunglass

companies including Ray-Ban
and Warby Parker. Once partnered with these companies,
Google will being selling the
glasses in stores under the Google
name.
"I am a fan of both technology and eyewear," said Elyane
James, freshman. "If Ray-Bans
started selling their version of the
Google Glass, I would be the first
on line for it."

Above: The glasses. Stock Photo.
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LU'S CELEBRATION OF THE ARTS
est Art Production of the Yea1i,

By KATIE WELCH

----~--------~~----------~~~~-

Staff Writer
Tomorrow at 6 p.m., Lynn
will continue a two-year tradition that has become one of the
biggest productions held at the
university.
The Celebration of the Arts
was created by Lynn student
Bianca Barioli, senior, and
Professor Carrie Simpson. The
dynamic duo are the student
and faculty artistic directors
for the celebration this year.
"Celebration is a night dedicated to the visual and performing arts," said Barioli.
"It's an opportunity for young
artists to showcase their many
talents and passions."
The festivities include free
food, a student art gallery, student films, an auction, the conservatory string quartet, dancing, acting, singing and more.
Students will be able to
present their film, photos,
sculptures and paintings in the
art gallery. Some of the songs
and dances being performed
are "All That Jazz" from Chicago, "Master of the House"
from Les Miserables and even
an upbeat Hollywood dance
number.
"The dance styles for the
show will be Hollywood, jazz,
hip-hop, Latin and other different genres," said Simpson.
The students hard work and
long hours of practice will
shine on the night of the various performances. The practices included afternoon and
night rehearsals throughout the
past few weeks.
"Our rehearsals are very intense," said Barioli. "We have
a great group of students who
go above and beyond to help
each other and produce a fantastic show."

Above: The various performances that appeared in the 2011 Celebration of the Arts. LU Photos.
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TREVIE
x's Harvest is one o the Freshest Restaurants in Delra
By SARAH FRANK

Staff Writer
Max's Harvest, located on
NE 2nd Avenue in Delray

Beach, is by far the best and
freshest restaurant in the area.
The eatery is owned by
renowned restaurant owner,
Dennis Max, and is eminent
throughout all of South Florida. With natural and top of the
line dishes, customers will not
be dissatisfied .
"All of the items on the
menu are free of steroids,
growth hormones and antibiotics," said Stefan Miller-
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Lari, manager. "Our seafood
is raised without harming the
ecosystem, and we make sure
we get the best ingredients
from the best places."
As opposed to many alternative cafes, the restaurant
even offers homemade bread,
made fresh for every customer.
The food at Max's Harvest
is delivered directly from the
source. The menu is changed
seasonally to give customers
new and different options depending on the time of year.
Being natural is the key ingredient at Max's Harvest.
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"We have brunch and dinner options at the restaurant,"
said Miller-Lari. "On Sundays customers get the option to have some of our fresh
squeezed juices , unlimited
Bloody Marys and champagne
for $15."
Max's Harvest also includes a variety of foods not
seen in other places such as
fried doughnuts, deviled eggs,
gazpacho, swordfish tacos and
pork belly benedict.
The atmosphere is very
unique and intimate . It is
simplistic yet fancy, with a
demeanor of rich mahogany.
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Max's brings customers into
the heart of the restaurant; literally. In order to access the
back dining areas, one being
indoors and the other out, a
hungry customer must traverse through the kitchen and
"espresso bar."
Due to its average outward
appearance, one is led to believe that Max's Harvest is no
different from the neighboring
eateries. However, those who
have become regular customers know that this is far from
the truth. Max's Harvest is a
hidden gem that Florida is
lucky to own.
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Above: Students pose for a quick photo at the Renaissance Hotel in order to help start the RevoLUtion initiative. Staff Photo/ K.Skaggs.

IGNITING A LYNN REVOLUTION
Adminish~ation Asks Students About What
By KEVIN SKAGGS
Copy Editor
Lynn is looking to make
changes in the near future when
it comes to student life, school
spirit and student participation.
Phil Riordan, vice president
for student life, along with several staff members, hand selected more than 80 students
to take part in a closed-door
brainstonning session on how
to improve student life on campus. The event was dubbed,
"Knights Engaged: Tune for a
RevoLUtion."
Roughly 40 students took up
the challenge and sat through
a two-day long workshop. The
workshop was an invite-only

event and took place at the Renaissance Hotel. The students
were invited to brainstonn about
what changes they thought
needed to be made at l.ynn to
inspire students to get involved.
"I am not one hundred percent sure wh}' I was selected to
~present the Lynn community,"
said Zack Umansky, freshman.
"l felt honored to sit down oneon-one with Dr. Riordan and
talk tD him about what I feel
needs to be improved about the
Lynn community."
Students from departments
such as athletics, Greek life and
the conservatory, along with local and international students,
were chosen to represent all demographics that make up I.tnn.

Upgrades the Sclwol Needs to Make

Each of these students were selected because of their demonstrated potential in changing the
way Lynn students get involved .
"Everything that I said was
written down, either on a notepad or on some form of paper so
my ideas wouldn't go unrecognized or forgotten," said Umansky.
Subjects such as school spirit,
school traditions and student involvement were all on the table
for discussion. The goal of the
retreat was to allow the selected
students of the "RevoLUtion" a
space to feel free in making suggestion$. The participants were
encouraged not to hold anything
back and to let their true opinion
be heard.

"I gave my personal and honest opinion about the schools
programming; I didn't hold
anything back," said Katherine
Joyce, sophomore. "I told them
what I felt about some of the
programs on campus and new
student orientation. I felt that everything I said to Denisha Bonds
was [written] down and will be
taken into consideration."
Never has there been a better
time to get involved for Lynn
students. Now is the time for
igniting change1 bringing forth
passions and getting peers to get
involved with what is important
to them. The "RevoLUtion" will
be an ongoing process that is
going to help with making big
changes to the Lynn community.
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SISTERS ARE ADDED TO TRI SIGMA
The Sigma Sorority Celebrates the Addition ofnew Members to the Sisterlwod
By MEAGAN RICE
Graphic Design
Recently, freshman Hallie
Greenwood, Stephanie Novarro and Cydney Schmidt,
passed their Tri Sigma initiation exam and are now on a
hunt to find out who their new
big sisters will be.
This is an extremely important and exciting day for a new
member joining a sorority, and
could possibly be everything
they have ever dreamed of.
When a sister joins the sorority, she is given a big sister
after passing the exam. A big
sister serves as a mentor and a
best friend; she is someone one
can rely on no matter what the
situation and is always there
for her little sister.

"I am so excited to be a part
of this family," said Novarro.
"I finally feel like I'm really
in a sorority for real. I have
so many wonderful people to
look up to and I know that they
will always be here for me no
matter what."
It just so happens that they
were all placed into the same
family. In a sorority, families
are branched off by big sisters,
little sisters, their little sisters
and so on. In a way, it is like
having a mother, daughter,
granddaughter and so on; it
just makes one big happy family.
"They are so accepting,"
said Greenwood ...1 couldn't
be any happier."
After each big and little

was revealed, the whole family went out and had a spicy
Mexican style dinner at Baja
Cafe where they had a blast.
This was a great bonding experience for everyone.
''I'm thrilled and blessed to
be a part of this family," said
Schmidt. "I am so happy to be
surrounded by such wonderful
sisters."
These three females have
definitely blended well with
their new family and are extremely excited for what is to
come.
For more information on
how to get involved in Greek
life, contact the Director of
Student Involvement, Theresa
Osorio, at tosorio@lynn.edu
or (561)-237-7152.

Above: The new sisters celebrate with each other on being accepted into one r:l only two Lynn University sororities. Staff PhotOS/ M. Rice.
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Student Life
BOSTON MARATHONS HORRORS
A Lynn Student's Story of how the Boston Marathon Tragedy hit Home

..

By AMANDA SPENCER
Staff Writer
John Logan, sophomore, was
horrified when he discovered
that there had been bombs at the
Boston Marathon as his father
who is a sergeant in the Boston
police force was working the
finish line that day.
Logan had spoken to his father the night before the marathon discussing the events
that were going to take place
the next day. "My father has
worked the finish line before,"
said Logan. "We were under the
assumption he would be working there again this year."
Logan was driving his friend
to a job interview, when he received a frantic phone call from
his mother. "The marathon has
been bombed, the marathon has
been bombed," she said. Logan began to panic. "My heart
dropped "remembering that my
father said he would be there,"
said Logan.
However the next question Logan asked his mother is
one that he will never forget,
"Where did the bomb go off?"
Logan explained that there was
a short pause before his mother
responded, "At the finish line
John, at the finish line."
The thoughts that ran through
Logan's head after he received
the news were horrifying he explained, "Dad's gone I thought
to myself, I pictured a funeral,
a line of police cars and my
mother and sister in tears," said
Logan. "I just couldn't believe
what was happening."
Logan was the first one of his
family to hear from his father

about an hour after he had received the terrifying phone call
from his mother. "He told me
that he was okay," said Logan.
However his father stated "It's
really bad down here." Despite
hearing the news that his father
was alive, Logan had a feeling
it was not over yet. "I knew that
there was a risk he was still in
danger," said Logan. "My dad
helped get people to safety and
assist EMS any way that he
could."
Logan and his family were
later informed that his next door
neighbor, who is a cousin by
marriage, had been hurt during
the blasts. "She was knocked to
the ground," said Logan. "Her
hearing was significantly impaired." Logan's previous high
school teacher, Tom Meagher,
who has also previously managed the finish line at the Boston Marathon in recent years
was present during the bombings as well. "I talked to him every day at school for five years,"
said Logan. "The thought that
he could be gone, terrified me.
Thankfully, however, he was
uninjured and managed to help
others to safety."
This horrifying event hit
particularly close to home for
Logan and his family. "Knowing my family and friends were
so close to this tragic event and
so close to being killed, made
sleeping impossible," said Logan.
Less than a week later, after
countless sleepless nights for
Logan, news of a car chase between the suspected bombers
and the authorities came out. In
the midst of the chase, one of

the bombers had been shot and
run over by the other. "My father arrived at the hospital and
gazed at the man who had done
so much harm to his city," said
Logan. "Only a short time later
my father watched the man die
in front of his eyes."
Logan's father had been
previously asked to go attend
a stress unit, after seeing the
atrocities at the Boston Marathon. "My father saw things
that day, that he never thought
he would and he knew those images would stay with him forever," said Logan. "Watching the
bomber die right in front of him,
spurred no emotion however."
The death of one of the
bombers was not a celebration
as they knew that there was still
another suspect on the run. "My
father was assigned to search
houses," he said. "Being a Sergeant he normally has a shotgun
with non-lethal beanbags. However on that day he was told to
load it with buckshot rounds.
They were expecting the fight
of a lifetime."
After hours had gone by
and dozens of houses had been
searched, Logan's father and his
men were sent home and told
to report back at 9 p.m. It was
when they were on the way back
to Watertown that the news that
the suspect has been brought
into custody roared over the radio. "Everyone celebrated in the
streets and the police were given
a loud and continuous applause
from the people of Watertown,"
said Logan. "Upon returning to
Boston the police were honored
by every citizen who laid eyes
on them."

Logan returned home a few
days after the chaos had come
to an end. "I was waiting at
baggage claim for my luggage,
when my father walked up behind me in his uniform," said
Logan. "With everyone looking
at us I turned and gave my dad a
big hug, People instantly knew
what they were seeing. A son
coming home to see his family
who were involved in the events
of the past week."
Logan is nothing but proud
of his father. "I felt honored to
be a blue blood," said Logan.
"Honored to come from a family who puts their lives on the
line to protect others."

Above: Man injured at the Boston Marathon. Stock Photo.
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FARMERSMARKETFORSTUDENTS
Fresh Market That can Hel Students Save Mone and Eat Healthie
By CAROLINA CHANG
Staff Writer
For the average college student always looking to save,
The Boys Farmers Market, is
an excellent option for a healthier and balanced diet.
Located in Delray Beach,
this fresh market has the option for costumers to choose
between fresh and organic vegetables. Besides vegetables,
this market also provides fruits,
meat, poultry, deli, seafood,
bakery items, coffee and even
prepared food.
The Boys Market has been in
Delray for more than five generations and is known for their
fresh locally grown products.
The selection of their tropical
and exotic fruit is what makes
their store unique. Costumers aJways return because they
save money and are satisfied
with the quality of their products.
"I loved the fact that they
have samples of fresh fruits for
costumers to taste," said Sofia Radoslovich, senior. "My
favorite was the tropical pineapple and the watermelon, the
pineapple was so sweet that I
couldn't leave without buying
a piece of it."
This market is recognized
for their costumers for having
a full variety of fresh tasting
steaks such as the Angus beef.
Some costumers travel long
distances just to get the "Poppy's" homemade sausage, one
of the items sold the most.
"I love shopping in The
Boys Market," said Jon Fatemi,
graduate student. "It's the only

place where I can buy fresh
meat at a reasonable price."
Customers are aJways satisfied because they can find
natura] chicken free of aJl kinds
anti-biotics. They will always
come back to this fresh market in order to cook a delicious
dinner for their family. At The
Boys Market, clients not only
save money but they also find
chicken that is never frozen,
which gives their food more
flavor to enjoy.
"Whenever my mom wants
to make chicken, she aJways
passes by The Boys Market,"
said Radoslovich. "It is the
only place where she can get
fresh poultry in order cook a
great dinner for all of us."
The main focus of this fresh
market is the seafood. They
always provide their customers the highest quality and the
freshest catch from the ocean.
The Boys have an amazing selection of seafood such as lobsters, clams, salmon, tuna, scallops, clams and shrimp.
At the Boys Market one will
find excellent staff employees
that will aJways be there to help
and answer any questions. This
place gets very crowded, especially on Saturday and Sunday, but after paying for their
purchase they know that it was
worth the wait.
Prepared foods are one of the
things many enjoy. They have
many options to choose from
including soups, vegetables,
rice, meats and seafood. They
prepare it with their own produce products and customers
are able to taste the quality of
the food.

The Boys gives users the option to choose different products that can help one make a
delicious breakfast, lunch and
dinner, with fresh products
from their farms.
The market is located at
14378 South Military Tr. in
Delray Beach.

_,_l[l

Above: A look at what The Boys Farmers Market has to offer
students. Staff Photo/C. Chang.
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ULTIMATE WORKOUT CHALLENGE
FlyWheel of Boca Raton Introduces a Ne1o WorkOut Craze Called FlyBarre
By JESSICA LEVINE
Staff Writer
FlyWheel of Boca Raton
has introduced the toning portion of their workout called
FlyBarre. This is a class that
is 100 percent body sculpting and completed at a quick
pace.
One will get the best weight
training while incorporating dance movies and core
strengthening exercises. This
challenging workout rapidly
shapes the muscles into a
strong lean ones.
"My favorite part about
FlyBarre is the unique combination of a variety of exercis-

This challenge will unqueses, making it a one of a kind ates an experience that is retionably dlange the body. The
workout ," said Jordan Chaf- lieving and unforgettable.
fin, Fly Barre student.
In addition to the basic program keeps members moNot only is the class unique classes, FlyBarre has a pro- tivated as the are measured
but there is also a personal gram called the FlyBarre weekfy and receive nutritionttaining aspect to the class. "I Challenge. This six-week pro- al plans.
Head into FlyBarre today
also love the attention from gram is intended for individuthe instructors I receive and I als to take four classes a week. and start working on attainalways feel great by the end," Members take before and af- ing a fit and healthy body. For
more information, call (561)said Chaffin.
368-3246.
Classes
are
offered
throughout the day seven days
a week. Whether one enjoys
working out in the morning,
or in the evening, FlyBarre is
open from 6:30 a.m. until 6
p.m ..
FlyBarre has six different
instructors, allowing each
class to be unique, which ere- Above: An instructor posing for a endorsement flyer. Stock Photos.

A TRULY GREEN GROCERY STORE
Green Wise Publix has a Great Assortment of Organic and Health Foods
By RACHEL STOLAR
Staff Writer
As the majority of students
are on a college budget, eating
healthy is not always an option. Greenwise market is similar to Whole Foods, but offers
food at lower prices.
The products offered are approved by the United States
Department of Agriculture and
are organic. Greenwise offers
departments that range from
fine wines and cheese to allnatural meats and poultry.
Greenwise is structured like
Whole Foods, as they have
a prepared food section with
a variety of choices, including custom salads, Mediterranean oven, chef selections and
many more.
"I love Greenwise. They

have the best sandwiches, they
make them right there and the
prepared food is delicious,"
said Lauren Abrams, junior.
"It's pretty close to school
too so it's a great lunch spot if
you're looking for something
on the go between classes."
Greenwise also caters to
events and private parties. The
unique thing about Greenwise
is they do not just take care of
one's food, but they help plan
everything for a special event.
From tableware to invitations,
hors d'oeuvres and desserts ,
they are the ultimate party
package.
"I prefer Greenwise just because it's not overpriced like
Whole Foods and a lot of the
products are the same. The
general idea of the store is

very similar to Whole Foods
but in my opinion better," said
Abrams .
Greenwise market is located in Boca Village Square on
Saint Andrews Blvd. in Boca.
If one is looking to eat organic foods on a college budget
Greenwise is a perfect option.
Not many people are familiar with Greenwise, but it is a
great place to stop in the next
time one is shopping for delicious, all natural groceries.

Above: The outside and inside of GreenWise Publix. LU Photos.
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Technology
GREENER PLANET THE APPLE WAY
Apple Advances Their Technology to Better Support the Environment
By MISSY MONTGOMERY
Copy Editor
With the growing trend of
instituting greener practices,
Apple computers launched new
features that would make their
technology stand out compared
to other corporations. Just a
year before his death, Steve
Jobs defended his company after being criticized by environmental sustainability organizations in regards to not removing
toxic chemicals and recycle old
products.
"It is generally not Apple's
policy to trumpet our plans for
the future; we tend to talk about
the things we have just accomplished," said Jobs. "Unfortunately this policy has left our
customers, shareholders, employees and the industry in the
dark about Apple's desires and
plans to become greener."
One of Apple's most successful sustainability practices
is the recycling of old products,
which began in 1994. Today
the practice is demonstrated
in countries all over the world
where at least 93 percent of
Apple products are sold. The
recycling program is known
as E-Waste and the system has
been responsible for increasing the percentage of recycling
in the last decade. In 2006, 13
million pounds of E-waste was
recorded and this jumped to 19
million pounds in 2010.
"Our stakeholders deserve
and expect more from us, and
they 're right to do so," said
Jobs. ''They want us to be a
leader in this area, just as we are
in the other areas of our business."
In addition to recycling,

Apple's data centers have been
working to reduce their carbon
footprint after receiving criticism regarding the use of electricity from coal-fired power
plants by the pro-environmental
group Greenpeace. The data
centers are responsible for providing power to the cloud ser-

vices such as iCloud and iTunes
Apps.
Since then , Apple bought its
power from wind farms in January to power Apple's data center
in Newark, Calif. Apple is currently in the process of building a new data center that will
be completed by the end of this

year and the green design has
been approved by Greenpeace.
"Apple's increased level
of disclosure about its energy
sources helps customers know
that their iCioud will be powered by clean energy sources,
not coal," said Gary Cook, an
analyst at Greenpeace.

Above:Apple's sustainability plan helps promote a cleaner relationship with Earth. Stock Photos.
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Lifestyle
lBEYONCE: A NEW STAR FOR H&M
eyonce Hits the H&M Summer Campaign Reveled fo-r the 2013 Fashion Li
By LEICESTER THOMAS
Staff Writer
Whispers began circulating
back in January that the Love
On Top singer would be a model for H&M. After being spotted posing in a tropical shoot
in the Bahamas, the rumors became accurate.
The breezy summer campaign allowed Beyonce to
flaunt her well talked about assets in her new H&M summer
collection. The now 31-yearold mother is welcoming everyone to see those infamous
curves she has been whipping
back into shape to transform
back to her pre- Blue Ivy figure.

What makes these pieces
even more spectacular is that
Ann-Sofie Johnasson, the head
of design for the Swedish retailer, sat down with Beyonce
and discussed the pieces so that
they will be full ofherown personal style.
"I cant wait to grab the yellow bikini for my summer
cruise," said Raquel Richardson, junior.
The photoshoot was shot by
photography twosome, Inez
van Lamsweerde and Vinoodh,
in Nassau.
Most of the campaign pictures will be posted on billboards, in magazines, online

and on every corner all summer
long.
The advertisements are titled
"Beyonce as Mrs. Carter in
H&M" referring to The Mrs.
Carter Show world tour, that
kicked off on the 15 of April in
Serbia.
"I've always liked H&M's
focus on fun affordable fashion. I really loved the concept
we collaborated on to explore
the different emotions of women represented by the four elements - fire, water, Earth and
wind. It was a beautiful shoot
on a tropical island. It felt more
like making a video than a commercial," said Beyonce.

Above: Beyonci modeling in a
H&M swimsuit. Stock PhOO>.

lABE &LOUIE'S GREAT STEAKHOUSE
Delicious Food With a Large Variety of Healthier Options for Students
By SARAH FRANK
Staff Writer
Abe & Louie's, located on
West Glades Road in Boca, is
one of the most respected steak
houses in the area.
All of the steaks at Abe &
Louie's are selected from cornfed, local and Midwestern beef.
They are also aged six weeks
on the bone for a flavorful and
tasteful meal.
The restaurant is very well
known for their seafood dishes
as well. The signature dishes include crab cake and swordfish
chop. These dishes go very well
with the wine served at Abe &
Louie's. In fact, multiple magazines have awarded the wine
list with top accolades including Boston Magazine and Wine
Spectator.
"I worked at Abe & Louie's

for three years and absolutely loved the atmosphere and
menu," said Juliana Santos.
"The service is above and beyond and the portions are very
impressive."
A private dining room is also
available for larger parties and
events.
"The ambiance and feeling
customers get when they enter
the restaurant is truly spectacular," said Mark Cannon, regular.
"We have come here multiple
times and have had a truly great
experience."
The oversized leather chairs
and large booths are sure to
make any customer feel like a
king or queen. The dining room
also consists of torches, bronze
chandeliers, mahogany detailing
and high ceilings.
The service at Abe & Louie's
is also something to be excited

about. All servers have had previous experience and are happy
to give the customers a great experience.
"The restaurant accommodates special occasions and the
servers do their best to make it
one to remember," said Cannon.
Abe & Louie's has notable,
large side options including
sweet potato fries, fresh corn,
spinach, caramelized onions and
mac & cheese.
For more information, visit
abeandlouies.com or "Like"
Abe & Louie's on Facebook.

Above: The restaurant front of Abe&Louie's. Staff Photo/5. Frank.
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Weekly Review
A LITTLE PIECE OF BROOKLYN, NYC
Brooklyn Bagel & Water Co. Puts a ne7v Twist on the Old-Fashioned Bagel
By SARAH FRANK
Staff Writer

"It's all about the water," a phrase that is impossible to
ignore during a trip to Brooklyn Bagel, formally known
as Brooklyn Water Bagels.
This catch phrase could not
be more accurate in regards to
Brooklyn Water Bagels.
The idea is simple: to infuse everyday, run of the mill,
doughy, carb-filled bagel with
some of that sweet, N-Y-C
sewer water that all the Nor-

Easters love to brag about.
Brooklyn Bagel regularly
fills every seat in the house
with growling stomachs ,
young and old. The only criterion for becoming a B.B. regular is a Brooklyn accent. Of
course, one can always fake
the accent and go straight for
the comprehensive yet concise bagelwich menu.
"We come to Brooklyn Bagel
twice a week for late breakfast
on weekends and lunch during
the week," said Danielle Del"It never
aney, a B.B.

gets old. The bagels and coffee are to die for."
Brooklyn Bagel has its own
style when it comes to iced
coffee. They invented the coffee cubes instead of ice cubes
to prevent watery coffee.
The spokesperson for the
restaurant is Larry King. King
has expanded Brooklyn Bagel
throughout Southern California and internationally. As
a Brooklyn native he knows
what aspects are needed to
"Brooklynize " the company.
His name and brand are very

valuable and trusted at all locations.
The atmosphere at Brooklyn Bagel is very upbeat and
fun. It is filled with many New
Yorkers coming to get a bite
of their home up North. The
wallpaper is filled with names
and quotes of Brooklyn locals.
There are also facts about
the water and how they make
their bagels . Customers can
even watch the fresh bagels
being made while they are
waiting in line.

Above: Brooklyn Bagel And Water Co. has revolutionized bagels for the Boca area and has received positive feedback. Staff Photo/5. Frank.
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Weekly Review
SHAQ RESIGNS FROM BASKETBALL
Professional Basketball Player Retires After a Long and Dominant Reign
By LISETIE VILLEGAS
Staff Writer
After serving 19 amazing
years to the NB.A, in which
he competed on six different
teams, Shaquille O'Neal decides it is time to call it quits.
With
28,596
career
points and four championship rings, O'Neal finally
decided it was best he retire from what many would
consider a COlorful career in
the NBA. Throughout the 19
years, O'Neal served on several teams such as Orlando

Magic, Los Angeles Lakers,
Miami Heat, Phoenix Suns,
Cleveland Cavaliers and Boston Celtics.
O'Neal initially announced
his retirement through social
media. He felt it was only
right to announce his plan to
loyal fans that have been with
him from the start.
His career highlights occurred while playing on two
teams, the Lakers and the
Heat. With the Lakers, O'Neal
won three championship rings
and three consecutive NBA
Finals MVP awards.

With the Heat, O'Neal once
again demonstrated what an
amazing player he was by
helping Miami go all the way,
thus earning him his fourth
NBA Championship ring.
O'Neal played in 15 AllStar games and won 3 All-Star
Game MVP awards. He was
one of the 50 Greatest Players in NBA History. This was
awarded back in 1996 when
he had just played a total of
four seasons.
Although this may be the
end of his basketball career,
O'Neal has several other plans

for his future. Amongst these
are broadcasting, law enforcement, business interests, along with finishing his
doctorate at Barry University in Miami. Being an example to his six kids and doing
what makes him happy have
always been his priorities.
O'Neal will always be remembered in the NBA for
what he did on and off the
court. From having rap records to a business
folio ,
O'Neal will be known as a
dominant figure in the game
of basketball.

A PASTEL PARADISE FOR FASHION
as tel Colors Prove to be the Look of the Summer for the Fashion World
By JESSICA LEVINE
Staff Writer
Jump into the season looking
hot in all of the new spring pastel colors.
Seasonal shifts are not only
about the weather getting warmer, they also trigger a whole
new color transformation in the
fashion realm. From tops, bottoms, dresses shoes, makeup
and nails, this year is all about
the pastel.
Forget about the basic baby
pink and light purple, these vibrant pastels are a fresh look
and will pop with any outfit. The
best part about this years spring
colors is that they are not even
close to looking washed out.
The 2013 spring season just
so happens to emphasize the
world of subtle pastel colors.
Colors ranging from light mint,
lavender creme, peach pastel,
looks

anyone and brings out tan skin.
Pastel pants are certainly
popular right now. One can pair
these fun colored pants with
simple tops, allowing room to
add makeup, accessories and
nail polish that will pop. Consider this as a trend that offers an
edgy look with a twist of color.
Something to avoid is pairing
pastel top and pastel pants. The
combination of the two together
may be overly excessive for the
eye. The goal with dressing in
these fun spring colors is to be

subtle.
Finding pastel colors is just as
easy as it is fashionable. Nordstrom Rack at University Commons, located on Glades Road,
has many options of pastels to
choose from and has great reduced prices. Be sure to stop in
and collect all the pastel items
for this years spring season.
Jump into the 2013 spring
season with the sensational pastel colors that allows anyone to
establish a refreshing outlook to
one's attire.
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Weekly Review
RECOGNIZING LYNN'S FACULTY
Lynn Celebrates Published Faculty Work at a Recent Reception

Above: Distinguished members of the Lynn University staff received public recognition for their various published works and accolades at an event held in the Keith C. and Elaine Johnson Wold Performing Arts Center earlier this month. Staff Photos/M. Goldstein.

By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer
President Ross and other
Lynn faculty members celebrated the published works of
university professors recently.
Lynn fosters an environment that promotes growth,
learning and achievement.
This philosophy also includes
the school's professors, who
are encouraged to continue to
work in their field and publish
or edit texts. 16 professors
published more than 40 works
that were published from
2012-2013.
"I am very proud of their
work," said Vice President of
Academic Affairs , Dr. Gregg
Cox. "They go above and beyond their job position when
they do things like this."

Leecy Barnett, reference
librarian, hosted the event
and kept the room filled with
laughter as she described
some of her favorite faculty
publications.
"My favorite was Dr. Halloran's book, 'The Song of the
Ape,"' described Barnett. "It
is written in a very readable
style and it's actually sold out
on Amazon."
Hallorna's book studies the
languages that chimpanzees
use and how they differ. To
do this, he studied individual
chimps that have different histories. For example, one of the
chimpanzees was captured and
kept as a pet. This influenced
the chimps language abilities.
"I enjoyed reading Barbara
Barry's work on Bach," said
Barnett. "The theme of love

being blind and the actions
people do while in love are
relevant today, like with Manti
Te'o."
Jeff Morgan's text is centered upon the cultural relations in Moby Dick by Herman Melville.
"The focus is the relationship between Ishmael and
Queenqueeg, the South Seas
cannibal harpooner whom
our narrator must share a bed
with," said Morgan, professor. "This exemplifies the kind
of conflict that a more ethnocentric view of the world can
heighten and helps show how
literature can help with the
advancement of cultural sensitivity."
Maureen Goldstein dove
into the harlem renaissance
novel "Their Eyes Were

Watching God" by Zora Neale
Hurston and expands on how
the protagonist, Janie Crawford, goes through a major
character
transformation.
Goldstein even touches on the
historical hardship that Hurston went through to get her
work published.
"Through the novel she
becomes autonomous," explained Goldstein. "That's
why the publication is called
from object to subject. It's
about the journey she goes
through. The author was
pushed aside by other black
writers because it did not follow the typical Harlem Renaissance style."
To read these texts, students
can visit the faculty publication bookcase on the first floor
of the library.
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A PRO BOXERrS ATHLETIC STORY
Lynn Student Has a Chance to Intervie~v Professional Boxer Charles Rosa
By JOEY ARGENZIANO
Staff Writer
Charles Rosa has become
one of the electrifying pro
fighters of his generation.
Rosa had no ambitions to be
a professional fighter growing up, however, fate led him
to this profession.
In fact Rosa stopped into
former UFC (Ultimate Fighting Championship) champion
Charles McCarthy's mixed
martial arts (MMA) gym one
day out of pure curiosity. "I
love playing sports and being competitive," said Rosa.
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"Also, I knew this would
keep me out of trouble."
Rosa enjoyed the workout
and after training for fun, he
decided to become an amateur fighter. Rosa kept on
improving and winning his
fights to become the top amateur in the country with a record of 18-2.
On April 21, 2012, he announced that he would go
pro. After that, he stepped up
his game with more training
and expanded his fighting
style and he started training
with the world best boxers.
Rosa also does kickboxing,
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jujitsu, wrestling and yoga.
"I work on every aspect of
fighting so I can be the best
I can be; any technique can
work if I believe it can," explains Rosa.
After winning his first pro
fight a few months ago, he
inked a five fight deal with
the Championship Fighting
Alliance (CFA), which is the
highest level behind UFC.
He had his second pro fight
last month beating Jason
Jones and knocking him out
in the first round.
What is pretty amazing
about his story is that it only
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took Rosa four years to get
to this level, which is rare to
find. Rosa is confident that
he will be a world famous
UFC champion one day.
"Every time I am about
to fight, I know I have my
brothers Domenic and Vincent by my side protecting
me. After that, my walkout
song Red Nation comes on
and I put on a show for everyone," he said.
Even though it has been a
hard long road for the Rosa
family, they are all fighters
and excited to see what is
next.
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BECOMINGASTUDENT ATHLETE
Lynn Student Begins Preparation to Join the new Lacrosse Team

Above: Sam Gesualdi, sophomore, is one of the many Lynn students aspiring to gain a position on the recently added Lynn University Men's Lacrosse team that will be joining the Fighting Knights athletic program this upcoming year. Staff Photos/C. Pizzolato.

ByCARLEE
PIZZOLATO
Staff Writer

In the coming year, the
Lynn athletic program
will be welcoming the
newest addition of men's
lacrosse. Although the
future team has already
been assigned a head
coach, Brian Kingsbury,
students from Lynn will
have the upper hand when

the time comes to recruit
players.
Sam Gesualdi, sophomore, has been playing
sports his entire life. In
the past, baseball and
football have been his
main interests. However,
even though he has never
played on an official lacrosse team, something
about the sport caught Gesualdi's eye. It was only
a matter of time before

news of Lynn's addition
of men's lacrosse reached
Gesualdi.
"I miss being on a team
with a good group of
guys," said Gesualdi.
Since arriving at Lynn,
the former sport player
has realized how much
he misses the team atmosphere and the feeling of
being victorious.
"I do know I'm really
going to have to stay on

top of my school work,"
said Gesualdi .
With the recent team
addition,
prospective
players such as Gesualdi
can look forward to having the opportunity to play
for their school.
"I like that I get to be a
part of something new,"
said Gesualdi.
Men's lacrosse will begin in the 2013 fall season.
In the meantime, Gesualdi

and several friends have
been getting together on
campus to have weekly
practices in order to prepare a team atmosphere.
Gesualdi has set very
high standards for his )acrosse future. He hopes
to play a defense position and focus on having
a great work ethic for the
team.
Starting from scratch
(Continued on page 2)
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can be difficult, however, the
players remain positive.
"Within the next year I think it
will be somewhat slow," said Gesualdi. "But as the team gets more
recruits over the years, I can see it
really succeeding."
With players like Gesualdi,
this team will be a fantastic addition to the Fighting Knights.

Above: Gesualdi and his friends practice lacrosse on the feild next
to the de Hoernle Sports and Cultural Center. Staff Photos/C.
Pizzolato.
. -

ARM MEMORIES BY THE FIRE PI
nn Multicultural Grillin Club Brin
By MORGAN GOLDSTEIN
Staff Writer
When two South American students missed different
traditions of their home, they
decided to infuse them into the
Lynn community.
Lennart Stahr and Javier Anegon, both freshmen,
missed the weekend barbecue
tradition that they would normally practice in their native
Uruguay. They have continued these barbecues in the
form of a new club called the
Fireplace. The two students
represent only one of the 87
different countries that are represented in the Lynn family.
They want their peers to know
more about Uruguay and in
turn they want to discover new
things about different cultures.
"We want to share our culture with others," said Stahr.
"We also want to get to know
more about other countries,
which is why everybody, no

matter what race or religion , is
welcome."
The Fireplace meets to have
regular gatherings outside of
the Freiburger Residence complex and barbecue different
foods. It is an interactive opportunity for students to swap
and share different cultural tidbits in a relaxed environment.
"I think the Fireplace is
a great idea," said Valeria
Figueroa, freshman. "One can
just join the club and have a
great time."
"Our goal is to create a social environment for students
here at Lynn to get to know
each other and have a good
time," said Anegon.
In a recent gathering, Anegan and Stahr had students
from Nicaragua, Argentina,
El Salvador and more. Even
though these different nations
share a similar background,
they are very different.
"My family on Sunday
nights, we get together and

eat pupusas and have a good
time," said Figureoa. "Pupusas
is a national Salvadorian plate
and different cultures may not
be familiar with it. I love how
I get to share this with others."
For more information about
the Fireplace, students can
contact Stahr through his university email at lstahr@email.
lynn.edu .

Above: Students participating in the "Fireplace" barbecue. LU Photo.
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BOSTON HIT HOME FOR STUDENTS
A Massachusetts Students Story From the Boston Marathon Tragedy
By RACHEL STOLAR
Staff Writer
The Boston marathon had
more than 25,000 partidpant!r
coming from IU"Ound the world.
Many viewers of the marathon
were ~lles, SIJ{WOrteP>, ~tQJ...
lege students and surro~
cotnl111aJiities.
Kelly McCa~ a junior at
UniveJ!Iili¥ of Massachusetts
Amherst.. went to the Boston
Marathon on April 1~. hop..
in&" to watch her older sister
Brenna accomplish a life-long
goal. After training a y~ for
the 26.2 mile race, Mc<)rthy
thought she would witnesl one
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of Brenna's most accomplished
tasks and be there for one of her
sisters biggest days of her life.
Thousands of people went for
the same reason Brenna went,
and thousands t>f pe.eple went
for the same reason MfCarthy
went. None: at these people realized the horror that they were all
about to encounter.
McCarthy !U)d her roommate
were sitti!g at the finish line
waiting anxi~l¥ for Brenna's
arrival when the WleXpecte9
l)appene<l;. two bombs went off.
''I wai probably 50 feet from
th~ expld~tl., we literally ran for
01.11 Jives. I'm still traumatized,"
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said McCarthy.
As ~Carthy ran frQm the
explosion, she heard thelie was
a man with a backpaelc ftolding
expl0$i,Yes.
"The worst part was that
while we were tuMing, we
didn' t know if the trashcan next
to us was about to blow up or if
the buildiftg we were 11.fdp.ing
toward was going to explode,"
said f.1cCarth:1f
Cbaoseru_pted. Nobody could
locate or get in touch with fiiJllily
aembers because of collphone
!ie l ·e!i being overloaded with

us.er .
"I thought my entire ~y
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was dead and they dx)ught I
w s," said McCarthy.
Without being able to get
in touch with family members, people began to ~Y.IDic in
fear of losing loved ones who
attended the race. Fortunately, GoogJe itlln'lediately came
out with a web page helping
those in n~ to locate who
ever they needed to find.
"I don't know if I'll ever
be able to be in a larje crowd
comforrQJy again after this,"
said McCarthy.
More than 200 people
were injured and three people
liVere killed in this act.
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Better Together: The Homeless Project
Spiritual and Religious Life puts on an Event to Change Homelessness

By KEVIN SKAGGS

Copy Editor
Lynn University InterFaith,
a branch of Spiritual and Religious Life, kicked off the Better
Together campaign to help raise
awareness about homelessness
in Palm Beach County.
"There are more than 2,000
children in Palm Beach County
that live below the poverty line,"
said Phil Allison, junior. "That is
nearly the amount of students at

Lynn."
The Better Together event took
place in the cafeteria. It consisted
of placing 11 teams of students,
faculty and staff against each
other to compete for a gift card
prize. The teams had to answer
questions about different faiths
and non-faiths in a game show
format in order to gain points for
different rounds.
The participants next competed to build the best homeless
shelter from a bag of materials

provided for them. About 40 students and staff took part in the
event to help raise awareness for
the issue.
"The whole idea of InterFaith
is to bring people together and
use what we have in common
to build a better world for us all,
rather than let our differences
tear us apart," said Lizzy Raffa,
sophomore.
Mter the first round of jeo~
ardy questions, a guest speaker
from Family Promises spoke

about his struggles with poverty.
Family Promises is an organization whose sole mission is to
help homeless and low-income
families achieve sustainable independence.
Guest speaker, Robert Gannon, experienced home1essness
firsthand, and shared his family's
story.
"Homelessness hit my family
in a matter of minutes. My wife
and I were working at the same
(Continued on page 2)
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company when we both lost our
jobs," said Gannon. "Homelessness can hit at any time for anyone."
'The Better Together event
was a fun way to get students
thinking about different religions
and thinking about the less fortunate," said Jose Ramon, freshman.
Before the event began, teams
enjoyed multi-cultural foods and
openly talked about their religion
and experiences with homelessness.
"Our goal was to give students
an opportunity to discover for
themselves how engaging in InterFaith conversations can help
address global issues, and maybe
even solve them," said Raffa.

Above: Lynn students work together to build the best homeless shelter. Staff Photos/K. Skaggs.

REVIEWING ''BEYOND THE PINES''
The Extraordinary Movie That Deals With Ordinary People
By CHRISTINA BEATTY

of following many different complex storylines that intertwine
with each other. When the movie
begins, the audience meets a
seemingly free spirited, motorcycle-riding, tattooed Luke. Aside
from his tough exterior, viewers
are then introduced to his softer
side when he goes to see his old
fling Romina, played by Eva
Mendez. The visit leads only to
both the audience and Luke disRecently released, "The Place covering the existence of Luke's
Beyond the Pines," gives new one-year-old baby, Jason.
meaning to the saying "the grass
I think that the meaning beis not always greener on the other hind the film comes in full force
side." Through the riveting plot when Officer Avery, who also
development and use of charac- has a one-year-old son named
ters, this film deals with the ma- AJ, comes into the story. Cooper
jor effects that decisions made by plays the "good guy," who ends
parents can have on children.
up making a terrible decision that
The movie follows many sto- causes not only an internal battle
rylines. Initially judging from the within himself, but also has a
promotional trailers, I presumed tremendous ripple effect on the
that the storyline would follow story's plot.
the bank robbing character of
Years pass and the audience is
Luke, played by Ryan Gosling, introduced to Avery and Luke's
and Officer Avery, played by sons, Jason, played by Dane DeBradley Cooper. However, it was Haan, and AJ, played by Emory
far from initial expectations.
Cohen, who are now teenagers.
The film does a wondetflll job They happen to coincidentally
Staff Writer

attend the same high school and
become friends.
This is where the movie plays
on stereotypical family constructs. I would expect Jason, the
son of a bank robber, to be following in his biological fathers
footsteps.
AJ, whose father is not only in
the run for governor but was also
deemed a hero, would be every
parent's dream and he ends up being every parent's nightmare. Doing all types of drugs, he takes on
a rapper type persona and a bully.
"The film is all about pairs,"
wrote Kyle Smith ofnypost.com.
"Matches and repetition as the
characters struggle to break out of
patterns seemingly set by impetuous split-second decisions."
I also love how colorblind the
movie is but how at the same time
it is not. It acknowledges that we
live in a very diverse world now.
Jason is half white and half Hispanic, his little half sister is black
and Hispanic and his step father
is black.
Other than interracial families,
it discusses the somewhat con-

troversial corruption within the
police department and misuse of
power. As almost as if the people
that we would expect to be bad,
based on stereotypes, had very
good intensions and the people
who we expected to be good were
bad.
"The Place Beyond the Pines"
has a lot to say about class, manhood and the curious operations
of fate, themes that Mr. Ciaofrance [Director] articulates with
blunt conviction and, at times,
impressive artistry," wrote A.O.
Scott of nytimes.com.
From the complex storyline to
its intense, as well as funny moments; I would definitely say this

Above: "The Place Behind the
Pines" Stock Photos.
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PRICES FIT FOR A BOCA SUMMERJ
Unbeatable Prices for Students Staying in Boca for Summer Vacation
By CARLIE ADMIRE
Staff Writer
With amazing deals and reduced pricing, a summer in
Boca can be filled with adventurous activities as well as relaxing remedies.
South Florida is recognized as
the Sunshine State and is packed
with good deals of aquatic recreation such as 75 percent off
of kayak rentals at the Atlantic Boat and Jet Ski Rentals in
Pompano Beach. This special
cuts down the original pricing
from $80 to an affordable $20.
Savings of 54 percent at multiple locations of Trek Bicycle
Stores are also available as well
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as 75 percent offT-3 Health and
Fitness's Rock Climbing, lowering a $100 price tag to just $20.
Miami Tandem Hang-Gliding is
lowering their flight package of
$184 by 63 percent, resulting in
$115 in savings.
Winner of the Best of 2012
New Age Massage and Health
Center are offering up to 64
percent reduction of a massage
and facial combo. Hi-Tech Hair
is lowering their keratin hair
straightening treatment by 50
percent and one can find 56 percent off Mani-Pedi's at Ocean
Beauty Salon and Skin Care.
Painting Fiesta is reducing
the price of a class of painting
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by half, costing $20 per person
and 56 percent off ceramic art
classes at MIY Ceramics.
One breakfast or lunch entree
at WaffleWorks is half priced
and a dinner for two at Venicia
Cafe & Grill is lowered by 61
percent and Florida's Snow Factory is offering a $4 dessert of
shaved ice topped with fruity
flavored syrups.
A summer in Boca can be
packed with relaxation and outdoor activities. Other reduced
pricing and deals can be found
within South Florida or other
areas by entering in a location
to the website, www.groupon.
com.
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